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Tfc« News Has Been

A

ConstructiveBooster for
Holland Since

W1

VOLUME 80— NUMBER 48

Ottawa

Recount

Fann-to'Prosper

Downtown Area Decked
With Yuletide Festoons

I

To Start Tuesday

Festoons of fresh evergreen
huge wreaths were being
placed on boulevard light poles
and on the fronts of some downtown stores today putting Holland iika gay holiday mood for
the Chnstmas season.
The decorativescheme turned
back to the huge wreaths this
year, replacing wooden plaques

Round-Up Plans

and

In

Grand Haven

State Police to

Provide

I

Constant Protection
For County BaUot Boxes

of last year.

Arrangementsalso are being
made to string colored lights at

City Attorney 0. S. Cross announced today that the recount
of ballots in Ottawa county in the

Near Completion
Christmas Carol
Ottawa 4-H Orchestra
Scheduled to

Question Geared

At Muskegon Event

rr

Tickets for the 1950 West MichiIgan Farm - to - Prosper conteat
Round-Up now are in the hands
of county agricultural agents fop
distribution to competing organizations in time for the December
I meetings.
With more than 85 organizations listed in the contest this
year some 1,200 persons are expected to gather in Senior High

Neighborhood shopping centers
can have broadcasts of Christmas
carols over loudspeaker systems

if

they band together, the city licfive local intersections this year
ense committee reported Friday.
instead
of
the
three
of
former
highly disputed gubernatorial
"If at all possible,we’H grant
years. Intersections thus decoratrace will start Tuesday, Dec. 5, at
the broadcasting,"Police Chief
ed
are
on
Eighth
St.
at
College,
2 pm. in the supervisors’room
Jacob Van Hoff said today. "We
Central and River, plus Ninth St.
in the court house in Grand
like music as well as anybody."
end Seventh St. on River Ave.
Haven.
The announcementstemmed
Downtown
decorations
are
in
Cross, who was named special
from an application by a southcharge of the Retail Merchants'
assistant to the attorney
• *
side merchant for permission to
of the Chamber of Combroadcast carols. The application
Is division
merce. President George Good
was turned down by Common
said Christmas carols also will
Council.
be
played
at
intervals
over
the
‘Messiah ’
"We would rather have the carpublic address system.
Van Horssen and set the date.
ols sponsored by a combination
He
also
announced
store
hours
Clerk Van Horssen received
Appearing as tenor soloist at
rather than by one merchant,"
tdegram Tuesday ^om Secretai^ Holland,s annual performance of for the holiday season. Starting Van Hoff added. "Carols ere very
next week, local stores will be
appropriate if they are controll. questing her to instruct all’ city Handel’s "The Messiah,”will be open Wednesday afternoons until
ed.”
and township clerks to turn over Harold Haugh of Cleveland, Ohio, Christmas. Night openings will be
The Chamber of Commerce
ballot boxes to a Michigan state He will appear with three other on Friday and Saturday, Dec. 15
sponsorsthe loudspeakers in th<
police officer or other law en- concert soloists, the Hope college and 16, until 9 p.m.
downtown area.
Stores also will be open four
forcementofficial specificallyde- choir of students and faculty
evenings
the
week
before
Christsignated by CommissionerDonald members and the college orchesS Leonard and holding a letter of tra in the annual presentation mas, starting TYiesday, Dec. 19.
authorizationfrom
which has been a musical high- On Saturday, Dec. 23, stores will
These ballot boxes will be tak- light of the holiday season here close at 5:30 p.m.
Other Christmas activities
•n to the county seat and placed for many years. It is scheduled
under the jurisdiction of the f0r Monday, Dec. 12, at Hope sponsored by the merchants include live radio programs Dec. 18
county clerk. State police will chapel.
provide constant police protection Haugh has gained great popu- through 23 from 7 to 7:30 p.m.,
The chief engineer for the Nato prevent any possibility of tarn- larity as a soloist with his voice and a letter-writing contest to
poring before or during the re- lauded as one of considerable dy- Santa Claus by youngsters.
tional Railroads of Japan arrivnamic range, dear and helped by
ed in Holland Tuesday from ChiIn Allegan county, Attorney a dean diction. His record of recago-riding by bus.
Lelia Boyce was named legal rep- turn engagements is proof of his
S. Tanaka explainedthat beresentative of the Republicans in popularity.He has never sung any
cause of schedule difficulties he
the Allegan county recount. Coun- place without being invited to rehad to take a bus to Holland. He
ty vice-chairmanGeorge Gatten tum for a second engagement,
is visiting F. E. hJlewskl, seeking
was named floor manager, and The singer, a native of Clevein
information about concrete block
challengers will includeGuy Teed, land, was educated in public
Two Holland men are in Hoi building.
Weldon Rumery, Glen Overton, schools there and received an
On his first trip to America,
land
hospital with injuriesreWilliam McClelland, Perle Fouch, a. B. degree from Miram college.
Tanaka finds the people "pleasant
ceived
when
their
car
rolled
over
John Stockdale, Roland Huff and At the conclusion of his college
and easy— especiallytoward a
Charles Frost. Democrats to date studies, he was ordained in the after hitting some ice about three
Japanese."
miles
south
of
HoUand
on
US-31
had not announced representa-church of Christ (Disciple). He
Tanaka lives and works in Tokreceived a bachelor of divinity de- at 3:35 a.m. today.
yo. His home was destroyed in
Frank
Fowler,
31,
of
344
LinMeanwhile in Lansing, the state g^e from Union Theological semone of the American air raids durboard of canvassers set the time inary jn New York City and a coln Ave., was treated for facial ing the war.
lacerations
and
chest
injuries
and place for starting election master of sacred music degree
Purpose of his trip to America
recounts in 28 counties.Prepara- from the School of Sacred Music Fowler was driving the car.
is to study engineering methods
His passenger, Stanley Leroy,
tions for state-wide retabulation at that institution,
on American railway systems. His
went ahead under full steam des- For several years he was solo- of the Goodrich house, received a sidetripto Holland was on personpite Democrat Gov. G. Mennen ^ at various churches in Cleye- broken leg. Leroy was pinned in
al basis.
WilHams’ condemnation of the jamj an(j jater jn New York, in- the car when it rolled over.

general

School auditorium, Muskegon,
Dec. 28 for the Round-Up, when

if

^ZZ^TXZlHarold Haugh

Gov. Williams will present awards
to winning organizations.

Soloist

ENTERTAINMENT numbera
are being arranged. The scheduW
ed program will close with refreshmentsIn the cafeteria,and
square dancing on the spacious
stage and basketball floor.
Latest of the state leader* to
signify Intentionof attending is
Mrs. E. L. Church, of Kalamazoo,
state president of the Michigan

a

him.

jount.

Two Holland Men
Hurt

lives.

Accident

•

Perfom

The atmosphere was as gray as the day and as dark
as the war news at 42 Ottawa county men boarded
buses Wednesday afternoon In Grand Haven to
leave tar Detroit and InductionInto the Army. Of
the 42 Inductee*,19 were from Holland. Relatives
and friend* etood by aolemnlywhile the young

Scene

Is

Gray

as 42

Ottawa

men-in the

21 and 22-yearotd bracketa-prepared
to leave. In the picture,atandlng near the but
door, draft board chairmanSam Rynsr gives
Instructions to group leader John Bottje of Grand
Haven. At the left, a girl exchanges a few laet
words with her boy friend Inelde the bus.

final

Men

Leave County for Army Service
Venison Barbecue Held

reflected the grayness of the day

and the darkness of the war news
as 42 Ottawa county men left for
induction into the

Army

AOegai

to

Start

By Holland Archers
The Holland Archers met at the

home of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne

today at

Harrington, 95 East 39th St., Saturday night for a venison barbeThe men comprised the third cue. The deer were caught near
group to be inducted since the Houghton Lake camp during the

Detroit

_______

^

Verne Stockmen, of Mt Pleasant,
overseer of the Michigan Stats
Grange, will represent Master W.
G. Armstrong, who will be la
Florida.
Invitations also have been sent
Simeon Martin, president of the

On 19-Year-OUs
Allegan (Special)- Allege

The scene at the Grand Haven
post office Wednesday at 2 p.m.

Congress of Parents and Teachers.
Clark L. Brody, executive secre______ _
tary ____
of the _Michigan
Farm bur|ei^ tn(j Qiari®* jTgy, state dirae|tor of agriculture,
attfn<L

Michigan Farmers Union, ind
Carl Busklrk, president ot the

nl*^

^armbureau.

county ha* nearly exhausted it* A new organization appearing
supply of 20-year-olds,and will on the program this year will be
soon start dipping into the IS-rDel’s 4-H Band Kids," a 4-H
band front Oceana county. It has
year-old group for the draft, Mrs.
been trained by Mrs. D. E. LankHelen Gray, selective servicecleric ier, Rout* 1, New Era, and will
said today.
play during the luncheonperiod.
She released t list of 15 men Mrs. Lankfer writes:
"We are happy to accept your
who will report for induction Dec

^

wlH be sent to Port Sher- kind invitationto play for th*
Korean war began, and was the bow and arrow season by three ^
luncheon time at the Round-Up.
archers, Bud Van Tak, Glenn
Man, HI.
largest group to leave at one time. Brower and Don Caauwe.
We will make every effort to
It Includes:Bernard J. Greving, please all.
A business meeting preceded Robert
The total inductees during the last
Van Huls, and Charles
“I believe we have lined up a
three months is 107 from Ottawa the social evening. Van Tak showBrinkkw, HoUand; Albert Stoike, few numbers that will be pleasing
ed pictures of archers of the
county.
Dari Jenninp, Winton Papineau, to the old-timer’sear and appro*
Calls have been issued for 27 past three years at their differall-Republican canvassing board during West End Collegiate The accident happened when
Allegan; Thomas Kuhtic, William priate luncheon music. Two ot the
more
inductees
to
report
Dec.
13.
ent
camps
and
also
showed
comand. Attorney General Stephen J. church and Brick Presbyterian Fowler lost control of the car Fennville Invalid Diet
F.
Northrup, Bernard Bazzett, numbers are ’My Buddy/ and
The January quota of 65 was an- edy movies. Winners of the past
Roth’s warning that the recount I church. He did considerable radio when it struck an icy spot in the
and Alan Baugh, Wayland; Robert ‘Memories.’ We plan an accordion
nounced earlier this week.
summer’s shoot at the Fish and
highway.
The
men
were
on
their In County Hospital
may be
work before concentrating in the
Nineteen of the men who left Game club ponds were announc Kobemik, East Saugatuck; Leon duet of ‘The Glow-worm.’
The board advanced the hour concert and oratorio field. He has way to Saugetuck.
Hulsman, Hamilton; James EarleFesinville(Special)— Mrs. Rosa Wednesday were from Holland.
"After meeting with the memed. Winning pins were Joe AlverThe
car
rolled over three times
for formal kickoff of the
wjth most of the important
wein, Fennvlle; Louis Newman, bers and reading them your letHarris, 70, died Wednesday night They were: Earl H. Jekel, Norman
son. Marve Wabeke, John Lam
recount in Wayne county from 1 choral organizationsof the nation and ended up on its top.
Allegan county hospital where D. Vande Burg, Harvey J. GeerOtsego; and Raymond J. On* ter and telling them of our phone
Allegan deputies Earl Tellman
and Glenn Brower.
p.m. to 9 a.m.
and has been in demand for reshe has been an invalid for 2J lings, Robert J. Israels,Jack D.
hoski, Douglas.
conversation they overwhelmed
Those
present
were
Mr.
and
and
Henry
Bouwman
made
the
Williams was a 1,154-vote win- citals in college recital and lecyears. Funeral services will be Brunsell, Donald J. Van Ry, John
me with desires to play."
Mrs. John Lam, Mr. and Mrs.
investigation.
jior over Republican Harry F. ture series.
held Sunday at 2:30 p.m. from H. Scidelman,Donald W. WestAn Ensley, Newaygo county,
Marve
Wabeke,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Galvanized Garbage
Kelly in the official canvass but In
HaUgh was called to
Pullman Gospel mission with the rate, George J. Czerkies, Ervin J.
orchestra will play for square
Oosterbaan,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
GOP forces petitionedMonday oberlin Conservatory of Music as Grand Haven
Rev. Carl Hart officiating. Burial Smith, Kenneth L. De Pree, Rondancing, while other music and
Mulder, Mr. and Mrs. Mel Jou Cant Protect Health
for the general recount. Formal professor of voice and choral diwill be in Lee cemetery.
callers also are being arranged.
ald R. Lamb, Roger B. Le Poire, sma, Mr. and Mrs. Webb • Dalnoticeswent out today of appoint- rector. He has continued active Dies at Hospital
A sanitary,rat-proofgarbage Grange choruses from Newaygo
Surviving are four sons, Wil- James E. Kammcraad, Donald A.
man,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
lx's Lemson,
ment of 120 state recount super- in the concert and oratorio field
liam and Cecil of Halsey, Ore., Hardy, Gary J. Damveld, Marvine
can costs little. Yet It is an im- Pomona Grange, and Ashland and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lemson, Mr.
Grand Haven (Special) — Mrs.
visors. Roth, who has named each an(j has given several successful
Herbert of Chicago and Paul of E. Tubergen, Laveme D. Brower,
portant and necessary factor in Lake Harbor Granges will be
Katherine Beckman, 71, died
and Mrs. Don Caauwe, Mr. and
a special assistant attorney gener- recital* in Town Hall, New York
Pullman; two daughters,Mrs. and Roger P. Van Null.
sanitation and the prevention of grouped for 3 numbers. The OttaMrs. Al Hamelink, Mr. and Mrs.
Thursday afternoon in Kalamazoo
al, withdraw earlier objections to aty,
Louis Kauffman of Pullman and
Zeeland sent three men: Jason Dale Boes, Miss Barbara Van disease.
wa county 4-H orchestra again
State
hospital, where she had
12 of the appointees who either ne has been listed in Who's
Mrs. Helen Jewell of New Buffalo, F. Kuipers, Harvard Brouwer and
For this reason, many health will play the opening concert from
Kolken, Earl Huyser, Nick Havbeen
for the last 27 years. She
are county prosecutors or were who in Music for several years
19 grandchildren and one sister, Clinton Hop.
departmentshave establishedmin- 1 p.m. to 1:30, while the crowd is
was born in the NetherlandsJan.
inga, Bud Van Tak, Glenn Browrecent candidates for that office. an^ recently was added to Who's
Mrs. Carl Beatey of Clinton.
unum requirements for garbage arriving.
Hudsonville
sent
three
men:
Aler, Glenn Geerlings,Earl Welling
4. 1879, and came to Grand Haven
He said investigationsdisclosed | Who in America,
containers. They must be metal
vin
J.
Rosema,
Robert
L.
WierJud Branderhorst,director et
at the age of 8. In 18% she was
and the host and hostess.
in most cases that they are the
to keep rata out and they must the Ottawa orchestra,writes:
enga, and John G. Zylstra.
married to Fred Beckman, now- Legion Auxiliary Sends
only attorneys available for the
be covered as a protection against
Six men left from Grand Haven.
"The orchestra will be glad to
confined to the Perry Convalesrats, insects and odors.
appointment.
Yule Gifts to Groups
They were John D. Bottje, who Exhibit of Paintings
play again for the Round-Up. We
cent home near Nunica.
Under state recount regulations,
Testifies
Sturdy garbage cans made of always look forward to that prowas appointed group leader,CharBesides the husband she is surA regular meeting of the Amer- les B. Nelson, Marvin G. Ernst, Scheduled in Allegan
the county supervisors will have
rust-resistantgalvanized steel gram as you make us feel so welvived by three daughters, Mrs. ican Legion Auxiliary was held
Allegan (Special) — A display meet these requirementsand can
paramount authority to detercome and at home. We want you
Harlan Hockenbraugh of Pamona, Monday night in the GAR room, William Yedinac, Stanley Stolarz of oil paintings and watercolors
be purchasedfrom any hardware to know that anything we can do
mine which ballots may be count- In
and
Vernon
M.
Buttles.
Calif., Mrs. A. Stone of Chicago
produced
by
the
art
class
in
the
city hall. Christmas gifts were sent
ed and which cannot, subject only
Others who left were Robert G.
dealer.
to help, please feel free to ask."
and Mrs. Louis Sipreeburg of Gar- to the department emergency aid
adult educationprogram will be
to review by the state board of
Stillson, West Olive; John R. Spadena, Calif.; four sons, Arthur of
Allegan
(Special)
—
Melbourne
presented
Dec.
11
and
12.
fund and to the Otter Lake Chil- man, Hamilton;Jack L. Kosanic
canvassers. Although Roth disputALL MEMBERS of competing
Pamona, William of West Olive,
The exhibitwill be in the lower State Trooper Given
and Bernard G. Ruiter, Spring
ed the right of the state can- Powers, 69-year-old former Doug- Fred, Jr., of Denver, Colo., and dren’s Billet.
organizations, their familiesand
The group decided to sponsor Lake; Eugene Yonker and Robert lounge of Griswold auditorium Leave oi Absence
vassing board to give recount sup- las tavern operator on trial for
friends are eligible to attend the
Raymond of Grand Haven town- an American essay contest. AdW. Ruiter, Ferrysburg; Donald J. during the senior class play, and
ervisors supreme authority in de- the second time on a charge of
free entertainment as a reward
ship;
three
brothers
and
two
sismurdering his son-in-law, returnvance notice was given of a fifth Schaefer, Conklin;Jetse Vander will include one or two pictures Grand Haven (Special)Trooper for their interest in the contest
terminingvalidityof all ballots,
ed to the witness stand this after- ters including Jacob Bewalda and district meeting at the Valley Citj Baan. Byron Center; Lawrence R. by each of the 30 members of the John Pollard attached to the
the board ignored his opinion.
noon after testifyingbriefly this Mrs. Claude Beukema of Grand unit, Grand Rapids, in January. De Voogt. Comstock Park; Jack class. Lois Hamlin, Western Mich Grand Haven post of the Michi- Also, all members of business organizationswhich contribute to
morning on the fourth day of the Haven; 17 grandchildren and sevThe next meeting on Dec. 18 F. Davis, Grand Rapids; and Don- igan college,is instructorof the gan State police is taking a four- the prize money in each county,
en great grandchildren.
re-trial.
year leave starting Dec. 1 during their familiesend friends, are eliald E. Schippers, Coopersvllle. group.
The body was taken to Van will be in the form of a pot luck One man, Gordon E. Dalman of
Powers reiterated he lived in
A new art class will be formed which time he will attend Sovfi
supper and Christmas party, it
gible.
dread fear of his son-in-law. Al- Zantwick funeral home and serHolland, was scheduled for induc- after the holidays,as well as new Oregon college at Ashland,Ore.
was announced.
The contest is carried on ia
bert Strampel, 28-year-old veter- vices will be held at the funeral
Refreshments were . served by- tion. He failed to show up because groups studyingarts and crafts, He will major in businessad- Mason, Muskegon, Newaygo, Ocean, whom he shot in an argument chapel Monday at 2 p.m. with the
home
decorating,
sewing,
and
woministration.
Mrs. A. Van Lente and her com- he is at sea with the Merchant
ana, and Ottawa counties,for the
Enlists in
over the Blue Lantern tavern in Rev. Bernard BrunstingofficiatMarine, according to draft clerk men’s gym, accordingto Mahlon
Pollard who has been a member
advancement of rural community
Douglas last July. As in the prev- ing. Burial will be at Lake Forest mittee.
Herrick, director of the program. of the department for 10 years,
Mrs. Vincent Morford.
life.
cemetery.
ious
trial,
his
testimony
was
Classes
in
any
other
subject
Dr. Vernon L. Boersma will
served posts at New Buffalo,
Three others who were on the
Reports of competingorganizaArtie Vanie Water
leave Friday for duty with the strictly one of self-defense.
original draft list relea.scd two may be organized at that time If Grand Haven, Maquette and again
tions should be in the offices of
Navy at the Oakland Naval hos- Powers' testimony was inter- Cadet Procurement
•weeks ago were either canceled or sufficient interest is shown, he a‘ Grand Haven. He has served at
Has Birthday Party
county agriculturalagents by Dec.
rupted this morning to allow Wilthe local post about five and onepital, Oakland,Calif. He has retremsferred.These men were said.
1, for judging.
liam
C.
Tange,
gunsmith,
to
deOfficer Due Dec. 9
half years.
ceived a commission of lieutenant,
Mrs. Melvir Vande Water en- Theodore M. Schipper, West Olmonstrate
the "pull" of two rifles
His wife and two children will
ive; John T. Vergeer, Niles; and
junior grade.
The Air Force Aviationcadet tertained Monday afternoon in Placide Talamantes, Prairie View, HHS Auditorium Filled
reside in nearby Midford, Ore.
Protect Garden Hose
Dr. Boersma has been practic- he showed the jury. As in the
honor of her son, Artie, who celeprocurement
officer
for
Michigan
ing pediatrics in Holland since previoustrial, he said the gun
For Travel Lecture
brated his sixth birthday anniver- HI.
which fired the fatal shot had will be in Grand Rapids Dec. 9
In Winter Months
The group was too large to ride
last January and plans to return
Nearly all seats were taken Ottawa Christian League
only about a 21 pound pull in- to interview men interested in sary.
A good way to store the garden
in
one
bus.
So
37
men
went
in
here after his discharge.
far the second program in the
A sleigh ride was enjoyed by the
hose safely during the winter is
Mrs. Boersma and daughter stead of the ordinary 5 to 7- cadet pilot or navigatortraining guests. A two-course supper, fea- the chartered bus, and five others Holland Kiwanis club travel ser- Schedules Local Meeting
according to local recruiter Sgt
to coil it carefully in a tub or
will live with her parents, the pound pull. The guns were passies in Holland high auditorium
turing a three-tierbirthday cake, went on the regular bus run.
Dick Flint.
ed
among
the
jurors.
A meeting of the Ottawa Chris- pail.
Mrs. Morford said the board is Wednesday night when Dr. J.
Rev. and Mrs. Paul Hinkamp, unwas
served
at
the
Vande
Water
Cadet applicants must be beProsecutor Chester A. Ray and
tian league will be held Friday
When the hose is coiled spiral
calling 21-year-oldsfor induction,
til Dr. Boersma finds living quartween the ages of 20 and 261, home. Decorations were in keep- and that 20-year-olds are facing Gerald Hooper took the group on at 7:45 p.m. in Bethel Reformed fashion in the tub, other small
defense
attorney
Leo
Hoffman
ters in Oakland.
must be single and have at least ing with the Christmas season. physicalsat this time. Other a trip southward through means church. Purposes of the session are garden tools can be stored in the
Dr. Boersma is the first Hoi stuck closely to the transcriptof
of color motion pictures against a
Pictures were taken of the group.
the previous trial in all testunony. two years college training.
counties— Allegan and Muskegon, background of appropriate music. to receive reports, consider the center and the tub can be placed
land doctor to enlist for service
Guests
were
Jackie,
GinThe
procurement
officer,
Lt.
The only new evidence presented
for instance— are calling 19-yearsince the war in Korea started
The trip, titled "Wandering matter of becoming a permanent on a basement shelf.
Joseph Joyce, will be at the Grand ger and Chuckie Dreyer, Bonnie
to date was a statement by Dr.
Tubs and pails have many garSouthward,"
started In Chicago in organization, elect new officers
last June.
oo
C Corkm, Douglas physician who Rapids post office building from Vande Water, Susan Barkel, Orders have been sent for 38
den
uses and most home owners
and
plan
a
future
program.
a snowstorm,and wended its way
attended Strampel before his 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Dec. 9 for in- Cheryl Nykamp, Oomeliuf Vande men to appear for physical* on
Each men’s organization of all have several This is a good way
leisurely
through
southern
states,
Wege, Jimmy Dalman, Ralph
death, who quoted Strampel as terviews.
Kalamazoo Symphony
Dec. 7. Earlier in November, 10 spending most of the time in churches in Ottawa county is in to store the hose and one of the
Houston.Stevie Piersma, Johnnie
saying "Meb shot me because I
men were given physicals at De* Florida and- ending in Havana, vited to send at least one repre- tubs or pails at the same time.
Boere,
Theron
Wierenga,
Patty
Schedules Audition
was going to disclose something Son Provides Subject
sentative to the meeting. All
troit.
Cuba.
Tyxnes, Patsy Evink, Janice and
about finances."
The January call of 65 will take
The third lecture of the series ministers and interested laymen Former Holland
Kalamazoo Symphony society,
Jackie
Dokter
Court room observerssaid it For Father’s Book
all men who passed physicals in of six travel talks will "be giv«i also are invited.
Inc., has announced plans for its
Mrs. Vande Water was assisted
might be possible that testimony
September, Mrs. Morford stated. Wednesday, Dec. 13, with Curtis
William Van Eenenaam. general Dies at OtiegoJHome
1951 audition,scheduled for Mon- might be concluded today or FriFred "Fritz" Kruithof of 25 by Artie's grandmother,Mrs. B.
F. Nagel, professionalHollywood chairman,will preside.The Rev.
Word has been received here of
day evening, Jan. 15. Applications day afternoon or Saturday.
Vande
Water,
and
his
aunt,
Mrs.
East 12th St., is the subject of his
photographer, directing a trip .to C. G. Reynen, Bethel church pas- the death of Mrs. Sena Clock, 81,
are being accepted from musicians
Zeeland Rites Arranged
Teno Vande Water.
tor, will be in charge of devotions.
father’s new book titled "The
the Netherlands.
former HoUand resident. She
who live within 100 mfles driving
For
Manistee
Resident
Lively
Pilgrim."
His
father
is
the
Awaiting
Tests
died Sunday night at her home
distance of Kalamazoo.Dec. 16 is
in Otsego. Survivors include two
deadline date for applications. A 28-year-old HoUand man is Rev. Bastian Kruithof, pastor of Places in Tournament
Cart
Collide
Zeeland (Special) -Henry Elen- Woman Injured
Marguerite Williams, Holland’s
Vocalists,pianists and playere of in Grand Haven jail awaiting ad- First Reformed church.
Ice was blamed for an accident sisters, Mrs. Cecil Huntley and
Mrs.
Marvin
Keen
of
255
West
baas,
61,
died
Saturday
night
at
The book Is centered around entry in the International Water
Mrs. A. H. Meyer of HoUand, a
orchestral instruments are invited mission tests to allow commit14th St., was treated by a local Wednesday at 1:10 pjn. at the
daughter, Anne, and a son, Charment to Kalamazoo State hospi- the semi-legendary figure of Ski tournamentat Cypreas Gar- Manistee.
to audition.
Surviving are the wife: a daugh- doctor for minor injuriesreceived comer of 17th St. and WashingOnly amateurs wiH be allowed tal. according to Chief of Police Kleine Klaus. It delves into the dens, Fla., took second place in ter, Mrs. Forrest Bidelman of Wednesday at 8:50 pjn. at the ton Ave., involving cars driven les, both of OUego, and four
to compete, the society has an- Jacob Van Hoff. The man admit- story of his father, mother, ances- trick riding, according to word Nashville; two brothers, Anthony comer of 24th St. and Maple Ave. by the Rev.. Louis F. Voskuil, 532 grandchildren.
Mrs. Clock was a daughter ot
nounced. Futher information and ted stealing a car belonging to tors, friends and the city in which received by The Sentinel Tues- L. of Zeeland and Arthur of Or- when cars driven by Edward Ny- Graafschap Rd„ and Mrs. Alexday. Willa Worthington Mcthe late Mr. and Mrs. Martimis
entry blanks may be obtained Clarence Luth of Holland last he lives.
andra
O.
Smith,
615
Washington
land, 645 West 23rd St., and MarDate of publication is Dec. 2 Guire won first place. Other ange City, Iowa; four sisters,
from the Symphony office, 329 week, the chief said, and asked to
Ave. Damage to the Voskuil car Jonkman of HoUand. She was the
events to be announced later are Mrs. Bert Hartgermk of Big Rap- vin Keen collided. Nyland was
and
the
author
will
appear
at
be
admitted
to
the
Kalamazoo
inwas estimated at $250', and to the widow of Wilson D. Clock. She
South Park St, Kalamazoo.
ticketed
for
driving
without
due
the slalom and jumping. Charles ids, Mrs. Henry Baron of Zeeland, — r-had lived in Otsego since
One winner from each classifi- stitution.He waived examination Brink’s Book store on that date to
Mrs. Oarence Bierens of Middle- caution. Damage- to the Nyland Smith car at $150. Mrs. Smith
autograph
copies. AiGrand Rapids R. Sligh, Jr., president of the
In
Municipal
Court
Friday
on
a
told officersshe couldn't stop be- marriage and was a
cation will appear in the March
ville
and
Mrs.
Arend
Ketting
of
car
was
estimated
at
$200
tnd
to
American Water Ski Association
Otsego Oongragational e&urcfi.
cause of the ice.
concert of the Kalamazooaym- charge of unlawfully driving printing firm is publirtiing the
l the Keen sar »t $150i
is om of the tournamentofficials.
192 -Dace book.
awif
am
mtomohik.
V,
phony, it was

invalid.
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1950

ctlved Seventeen thouaand Seventy-seven
...........
................... 17,077
JOHN W. CONNOLLY receivedSix
Thousand Nine Hundred ElthtyNine ------------------------ 6,088
..

Now

Is

the

Goose Meal Costs

Time

Hunters About $7,

To Prepare House

PMEOTmntre^lv.l ON* --HENRY HOL8TEGE receivedONE
JAY DEN HERDER receivedSEV-

The whole number of votes gives
for and againstthe Proposed

____
_
CLARK
SEVEN

ENTEEN

Amendment

received

.......

RICHARD E. DE MILLE received
GERRIT TER BEEK receivedONE
One Hundred Twenty-seven _____ 127 LOUIS OSTERHOUS receivedSIXJAMES C. HORVATH received Nine 0
TEEN
______________
__
SOL DOLL1NGER receivedThree
3 CARL KRUEGER receivedONE _
WM. D1NKE received ONE
.
Total — .....
24.206
HOWARD W. PANT received
The whole number of votes given
THIRTY-ONE
____________
for the office of SECRETARY OF
CHARLES E. MISNER received

.

____________

CONSTITUTION AUTHORIZING
THE BORROWINGOF MONEY
TO BUILD AND EQUIP HOSPITALS FOR MENTALLY ILL
AND EPILEPTICS. TRAINING
SCHOOLS FOR MENTAL DEFECTIVES AND TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITALS"

________

. .......

I

Figures Disclose

For Yule Activity

......

______

.....

STATE was Twenty-fourThouTEN .... ...... ......
sand Twelve ----------14,012
J^HB0UR
Allegan
and they were given for the folTHIRTY-FOUR
-------____
lowing named persona:
ROBERT SHAW received THREE
county goose hunters who enterFRED ALGER, JR. received SevWENDELL
MILES received
ed the Sawn Creek "high banks" enteen Thousand Four Hundredif
shooting arena this fall spent
Ninety-One ..........— ........... ........ 17,491
PHILIP
HART
received
SixTEN
CATE
received
NINE
....
......
about 54,066.44 on shells and seThousand Three Hundred FiftyHENRY CASEMIER receivedON*
icurcd 516 geese, making the price
Seven . ..................
6,367 JOE REYNEN receivedONE . ......
of goose on the dinner table about ROBERT TRAVIS received Sixteen 18 VERNON TEN CATE received FIFHAROLD
A.
LINDAHL
received
TY-EIGHT ............. ...... . ..........
$7— with unlucky hunters chipOne hundred Thirty-two __________ 182 LOUIS STEMPFLY received TWENping in.
ALBERT MILLS receivedTwelve .. 12
..

.

Allegan (Special)

Wooden Furniture
Can Withstand Wear

—

waa Twenty ThousandOne Hundred Fourteen ........
20.114
of which number Fifteen Thousand Eight Hundred Forty-five_ 16.845
votes were marked YES
and Four Thousand Two Hundred
..

;

A
EIGHT

Sixty-nine .......
votea were marked NO

A

With Simple Cares

Christmas activities center
around the home. So plan to have
the house looking its best before
the busy holiday season arrives.

The

Along with clean windows,

H YANCEY
_________

figures were compiled by WILLIAM*
Four

ROY
ONE

received

4

freshly ironed curtains and general cleaning, it's a good idea to
give a little special ottention to
wooden furniture. Shining furniture does a great deal to add sparkle to the house. And giving it a
fresh coat of protective wax also
helps reduce damage which might
be done to table tops by spilled
foods and beverages and sticky

HIERHOLIERreceived

GERARD VREKE

_

receivedTWO

CLARENCE LOKKER

received
--------

ONE

________________
_____ ____________
;

HARVEY TER VREE
TWO
........
.

.........

.......

..

receivedONE ___
L LOUWMAN received ONE ____
KOPPENAAL' received ONE
E J. DUFFY receivedONE -------M. VANDEN BOSCH receivedONE

_

L

en Thousand Sixty-four . ...........

7,064
total of 4,374 hunters gained
G. ALBERT EMER1CH received
permits to the specialarea, where
One Hundred Thirty-two ... ....... 132 GERALD VAN WYKE received
received
SIXTY-ONE ..... ............ ..........
160 were allowed daily. On week- RALPH W.
Twelve . ........
It TOM MAHAN receivedONE .........
ends, permits were frequently ex- GUILFORD E. PENNINGTON reWM. DUGA received ONE ...........
hausted by 3:30 a.m. although
ceived Four ______
4 PETER VAN EYCK receivedFIVE
JACOB BLOEMERS receivedONE
shooting didn't start until 6:30 or
Total .......
23,872 CHRIS FENDT receivedONE ________
7 a m.
WM. OSNER received ONE ........
whole number of votes given
On the face of it this year's The
GEO. HOFFER receivedTHREE ..
for the office of STATE TREASFRANK J. HEIN receivedONE _
hunting nettl'd fewer geese than
URER was Twenty-threeThousand Eight Hundred Sixty-five23,865 BERT WALCOTT receivedTWO _
last year's estimated 689, but
CECIL LUMSOEN receivedONE _
and they were given for the folmore hunters wore out and used
CLYDE RYAN receive.) ONE .......
lowing named persona:
G. W. LAMDACK receivedONE _
more shells.
D. HALE BRAKE receivedSixteen
ED. STEPHENS receive,! ONE .....
Thousand
Nine
Hundred
Eighty
.. 16,980
• The staff pointed out, however,
CLARENCE O'HEARN received
MAURICE C. EVELAND received
that last year's estimate of 3.600
ONE .......... ...... ......... ...........
Six Thousand Seven Hundred
Twenty-two ......................
6,722 EVERETT COLLAR receivedONE
hunters and 9.000 shells was
ANTHONY ZAHN receivedONE ._
GLENN received Fourrough figuring, since no one was re VIRGINIA
teen ..................................................
14 FRED TAGGART receivedONE _
quired to get permits.The bigger ROLLIN SEVERENCE received One
LOUIS PECK receivedONE .......
Hundred Thirty-three ........... 183 PETER DE PENDER receivedONE
kill last year also eould be partly

which number Eleven Thousand

One Hundred Nine ........
vote* were marked YES

.............

received

KEN YONKER

_ __________

little fingers.

of

GEORGE VAN PEURSEM received

TWENTY-EIGHT.......

20,114

SUBVERSION."
waa SeventeenThousand One
Hundred Forty . ......................
17.140

THIRTY-ONE -------------------RICHARD VANDE BUNTE received

................

Vote*

ARTICLE 2 OF THE STATE
CONSTITUTIONBY ADDING A
NEW SECTION THERETO RELATIVE TO AND DEFINING

__________________
_______
_____

DICK MILES receivedELEVEN

..........

A

Total

4,269

The whole number of votes given
for and against the Prop, wed
• Amendment:
8 "PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO

........

at Swan Creek wildlife
Total .........
24,012
experimentstation where hunters
whole number of votes given
permittedin the controlled area The
for the office of ATTORNEY
answered questionnaireseach day.
GENERAL was Twenty - three
ThousandEight Hundred SeventyTotal shells consumed amounttwo
23.872
ed to 33.887, which, multiplied by
snd they were given for the following
named
persons:
an average cast of 12 cents, indicates total cash fired into the FRANK G. MILLARD received Sixteen Thousand Six Hundred Sixair during the 30 days of wildty
16.660
STEPHEN
J. ROTH received Sevfowl season.
biologists

:

2 "PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO
ARTICLE 10 OF THE STATE

_

11,109

_

end Six Thousand Thirty-one
votea were marked NO

6.031

Total Votes ....... 17,140
The whole number of votea given
...

end against the Propose,!Referendum:
for

If wooden furniture is ding}',
4 "REFERENDUM ON ACT NO 1
the first step is a thorough soapOF THE PUBLIC ACTS OF 1919,
ENTITLED 'AN
TO
and-weterwashing. Tr.is must be
AMEND SECTION 1 OF A'T
done with care, however, so that
NO. 22 OF THE PUBLIC ACTS
OF 1901,* ENTITLED 'AN ACT
the water doesn't have a chance
TO PBF.VENT DECEPTION IN
to soak into the joints. The surTHE
MANUFACTURE AND
face should bo washed, a small
SALE OF IMITATIONBUTTER.'"
Was Twenty-twoThousand Two
area at a time, with suds made
Hundred
22,213
from mild soap and lukewarm
office. The 1950 plates are black with white numerMrs. Howard Topp hold« up the No. 1 licenae plate
of which number Thirteen Thouals. The bureau is at a new locationthis year, at
water. Then it should be quickly
to be issued from the Holland License bureau besand Five Hundred Fifty-one 13,551
87 West Eighth St, in the C. C. Wood building.
ginning Friday, Dec. 1. KS-10-16will go to the first
vote* were marked YES
rinsed with clear water and dried
and Eight ThousandSix Hundred
Formerly It was above Hansen’s drug store. Al
motorist to call at the license bureau in its new
thoroughly with a soft cloth.
Sixty-two.....
8,fi6I
Dyk is manager of the Holland bureau.
location Dec. 1. Also In the pictureare boxes conThe best way to speed the provotes were marked NO
(Sentinel Photo)
taining 20,300 plates to be issued from the Holland
cess so that the wood is wet for
Total
22,213
the shortest possible time is to
The whole number o( votes given "
use two containers— one filled
for and against the COUNTY
EMPLOYEES t WITHDRAWAL!
with soapy water, the other with
RANDALL DEKKER receivedFOIlMARION
L. WALBR1DGE received
FROM PENSION PLAN 'Tf waa
accounted for by the longer searinse water. Place them within
TY-FOVR ................. .. . _
Ten .....................
10
Twenty Thousand Eight HunFRED MILES received ONE ..........
son — 10 days— and more geese ALICE POLLAK receivedSix
6
arm’s reach along with plenty of
dred Seventy-three ......... 20.878
CHARLES VER MURLEN received
By Arnold Mulder were in the area at the time.
of which number Ten Thousand
soft cloths. Two lightweight pails
ONE ................. ....... ......
Total .....................
23,866
Two Hundred
10,240
About 7.500 were at the Todd The whole number of votes given
with bail handles are convenient.
BARLOW receivedONE .......... ..
votes were marked YES
The recent near-fatal illness of ature, but as is likely to be true farm sanctuary at the last census,
JOh
BERKMOES
received
ONE
Or, a new version of the two pail
for the office of AUDITOR GENand Ten Thousand Six Hundred
HAROLD SWARTZ received ONE
ERAL was Twenty-three ThouH. L. Mencken recalls the fact of iconoclasts,these two members with more arriving each day.
Thirty-three.................
10,033
idea that’s handy is the twin pail
Grand Haven (Special — Three
sand Eight HundredSeventy-two.. 23,872 E. V. ERICKSON receive,! ONE _
of the tribe sometimes destroyed
votea were marked NO
that the "Sage of Baltimore”
set. This is two pails fastened toJACOB SPARLES receivedONE
and
they
were
given
for
the
fol18-year-old Muskegon boys were
the worthy writers with those
JOHN
DETHMERS received
lowing named persons:
gether by a single carrying hanTotal Votes ........20.873
sen tenaxl to serve prison terms at made magazine history in addition who deserved to be challenged.
ONE ....................
JOHN B. MARTIN. JR. received
The whole number of votes given
dle.
LESTER WASSENAAR received
the Southern Michigan prison at to his cutting a fairly wide swath Among others I remember an unSeventeen Thousand Two Hundred
for and against the SALE OF
After a piece of furniture has Jackson Wednesday afternoon
SEVEN ................................... ......
Thirty-eight
17,288
BEER AND WINE WITHIN
in the field of books. His activi- restrained attack on the late ErRAY SMITH receivedFOUR ........
been washed, rinsed and thoroughMARGARET PRICE receive.)Six
THE COUNTY OK OTTAWA.
from the Ottawa circuitcourt.
ties as a practicalnewspaper nest Poole that did not seem
NEIL
DE
WAARD
received
ONE
Thousand Four Hundred EightyBETWEEN THE HOURS OF 2
ly dried, apply furniture wax acPaul E. Gol liver, Jasper E. worker are fairly well known; he justifiedto
Seven .........................6.487 ERNEST HARTMAN receivedONE
A.M. AND 12:00 MIDNIGHT ON
at the time and
cording to the manufacturer’s Percy and Ernest J. Wilson, who
JOHN
HAASJES
receive,! TWO _
RICHARD
D.
KUHN
received
One
SUNDAY BE PROHIBITED,
himself has devoted the greater does not seem so today.
ROBERT KOUW receive,! TWO _
directions. Polish thoroughly, rubA
holiday
vesper
service
will
Hundred
Thirty-four .....
134
waa Twenty-three Thousand Eight
pleaded guilty to charges of break- part of two volumes of his serThat
Mencken
and
Nathan
R. H. MOTTW receivedONE
Hundred Fifty ............. 23,850
bing with the grain of the wood ing and entering in the nightbe sponsored Sunday afternoon. CHARLES SCHWARTZ received
CLARE
WALKER
received
ONE
9
ies of informal autobiographies to should edit "The Smart Set" was
of which numl)er Seventeen Thouuntil no trace of the wax remains
Dec.
17,
by
Holland
Boy
Scouts
BERNARD
DONNELLY
received
LARRY DOLINSKI received Four 4
sand Four Hundred Nine ______ 17,409
time, appeared in circuit court that feature of his life. Ris books almost funny in itself. The magaTWENTY ........................................
and the surface has a lovely gloss. Wednesday afternoonfor sentvote* were marked YES
and Camp Fire Girls. The service
also are among the big sellers of zine had been an organ of the poand Six ThousandFour Hundred
Total
............
23.872 JOHN OLERT receivedONE .....
will be held at Hope Memorial
ence.
DAN VANDER WERF received
The whole number of votes given
Forty-one .......................
6,441
their type of literature.It seems litely smart world, and both MenFOUR
..........................
.........
chapel.
for the office of REPRESENTAvotea were marked NO
Golliver, who the court felt was likely that the general public is
cken and Nathan never tired of
HOWARD
DOUSTRA
recived
ONE
TIVE IN CONGRESS 16th Diamore or less responsible for the less conscious of his magazine directingtheir most outrageous Miss Helen Harton of the Hope
JOHN GALIEN receivedSIX .....
Total Votes ______ 23.850
trictl was Twenty-four Thousand
college speech department faculwhole situationand the court was career than it is of those other
STATE OF MICHIGAN,!
One Hundred Forty-Seven 24.147 OLIVE J BOSMAN receivedONE
ribaldry at that crowd. But they
DONALD
WINTER
received
ONE
ty will direct the pageant. Mem) sa.
and they were given for the folconvinced was responsiblefor the activities.
kept almost nothing except the
H. DAMSTRA receivedONE
. .....
lowing named persons:
County of Ottawa
(From Saturday's Sentinel)
bers of the Palette and Masque
predicament the other boys found
It began about 1908. Mencken name of "The Smart Set." and
G. C LARSON receivedONE
WE
DO
HEREBY
CERTIFY.
That the
GERALD
R
FORD
received
Eigh• Capt. Leone Britton, former themselves in, was sentenced to
JOHN VAN ERDEN receivedTWO
foregoing is a correct statement of the
at that time was under 30, and before long it was as unlike its dramatic club will supervise the teen Thousand One HundredThirsuperintendent of Huizenga Mem- serve 2 to 15 years.
votea given in the County of Ottawa for
ty-five ...................................18,135 STANLEY BOVEN receivedONE .
he had been kicking up his heels old self as today's "American production.
PETER KRAMER receivedONE __
the officce named in such statement and
orial hospital in this city and a
Robert Moore of Holland high JAMES H. MC LAUGHLIN reWilson and Percy were each for quite a spell with a gusto that
MILLS
received
ONE
................
for
the persons designatedtherein, at the
Magazine" of the days of John S.
ceived Five ThousandEight Hunnatve of Fremont, Mich., has sentenced to serve 1 to 15 year*.
General Election,held on Tuesday, the
dred Ninety-eight ......... 6,898 HARRIET YONKMAN • received
had won for him the condemna- Phillips, Ray Stannard Baker. Ida school faculty has arranged lor
been promoted to major at TripONE ................................. ......... .
Seventh day of. November,in the year
music by the Holland high school ELLA FRUIN received One HunThe court recommended that as tion of the conventional and the
Tarbell and Charles Edward Ruson# thousand nine hundredfifty.
dred Fourteen ___________________ 114 LESTER VAN HUIZEN received
ler Army hospital in Hawaii. Miss soon as possible the boys "be sent
girl's glee club.
ONE .......................... .............
delighted applause of almost all sell.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. We have
Britton has been in the service to either Cassidy Lake, if eligible,
hereunto set our hands and
Total .......
24.147 GERALD VANDER BEEK received
youthful iconoclasts. Stuffed After about 15 years the two All Boy Scouts, including Cubs,
ONE ............................
.................
since 1941 and is a graduateof or some work camp where they
caused to be affixedthe seal of
Camp
Fire
Girls, Horizon Club The whole number of votes given
shirts
among
writers were his editors grew tired of the game,
the CircuitCourt for the County
Blodgett hospital, Grand Rapids. can discover that hard work isn’t
for the officeof STATE SENABERT VANDERPOELreceived
members
and
Blue Birds will parof Ottawa this 13th day of NoONE ................................................
TOR 27rd Districtwas TwentyA large group of women were goi)g to do anybody any harm, special meat, and all the under- and it was then that a new chap- ticipate.
vember in the year one thousand
ALVIN DYKE receivedONE
three Thousand Nine hundred
dogs In the literaryscene were ter was written in Mencken's
present at the Second Reformed and that after you have served
nine hundred fifty.
Nine ...........................
23.909 GERRIT GLUPKER receivedONE
(SEAL)
Corie Dykwell receivedONE ..........
and they were given for the folchurch Ladies Aid society annual your minimum sentence you will sure to get a friendly pat from magazine career. His publisher,
PETER G. DAMSTRA
lowing named persons
JOHN DOUWMA received
meeting held in the church par- have learned your lesson and that him. He almost ‘'made” Theodore Alfred A. Knopf, suggested a new
JOHN WICHKRS
GEORGE CAB ALL received THREE
FRANK F. MC KEE receivedSixDreiser, who had been trying for publication that might appeal to
lor on Tuesday.
KENT HASTINGS
this will be your last experience
teen thousand Six hundred Five 16,605 ADRIAN KROMEJANS received
years to get a hearing, and whose the general Mencken-Nathan audBoard of County Canvassers.
THREE
............................................
Mrs. W, Keppel, president,was of this nature that you will ever
Admitted to Holland hospital HAROLD F FULK receivedSeven
ATTEST
"Sister Carrie" had been withheld ience, to say nothing of the audiFRANK DE JONGE receivedONE
In charge of the business session have to suffer.”
Wednesday were Jam'-s Mokma, tho'isand One Hundred Sixty- 7.161 JOHN
ANNA VAN HORSSEN
DE PREE receivedTWO ___
from circulation for seven years ence created by the typical Knopf 363 Lincoln Ave.; Mrs. Roger
Clerk of Hoard of County Cunvassera,
and committeechairmen gave reThe three admitted breaking inRICHARD LOCK receivedONE .....
J. LAWRENCE WARD received
because
the publisher's wife was books. So “The American MerL.
HUSTED
received
ONE
One Hundred Forty-three .....
143
ports on activities of the group. to Fred Winter'sgasoline staBrinks, route 3, Zeeland;
STATE OF MICHIGAN.)
scandalized when, almost by acci- cury" was born, with Mencken
Total ............. 23,909 ORIEN S. CROSS received FIFOfficers elected included Mrs. tion in Polk ton township Nov. 8,
DischargedWednesday were The whole number
1 $1
TEEN ...................... . .......
of votes given
dent, she read the galley proofs of and Nathan as the joint editors.
County of Ottawa
Donald De Bruyn president to and also admitted they have parMrs. Julius Den Bley ker and baby,
C. VANDER MEULEN received
for the Office of REPRESENTAthe book.
WE
HEREBY
CERTIFY,
that the foreThe career of this magazine route 6. Mrs. Donald Van Lente
SEVEN .......................
... ...........
TIVE IN STATE LEGISLATURE.
succeed Mrs. Keppel Mrs. G. J. ticipated in 24 similar offenses,
going ia a correcttranscriptof the stateC. DREW receivedONE ........ ........
1st DISTRICT was Twenty-three
spectacular as long as and baby, route 4; Mrs. Henry
Van Hoven first vice-presidentbut this was the first time they It was in fact at very nearly
ment of the Board of County Canvasser!
DICK BOTER receive,) ONE ____
Thousand Nine Hundred Twentythe moment when the Dreiser Mencken was at the editorial
of the County cf Ottawa of the votes givto succeed Mrs. De Bruyn, Mrs. had been caught.
Beelen and baby, route 4; Judson
th roe
......
23.923 GEO. GOSELAAR receive,! ONE
en
In such county for the offices named in
book
was
finally released for cir- helm.' It got itself barred at one
H. Geerlings second vice-presiDavis, 15-18 South Shore drive; and they were given for the following C. VAN DUREN receivedTWO ._
said statement and for the iwrsons desigMILTON HINGA receivedONE
culation
that
Mertcken's
magazine
named
persons
time
by
the
Boston
Watch
and
dent; Mrs. Ivan Posma, secretary,
Sandra Vander Heuvel, route 1;
nated therein, at the General Election,
A. KLAASEN receivedONE ____
career began. Together with Ward society,and as a symbolical Edwin De Feyter 73 West Eighth GEORGE M VAN PEURSEM reheld on the Seventh day of Novemler,
DON WESTING receivedONE
and Mrs. Lester Volkers, treasurceived .SeventeenThousand Five
1950. so far as it relates to the votes cast
George Jean Nathan, another gesture Mencken traveled to Bos- St.; Mrs. Dale Van Hoven, 140 Hundred Seventeen ...... 17.517 EDWIN RAPHAEL received FIFer, will serve another year. The
for said office, as appears from the origTEEN
.......................................
HIFRUOLZER received
young iconoclast,he acquired ton and offered the magazine for Clover Ave.; Dale Hopkins, ROY
program was in charge of group 2
inal statement on file in the office of the
C
L.
LOEH
received
ONE
..........
.
Six ThousandFour Hundred Six 6.406
‘The
Smart
Set."
and
during
the
Ccnty Clerk.
sale on a street coiner personally,
GEO. LUNDSEN receivedONE _
with Mrs. J. C. De Preo, chairroute 4.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, We have
JOHN VELTKAMP receivedONE .
decade and a half that followed, for the purpose of getting arrestTotal ......
23,923
man. A play, "Our Thanksgiving,"
Hospitalbirths include a son.
hereunto set our hands and afED BROUWER receivedONE ...
The whole number of votes given
written by Miss Evelyn Do Pree,
fixed the seal of the Circuit Court
The Hope college orchestra of the two young men turned it into ed and getting a chance to test Dale Glenn, born Wednesday to
ARNOLD
HERTEL
received
ONE
_
for the office of PROSECUTING
for the County of Ottawa this
HAROLD VAN TONGEREN r*.
was the main feature of the pro- more than 50 pieces will present an organ of hilarious irreverence the case in court.
ATTORNEY was Twenty-four
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Brower, 283
13th day of November In the
reived ONE ..... ............ ................
The magazine is still going bu East Ninth St.; a son, Kenneth. ThousandEighty-four 24,084
gram. It featured reminiscences its first concert of the winter sea- toward many things in letters
year one thousand nine hundred
GEO. DANSEN received ONE
and they were given for the folof early Thanksgiving Day observ- son Thursday evening, Nov. 30, it and the theater that the conven- it has changed its character com- Jr., horn Thursday to Mr. and
fifty
LESTER
OVERWEG
received
ONE
lowing named persons:
(SEAL)
GEO. GUNTHER receive,! ONE ...
ances in this locality. Mrs. J. C was announced today by director tional doted on. A good many pletely, along with its format. Mrs. Kenneth Laarman, 185 Ani- WENDELL A. MILES received
ANNA VAN HORSSEN
WALTER VANMEETERENreEighteen thousand
18,008
heads
were
broken,
figuratively
Mencken left the editorship years line Ave.;
De Pree directed the play and William Druckenmiller.
daughter, Joyce CHARLES E. MISNER receivedSix
County Clerk
ceived SEVEN .............................. .
speaking, and a good many super- ago, and the magazine took on an
those taking part were Mrs. J.
PETER G. DAMSTRA
thousand Seventy-four... 6,074 WM DE VRIES receivedONE ...
Elaine, born Thursday to Mr. and
Druckenmiller said the concert
dooper
reputations
were
deflated.
DICK
OVERWEG
received
ONE
...
Chairman
of
the
Board of
JACOB
PONSTEIN
received
Two
2
entirelydifferent stamp. Maga- Mrs. Joe Prince. 777 136th Ave.;
Janssen. great grandmother: will feature works of Brahms. SeCounty Canvassers
NORMAN OOSTERBAANreceived
the whole the result was zines, like books, are reflections
Mjs. C. Vandcn Bosch, grand- behus, Gr.eg ^nd Strauss. Heada daughter, Sandra Ann, born
Total ....................
24,084
Certificateof Determination
ONE ..............................................
PETER VAN EYCK receive,! ONE
mother; Mrs. C. vfanden Bosch, lining the program will be the probably good for American liter- of human beings.
STATE OF MICHIGAN.
Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Ray- The whole number of votes given
for
the
office of SHERIFF was
RICHARD
AARDEMA
received
I 88.
grandmother; Mrs H, Geerlings. newly-formedHojx' college woodmond Warren, 333 Central; a Twenty-four Thousand One HunONE .............................................. County of Ottawa I
*••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«
Mrs. H. Baron, Mrs. 0. Schaao. wind quintet, composed of Carl
dred Sixty-one............................24,161 LEONARD STEFFENS received
daughter, Valerie Ann, born
The Board of County Canvassers of
and they were given for the following ONE .............................................
Mrs. D. Wyngarden, Freddie Vekl- Kleis, oboe, James Bennett,basOttawa County having Ascertained and
Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. George
named
persons
EUGENE
BATTEMA
receive,! ONE
Canvassed the votes of the several Wards
huis, Man- Watt. Carol Sehaap soon, Ruth Druckenmiller, flute,
Stegskal, I23i West 15th St.; a GERALD VANDER BEEK received
NEIL WIERSMA receive,! ONE
and Townshipsof said County,at the
and John Roe. After the program Kaye Don Hoogerhyde. French
Eighteen ThousandFour Hundred
NICK COOK receive,! FOUR
General Election,held on Tuesday, the
•••••••••••••••a
daughter, Terri Lyn. born today
Twenty-five .....................
18,425 N. ERANKENA receivedONE
___
Seventh day of November, A.D. 1950.
lunch was served includingpum;> horn and Richard Zeidler, clarito Mr. and Mrs. George Ver Hoef, GEORGE CABAL receivedFive
DICK NIES receivedTWO ...........
DO HEREBY CERTIFY AND
The United Press has announc- "During the same period of 20
kin pie, coffee, babhelaars. pep- net.
165 West 20th St.; a daughter,
Thosuand Seven Hundred ThirtyPETER
DE
KOK
receivedONE ...
DETERMINE
permints and nu»s from altra'’- The concert is ojx'n to the pub- ed plans for a weekly college bos- years, Grand Haven high football Linda Ruth, born today to Mr. five .......................................
HERMAN L JOHNSON received
That GEORGE M. VAN PEURSEM
THREE .............................. having
tive tables recalling pioneer times lic at no charge. Membership in ket ball rating, much the same as teams have won 20, lost 85 and and Mrs. James Vander Berg, FRANK OWENS receivedOne ---- 1
received the largisit number of
WM.
VAN
EENENAM
received
during
football
season.
tied
10
games
in
the
Southwest
votes
is elected Representativein .State
wdth red checked tablecloths,an- the orchestrais open to local muTotal . .......— ........ 24.161
] 863
Dicks Road, Melvindale,
ONE .......................... ...........
J-ogislature.
A
board
of
experts
consists
of
conference, of which Grand Haven
The whole number of votes given
tique silver and glassware,Mrs sicians, Druckenmiller announced.
A. VAN KOEVERING received
Mich.
That WENDELL A. MILES having refor the office of COUNTY
top coaches around the nation— is the smallest competitor. OwosTWO . .......... ........ .........................
Chris Ver Plank was in charge
ceive,! the largest number of votea is
CLERK was Twenty-fourThouA. GEERINGS receivedONE _ ......
35 in ail— broken down into sec- so is more than 5,000 larger in
of table arrangements, Mrs. J.
elected PROSECUTING ATTORNEY for
sand One Hundred Thirty-eight24.138 A. KOOIMAN receivedONE ........
tions such as East, Midlands, Mid- population than Grand Haven."
Two Aged
Hurt
a term of two years, commencingJanand they were given for the folHaan and Mrs. Peter De Pree Mrs. Stevens Feted
JOHN SNELLER receivedONE
uary 1, 1951.
lowing named persons:
west, Coast, Rockies, South and
A. VANDEN BOSCH receivedONE
The old Grandstander doesn’t
poured. The next meeting of the
At Surprise Party
ANN VAN HORSSEN received SevWM. BAREMAN receivedONE .....
That GERALD VANDERREEK havSouthwest.
wish to add further words to the In Grand Haven Crash
society will he held Iieo. -1 in the
enteen Thousand One Hundred
GERALD FORD receivedONE ing receive,! the large-,! number of vote#
Mrs. R. Stevens of 246 West
Grand Haven (Special)
At
Their weekly ratings of the top Tribune's commentary.
Forty-four ...................................
17,144
form of a Christmas party in
ISAAC VAN DYKE received ONE .
is elected SHERIFF for a term of two
Uth St. was guest of honor at a collegiatecage teams will be car3:15 p m. Thursday on the Coun- LAWRENCE SMITH received Six
WM. KARSTEN received ONE
years, commencing January 1. 1951.
charge of group 2.
Thousand Nine Hundred NinetyTONY MULDER receivedONE
surprisebirthday party and house- ried each week in The Sentinel.
try club road . two ’persons were
That ANNA VAN HORSSEN having
POPULAR
BOY
Sophomore
three ............
— .....................— *.993 E. VANDER HULST received One ..
receivedthe largest number of votes is
wanning Wednesday afternoon at The system works the same as in
injured when a car driven by Bes- JAMES HAYWARD receivedOne
1
JOHN H. HOLLEMAN received
back
Bobby
Reynolds
is the hotelected
COUNTY CLERK for a term of
h<r home The event was arrang- football— ten points for a first
sie Kunkel, 62. of St. Petersburg,
Floors Easily Cleaned
ONE .................. .............................
two years, commencingJanuary 1, 1951.
test thing to hit the state of NebTotal ...................... 24.138 BERNARD SHARPE receivedONE
'd by her daughters.
Fla.,
going
west,
was
involved
in
place vote, nine for second, and
That FRED DEN HERDER having rewhole number of votes given
DONALD TULS receivedONE ......
With Mop Wringer Pail
A two course lunch was served down to one point for a tenth raska since most old timers am an accident with a car driven by The
ceived the largest nt,ml>erof vote* i*
for the office of COUNTY
JOHN DYKSTERHOUSEreceived
remember,
and
the good old Unit- Ernest M. Rcimer, 38, Muskegon.
elected COUNTY TREASURER for a
and a gift was presentedto the place pick.
TREASURER was Twenty-four
ONE .................... ........... ...........
ed States post office knew what
More space Is being converted hero red guest.
term of two year*, commencingJanuary
Thousand Twenty-seven. ........... 24.027 COR KARSTEN receivedONE --Mrs. Marietta Snow, 84, and
Midwest
coaches
serving
as
se- to do last week when it got a let,
and they were given for the folto recreational activities in a
Mrs. Abbie Bennett. 80, both of
Attendingwere the Mesdames lectors are Pete Newell, MichiThat ROBERT J. KAMMERAAD having
lowing named persons
TOTAL VOTE FOR CIRCUIT
turn to the home as the scene of
ter
addressed
to
Roynoldsville, Spring Lake, passengersin the
receivedthe largest number of vote* is
C. Klomparens, R. Teusink, E.
FRED DEN HERDER receivedSevKrause, Notre Neb.
COURT COMMISSIONER ____ 920 elected
family fun. To the homemaker G rotors, E. Van Mourick, R. gan State;
REGISTER OF DEEDS for a
enteen Thousand Seven Hundred
The whole number of votea given for the term of two years, commencingJanuary
Dame;
Ozzie Cowles, Minnesota; It seems there is no such town Kunkel car, were injured and
Ninety-two ............................— ........ 17.792
this means additional floor space
office of CORONERS waa Fortytaken to Municipal hospital.
Boore, S. De Vries, B. Weller, B Forrest Anderson,Bradley;and
1.
1951.
MAYNARD BARKER received Six
to keep clean.
one Thousand Six HundredFive .. 41,605
listed in the postal guide, but noThat GEORGE DE VRIES having reMrs. Bennett was released after
Bergman. Eliza Welton, L. W'elThousand Two Hundred Thirtyand they were given for the folbody was surprised when the let- treatment for head injuries and
ceived the largest number of vote* is
However, since floors in recrea- ton, Ethel Sweet, R. Costing, Branch McCreacken, Indiana.
five _____________________
lowing
name,!
persona:
elected U.l'.MN COMMISSIONER for a
tion rooms are usually covered Mary Lievense, Cornelia, Groune- Other top mentors on the list ter was delivered to Reynolds’ Mrs. Snow was still confined for
JOSEPH KAMMERAAD received
term of two year*, commencingJanuary
Total ---------- *4.027
Seventeen Thousand Eight Hunwith linoleum or other easy-to- would, Kate Van Slooten, Vander include Clair Bee, Long Island; home in Grand Island, Neb. Ap- treatment of lacerations on the The whole number
1, 1951
of votes given
Nat
Holman,
CCNY;
Phog
Allen,
dred
Sixty-four — ------17,864
That JOSEPH KAMMERAAD having
dean material, the extra work in- Kolk. Miss Vicki Lou Boere and
parently the postal boys take time face Tind bruises.
for the office of REGISTER OF
GILBERT
VANDE
WATER
reKansas; Eddie Hickey, St. Louis; out to root for the Huskers on
received the largest number of vote!
DEEDS was Twenty-ttireeThouvolved can be kept at a minimum.
ceived
Seventeen
Thousand
Six
Jimmy Weller, all of Holland.
is electedCORONER for a term of two
sand Nine Hundred Eighty-eight23,988
Hundred Forty-nine ------------- 17,649 years,commencingJanuary 1, 1051.
With an occasional coat of wax, Out-of-townguests were Mr*. R. Hank Iba, Oklahoma A & M; Tip- every football Saturday.
and they were given for the folWILLIAM DUGA received Six
py Dye, Washington, and Adolph
That GILBERT VANDEWATER having
all they will need between times
Incidentally, Reynolds expects
lowing named peraons:
Thousand Ninety-one .......
6.091
Klomparens. Mr. and Mr*. R. Bal- Rupp, Kentucky.
received the largest number of vote* ia
ROBERT J. KAMMKRAAD received
to turn to pro baseball after
is , dusting and a
once-a-week com and Ada Beltis.
WM. O. BARON receivedOne
1
elected CORONER for a term of two
Seventeen Thousand Nine Hunmopping with clear water.
graduation from Nebraska. Folyears,commencingJanuary 1, 1961
dred Thirty-seven ---------- — ......
17,937
Total ________________ 41,605 That CARL T. BOWEN having received
COMPARISON DEPT. — Owos- lowing All-American Jackie JenThis wet-cleaning can be done
ANTHONY BOOMGAAKD received
The whole number of votes given
the largest number of votea is elected
so high school has withdrawn sen’s guidance, no doubt.
Six thousand Fifty-ons ---- <.061
ipiickjy with a handy mop wring- Leona Pathais Feted
for the office of COUNTY SURCOUNTY SURVEYOR .for a term of two
VEYOR waa Twenty-three Thoufrom competition in the Saginaw
er paiL Tiie mop is dipped in the
year*, commencingJanuary 1, 1951.
Total -------------At
Bridal
Shower
sand Eight HundredFifty-one... . 21,861
That HARVEY L. SCHOLTEN having
Valley
football
league,
which
is
Wfiter and then a push of the foot
GENERAL ELECTION
The whole number of votes given
and
they
were
given
for
the
folBirthday Party Given
receivedthe largest number of vote* ia
Tueiday, November 7th, 1966
for the office of DRAIN COMWring* the water out. There is no _ A bridal shower was given in considered one-two in strength
lowing named peraona:
•Ucted CIRCUIT COURT COMMISSIONMISSIONER was Twenty-thrs#
CARL T. BOWEN received SevThe whole number of vote* given for
need to stoop or bend and the en- honor of Muss Leona Pathuis last with the Southwestern confer- For Miss Sally Range
ER for a term of two year*, commencing
Thousand Nine Hundred Forty ....23,940
enteen Thousand Four Hundred
Friday
evening
at
the
home
of ence.
. the office of GOVERNOR wm
January 1, 1951.
tire job can be finished in a f£w
snd they were given for the folNinety-three-------17.49*
Twenty-four ThousandFour HunThat PETER 8. BOTER having received
Mrs.
Evelyn
Meyer,
46
East
20th
lowing nsmed persons:
The league’s smallest member,
minute* without even getting the
HENRY JURRIES receivedSix
Miss Sally Range celebrated dred Ninety __________
24,49#
the largest number of votea is elected
GEORGE DE VRIES receivedSevSt. Assistingthe hostess were Owosso gave as its reason for her 16th birthday anniversary at
Thousand Three Hundred Fiftyband* in water.
and they were given for the folCIRCUIT COURT COMMISSIONS? for
enteen Thousand Two Hundred
eight
6,168
Mrs. Arend Styf and Mrs. Roscoe withdrawal differences in size of
lowing pontons:
a term of two yean, commencingJanua party Monday night, given at
Six _______ — ------- ---- ---------17. *04
ary
1, 1961.
HARRY
F. KELLY receivedSixteen
De Jon go.
GERRIT TER BEEK rceivsd Six
enrollment with other member the Range home, 15 River Hills
' Total _________ 28,861
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, We have
Thousand One Hundred SeventyTo Install Flasher
Thousand Seven Hundred ThirtyGames were played and dupli- schools. The Saginaw Valley loop Dr. Hostesses were her mother,
The
whole
number
of
votea
given
nine ---------16,179
• hereunto set our hand* and kffour ------6,784
for and againatthe Proposed
nve Board of Public Works has cate prizes were awarded. A two- consistsof Flint Northern and Mrs. Theodore Range, and Miss
fixed the Seal of the Circuit
MKNNEN WILLIAMS received
Amendment:
Court for the County of Ottawa
received orders from the State course lunch was served.
Eight ThuuanndOne HundredFifTotal ____________ M.»40
Central, Saginaw Arthur Hill and Susan Range.
thie
18th day of November in the
teen
-------8,116
The whole number of votes given
Highway department to install a
Attending were the Mesdame* Saginaw, Bay City Central and
section 1 of article I of
year one thousand nine hundred
Games were played and prizes PERRY HAYDEN received One Hunfor the office of CIRCUIT COURT
the S T A T E CONOTITUTION
flaaher signal at the junction of M. Houting, G. Schaftenaar, R. Pontiac.
fifty.
181
COMMISSION was — .........
**0
were won by Misses Elaine Botsis dred Eighty-one ....
RELATIVE TO THE ELECTIVE
(SKAL)
US-31 and M-21 a mile east of Lankhoet,William Pathui*, John
A. GROVE receivedEleven 11
and they were given for the folFRANCHISE."
In 20 years of competition, and Marge Weller. Refreshments THKOS
HOWARD
LERNER
received
Four.
4
PETER G. DAMSTRA
lowing named persona:
Ho 11 and .4 The new Hasher will be Pathuis, Henry Pathuis, Fred Owoaso has won only 27 games,
woe Seventeen ThousandSix Hunwere served.
HARVEY L. SCHOLTEN received
JOHN WICKERS
dred Seventy-one _ — --- ------- 17,671
fimilar to the one recently in- Pathuis,T. Lee, H. Griffen,J. lost 83, and tied six in league
Total
_________
24,490
KENT
HASTINGS
NINETY-EIGHT ----t8
Guests were Misses Elaine Van
of which number Twelve Thou•talled. on old US-31 at Douglas Vande Wege, E. Vande Wege, G.
Board of County Canvaseen.
PETER IIOTER received SEVENBand Three Hundred Fifty -eev an . 12,887
play. No wonder it was consider- Voorst, Marge Weller, Ann Tho- The whole number of vote* given for
Ave.
TY-SEVEN __ _____ _________ ' 77
the office of LIEUTENANT GOVvoice were marked
'
ATTEST:
Swiorenga, H. Lemson, A. Kam- ed a soft touch by other league mas, Elaine Botsis, Thomosa GonERNOR was Twenty-four ThouJACOB PONSTETN received SEVand Five Thousand Three Hundred
ANNA VAN HORSSEN
pen, H. Boerman and the Misses members.
ENTY-FIVE ________________76
Fourteen .................
1,214
zoles, Sandra Decker, Elaine sand Two Hundred Five .............. . 24.206
Clerk of Board of County Canvaaaera
One of. every five Frenchmen la Betty Vande Wege, Audrey De
and
they
were
given
for
the
folFRED
T.
MILES
received
FORTYvotea
were
marked
NO
PETER G. DAMSTRA
A comment in the Grand Haven Bachelor, Beverly Israels and the
ft fanner.
lowing
named
peraons:
EIGHT
,.«i ..................................
41
Chairman of Ijpardof County
Jonxe an^jBeroajeanDe Jonge.
Tnbune is in teres tii^f;
guest of honor.
WILLIAM C. VANDEN DERG reTotal Votes
JOHN WINK ELS receivedONI
1
. 17.671
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peared before the Board and ex- piaet aft Hm County Jail lor H*
Absmt: Mr. MaHea. (1)
Board adjourn to Thursday, OctoResolutlM by CommttUt
Clerk vead a CommunicaTha jouraal of tha Fourth day’s plained in detail the workings of detention of mental patiently
ber Ifith, 1960 at the hoor of 1:80
on
Rule*
4
Legislation
tion from the Michigan Children’s
Mr. Galien moved tfcat tha Comher department.
To Um Honorable Board of Suparviaoaaat p.m., which motion prevailed.
session was read and approved.
Aid Society requesting an appro- Ottawa County, Hie hi** a.
mittee on Building* and Ground*
Mr.
Rosbach
moved
that
the
Tha Chairman announced the
NICHOLA* FRANKENA,
priation.
and the Judge of Probata bo gif
RESOLUTION
first order of business to be the matter of inspection of the jail
Chairman
Mr. Boon moved that the mat- (To Chan** Primary Eiaction Ballot*)
as reported by Mr. Wm. H. Nes- en power to act to provide tha Wf
election
of
a
County
Road
Comter be referred to the Commit- WHEREAS, tha praaant ballot* in a**
ANNA VAN HORB81H,
tle, State Inspector of Jails and cessary room at the jail for men*t Primary Eiaction*conairtof only on*
missionerto fill vacancy.
tee on Ways & Means, which mo- *h«#t,bavin* a political party ticketon
Cleric.
tal patienti, which motion pmOF THE
Mr. Stegenga moved that the presented at the October 10th $eation prevailed.
each aide thereof; and
vailed.
Board
proceed to elect by formal sion of this Board, be taken from
A request from the Michigan WHERF.AS, the u*e of auch ballot* ia
Report of Committee
the
table,
which
motion
prevailed.
Fourth Day's Sossiovt
ballot a Road Commissionerto fill
Department of Agriculture for an perplexin*and eonfuain* to the individual
on Good Roads
Mr.
Nestle
and
Sheriff
VanderGrand Haven. MieMfm
The Board of Supervisors met the un-expired term and that the bcek appeared before the Board
appropriation for the Apiary In \oter, and aaaily leading to a ipoiled ballot, a* not exprcaaive of the intent of
October SO. 19W
chair
appoint
two
tellers, which
spection Program was read by the the voter; and
pursuant to adjournmenton motion prevailed.
and explained some of the condi- To the Honorable Board ot SaparvWH•*
Of Ottawa County, State of Michigan
WHEREAS,
the
uae
of
a
primary
election
Clerk.
Thursday, October 12th, 1960 at
Ottawa County Mlehlfant
should be auch a* not to cause the
The chairman appointed Messrs. tions existing at the jail.
Your eommittaaon Good Benda. *•
Mr. Rosbach moved that the ballot
The originalmotion of Mr. Boon whom waa referredthe matter of rapalm
voter to spoil hit ballot, but to more easily 1:30 p.m. and was called to order Koop and Smallegan as tellers.
matter be referred to the Commit- ex pre** his vote and hi* choice of a pollti by the chairman, Mr. Frankena.
Result of first ballot: Total waa then considered,which motion to the Eaatmanvillo Bridie, bee leave to
tee on Ways & Means which mo- cal party;
Mr. Ter Avest pronouncedthe
prevailed, as shown by the fol- report a* follow*:
number
of votes cast 27, of which
THEREFORE.
BE
IT
RESOLVED
by
That, baaed on our own ohaervatlonand
tion prevailed.
lowing vote:
thia Board of Supervisorsthat it ia the invocation.
reportaof Mr. Carl T. Bowen and other
Mr.
Van
Leeuwen
received
10
A request for an appropriation consensu* of opinion of it* member* that Present at roll call: Messrs.
Yeas: Messrs. Gemmen, Vollink, reporta by Mr. Hyma and Mr. Vanden
from the Michigan Tourists and the primary election ballot*ihould h* Gemmen, Vollink, Hassold, Heck- votes. Mr. Rycenga 5 votes. Mr. Hassold. Hecksel, Reenders, Hel- Roach, we feel that there ia no Immediate
applicationsbe received and Resort Association was read by changed from the present system of only sel, Lowing, Reenders, Helder, Sutter,4 votes, Mr. Kelly 4 votes, der, Smallegan, Stegenga, Nieuwi- danger and. therefore,recommend that
First Day's Session
one aheet bavin* a party ticket on each
other than the paintingof the bridge,we
Mr. Lowing 2 votes, Mr. Lachman
placed on file, which motion pre the Clerk.
side therof,to a system whereby all po- Smallegan, Stegenga, Nieuwsma,
ma, Ter Avest, De Ridder, Szo- let the matter go over nntll next year.
The Ottawa County Board of vailed.
Mr. Galien moved that the com- litical partieswould appear on one side Ter Avest, De Ridder, Szopinski, 1 vote, and Mr. Batema 1 vote. pinski, Bottema, Walcott, Mohr,
Respectfully»ubmlttad,
No one having received a maSupervisors met pursuantto adMr. Galien moved that the pro- municationbe referred to the of the ballot only, ao that without revera- Bottema, Slaughter,Walcott,
COMMITTEE ON GOOD BOADf
Boon, Swart, Rosbach, Misner,
in* the aheet containingaaid politicalparA. H. STEGENGA
jority
of
the
votes
cast
the
secjournment on Monday, October cedure for the election of a Ways & Means Committee, which tiea, the voter could select hia choice of Mohr, Boon, Swart, Rosbach, Mis
Harrington, Koop, De Boer, Cross,
NICK COOK
ond ballot was taken resulting ns
9th, 1950 at 1:30 p.m. and was County Road Commissionerbe re- motion prevailed.
party on the one aide of said ballot.
ner, Harrington, Koop, Galien,
SIMON DE BOER
Frankena and Cook. (25)
follows:
Total
number
of
votes
ferred
to
the
Rules
and
LegislaBE
IT
FURTHER
RESOLVED
that
Mr.
Stegenga
moved
that
the
A J WALCOTT
called to order by the Chairman,
De
Boer, Cross, Frankena and
Nays:
Mr.
Slaughter.
(1)
of this resolutionbe aent to the
Dick NIEUWSMA
east 27, of which Mr. Van Leeution Committee which motion Board adjourn to Wednesday,Oc- copies
Mr. Frankena.
Mr. Bowen, Engineer Manager
Honorable Governor ; the State Senator, Cook. (28)
Mr. Stegenga moved the adopwen received 17 votes, Mr. Rytober 11, 1950 at 1:30 p.m. which and State Representativeof thia District;
Mr. Slaughter pronounced the prevailed.
Absent: None.
of the Ottawa County Road Com- tion of the report, which motion
cenga 3 votes, Mr. Sutter 3 votes,
Mr. Stegenga moved that the motion prevailed.
that the legislaturebe memorialised to
Invocation.
The journal of the Third day’s Mr. Kelly 3 votes and Mr. Lach- mission, gave a report on the prevailed.
enact
auitable
legislation to further the
election
of
a
County
Road
ComNICHOLAS FRANKENA,
Present at roll call: Messrs.
EastmanvilleBridge and quoted
session was read and approved.
intent of thi* resolution.
Report of Special Committee
man 1 vote.
Chairman
Gemmen, Vollink, Hassold, Heck- missioner be made the first order
COMMITTEE ON RULES
approximate figures on the cost
The Chairman appointed Messrs
Grand Haven. Mkhlgaa
ANNA VAN HORSSEN,
REGULATION
Mr.
Van
Leeuwen , having re- of repairs to same.
sel, Lowing, Reenders, Helder, of businesson Friday, October
October 20. 1IN
Mohr, Slaughter and Smallegan,
JOHN
H.
TER
AVEST
13th,
1950,
which
motion
preClerk.
ceived a majority of the votes
Smallegan, Stegenga, Nieuwsma,
Mr. Ter Avest moved that the Ottawa County Farmers* Union
as a Committee of three to reply
JOHN GALIEN
Route
No.
3
Ter Avest, De Ridder, Szopinski, vailed.
MARTIN BOON
to the letter from the Ottawa cast was declared elected County report be referred to the Com- Zeeland, Michigan
Mr. De Ridder moved that a reDated: October 11. I960
Bottema, Slaughter, Walcott,
County Farmer's Union which was Road Commissionerto fill the un- mittee on Good Roads, which mo- Attention : Mrs. H. J Iruidhof,•ae’y.
Third
Day's
Session
Mr. Ter Avest moved the adop
Dear Madam:
Mohr, Boon, Swart, Rosbach, Mis- port of the Conservation Commitread to the Board on Wednesday expired term.
tion prevailed.
Thia will acknowledge receiptof tout
The Board of Supervisors met tion of the Resolution,which moMr. Stegenga moved that the
ner, Harrington, Koop, Galien, De tee be made at this session of the
A
communicationfrom J. Mod- communication dated September 28, 19*0.
October
11th.
pursuant to adjournmenton tion prevailed.
Board now proceed to elect a derman, Nunica, Michigan,was W* are pletaed to inform your organiBoer, Cross, Frankena and Cook. Board, which motion prevailed.
Proposed 1951 Budget of the
Wednesday, October 11th, 1950 at
Communication
Mr. Stegenga moved that the
County Road Commissionerfor a read by the clerk. He requested sation that the Weat Ottawa Soil ConaerAbsent None.
Ottawa County Road Commission
vation Diatriet haa been furniehinga fi1:30
p.m.
and
was
called
to
order
full term of 6 years.
The Clerk read a report from
A Communicationfrom the City
information regarding the Ottawa nancial atatement each year and we are
PROPOSED BUDGET FOR 1951
Mr. Bottema moved that the County Social Welfare Depart- enclosing
the Committee on Social Welfare of Holland, Michigan, relative to by the Chairman, Mr. Frankena.
herewith this statement for the
January 1, 1961 to December SI, 1951
Mr. De Ridder pronouncedthe
rules he suspended and that the
relative to Claim in the Jennie Dog Kennel rental was read by
year ending Decembertl, 1949.
Estimated Eatima'ed
ment set-up.
We
may
further inform you that in
invocation.
Eding Estate.
Receipt* Diaburaementa clerk be instructed to cast the
Mr. Harringtonmoved that the compliance with the law a complete audit
the Clerk.
Present
at
roll
call:
Messrs. Balance County Road January 1. 1961 --------------- __
0.00
unanimous
vote
of
the
Board
for
Mr. Galien moved the adoption
Mr. Rosbach moved that the
communicationhe referred to the was made in the past year, a copy being
Mr. Van Leeuwen as County Road Social Welfare Committee,which availablefor your inapeetion at tha office
of the report which motion pre- City of Holland be allowed the Gemmen, Vollink, Hassold, Hosk- 1960 Entimated Receipt*
___ 426.000.00
Gas A Weight Tux
___
____________________
of the treesurer,Mr. W. Sinderman. losel,
Lowing,
Reenders,
Helder,
Commissioner
for
a
full
term,
vailed.
___ 67.967.00
MeNitt Receipts
_______________
sum of $8.00 per month, beginmotion prevailed.
cated on Lake Michigan Driva, II milaa
Smallegan, Stegenga, Nieuwsma,
__ 8.000.00
Report of Ottawa County
which motion prevailed.
MiscellaneousReceipt* ......................
...........
ning February 22nd, 1950 for dog
Mr. Slaughtermoved that 414 north of Zeeland.
__ 64.000.00
Approp. Bd_ of Supervisor*Conatruct,Aect.
Soldiers & Sailors Relief Comm
Ter
Avest, De Ridder. Szopinski.
The
Clerk
cast
the
vote
and
Mr.
In view of the above facta K would apkennel rental which motion premills be appropriated for County
___ 39.000.00
Federal Aid for Construction
...
September 30th, I960
Bottema, Slaughter,Walcott,
Van leeuwen was declared elected purposes and $25,400.00 for the paar that the rumor* to which you refeg
..._
54.075.00
vailed
as
shown
by
the
following
Township*
for
Construction
The Honorable Board of Superviaors.
Mohr, Boon, Swart, Rosbach, MisCounty Road Commissionerfor a County Board of Education, which are entirelyunfounded.
......100.000.00
Township*for Maintenance ........ .........
Ottawa County
vote:
Bapectfully your*.
Disbunement* January1. 1951 to December 31, 1961
ner,
Harrington,
Koop,
Galien.
De
full term.
Grand Haven. Michigan.
MAYNARD MOHR
Yeas, Messrs. Gemmen, Vollink,
motion prevailed,as shown by the
I 32,000.00
General Bond* and Intereat
........
Gentlemen:Boer,
Cross,
Frankena
and
Cook.
Resolution
of
Buildings
HENRY C. SLAUGHTER
Hecksel,
Smallegan,
Stegenga
26.500.00
Bridge
Bond*
A
Interest
----------------------------following
vote:
The Ottawa County Soldier** Sailor*
DICK E. SMALLEGAN
and Grounds Committee
•J0.000.00
Citiea A Village* . .
.
.........
Relief CommisMon i» pleated to present Nh?uwsma, De Ridder, Szopinski, (28)
Yeas, Messrs. Gemmen, Vollink,
Special Comrattee.Ottawa
Ottawa County Hoard of Bup»rvi»ora
147.160.00
Construction ....
________________________
Absent: None.
iU Annual Report for the Fiacal year end- Bottema. Walcott, Mohr, Boon,
County Board of Supervisor*
Hassold, Hecksel. Reenders, HelGrand Haven, Mlrhlsan
292.792.00
Maintenance.......................
ing September 30th. 19S0.
The
journal
of
the
Second
Day’s
Mr. Mohr moved that the reOctober Sootion
60.000.00
der, Smallegan, Stegenga, NieuwEquipment and Building*
Balance Sept. 30th. 1949 -------- $3.i52.12 Swart, Rosbach, Misner, Harring100.000.00
Balance.
.......
RESOLUTION
ton, Koop, Galien, De Boer, Cross, session was read and approved.
Expenditure* for relief and
smn, Ter Avest, De Ridder, Szo- port be received as information.
The Chairman appointed Judge
of Building ond Ground* CommiHoe
Administration
—
— ------ H»4.77 Frankena, and Cook. (22).
Mr. Slaughtermoved that th«
$747,942.00S747.942.00
WHEREAS Mr*. Father Gehrke has pinski. Bottema, Slaughter, Wal- 1961 Budget be preiented to tha
Frederick T. Miles and Robert
Nays,
Messrs.
Hassold,
Lowcott,
Mohr,
Boon,
Swart,
Rosbach,
made
claim
to
the
Ottawa
County
Board
Balance— Sept. 30th. 1960 ........S2.b97.35
Mr. Slaughtermoved that the
Kammeraad, Register of Deeds as
of Supervisor* for oom|>en»»tiona* a Misner. Harrington. Koop, De Board, which motion prevailed.
Relief was ad min late red to Veterans in ing, Reenders, Helder, Ter Avest
delegates and Jack Spanglerand proposed budget he laid on the Hassold, Hecksel, Lowing, Reen- result of injuries sustainedto her in the
Forty-Three(431 instance* during the and Slaughter. (6)
Mr. Ter Aveat moved that wa
Boer, Cross, Frankena and Cook.
table
until
the
full
report
of
the
ders, Helder, Smallegan,Stegen- Courthouae of Ottawa County, Grand Harourae of the past year, all of whom were
now
go into a committeaof tha
Mr.
Smallegan
moved
that the Leona Postma as Alternates to
(2fi)
ven,
Michigan,
for
injuries
which
were
alWorld War No. 1 Veteran*. During that
attend the Annual Meeting of the commissionis received,which mo-* ga, Nieuwsma, Ter Aveit, De legedly sustainedon the 26th day of Sepwhole to consider the annual
xame periodof time member*of the Com- Board adjourn to Tuesday,OctoNays: None.
tion
did
not
prevail.
Ridder,
Szopinski,
Bottema,
tember, 1950. and
miaaion investigatedthe burial*of Twen- ber 10th. 1950 at 1:30 p.m., which Municipal Employes Retirement
Mr! Ter Avest moved that the budget, which motion prevailed.
Mr. Smallegan moved the adop- Slaughter. Walcott, Mohr, Boon,
WHEREAS the Ottawa County Board
ty-Two (22) Veteran*.
System to he held at Lansing,
The Board thereupon went into
motion
prevailed.
Board
adjourn to Thursday, Ocof
Supervisor*
ha*
referred
thi*
claim
to
No requestwaa made for an appropriaSwart, Rosbach, Misner, HarringMichigan on Thursday, October tion of the proposed budget.
NICHOLAS FRANKENA,
the Buildingand Ground* Committee and tober 19th, 1950 at 1:30 p.m., a committee of the whole with
tion in 1949 as the Commissiondeemed
Mr. Galien moved as a substi- ton, Koop, Galien, De Boer, Cross, the ProsecutingAttorney of said County,
19th, 1950.
it unnecessary in view of the substantial
Mr. Reendersin the chair to conChairman
which motion prevailed.
and
balance we carried at that time. HowThe Clerk read a communica- tute motion that the proposed Frankena and Cook.
ANNA
VAN
HORSSEN,
sider the budget. . , ,
NICHOLAS
FRANKENA,
WHEREAS
the
Prosecuting
Attorney
ever. the Commisaionfeels that the baltion from Esther Gehrke regard- budget be referred to the Ways
Nays: None.
After going over toe budget
Clerk.
has informed and advised this Committee
Chairman
ance we now have on hand warrant* an
Means Committee to be incorMr.
Reenders
gave
a
financial that the County of Ottawa is not liable
ing
injuries
sustained
in
the
carefully Mr. Slaughir moved
appropriationin the amount of J2.500 00
ANNA
VAN
HORRSEN,
porated
in
the
1951
proposed
report of the Recreation Commit- for injuriesattained to person* using
Court House on September 25th,
for the coming year
that the committee do now riaa,
Clerk.
Second Day's Session
Awaiting your favorableaction, we are.
County budget, which motion pre- tee showing the amounts dis- the Courthouae unless it ran be shown
1950.
which motion prevailed.
that
there
waa
defect
In
the
structure
or
Very truly your*. ,
The Board of Supervisors met
Mr. Galien moved that the vailed, as shown by the following bursed as well as received in the that the County was otherwise negligent
After the riaing of the ComOttawa County Soldier* and
pursuant
to adjournmenton Tues- Communicationbe referred to the vote:
operation
of
Camp
Pottawatomie.
in the maintenance and/or upkeep of said
Seventh Day's Session
Sailor*Relief Commission
mittee of the whole, the commitbuilding,
and
day,
October
10th,
1950
and
was
JAMES HOLT. Chairman
Yeas: Messrs. Gemmen, Vollink,
Application from Eugene S.
Committee on Buildings and
The Board of Supervisors met tee through ita chairmanreported
GERALD C. ARKEMA. Sec'y. called to order by the Chairman, Grounds and the Prosecuting At- Lowing, Reenders, Helder, Ter Batema for Road Commissioner WHEREAS thia committee h«* made
inspectionof the Courthouse with particu- pursuant to adjournmenton that the committeehad gone over
CHAS. K. VAN DUREN.
Avest, De Ridder, Szopinski,Bot- was read.
torney, which motion prevailed.
lar reference to thnae portion* of the Thursday,' October 19th, 1950 at the budget item by item and
Member Mr. Frankena.
Mr. Koop pronounced the inMr. Boon moved that the com- Courthouse at which it ia alleged that the 1:30 p.m. and was called to order ommend ita adoption.
A Communicationfrorn the Ot- tema. Slaughter, Mohr, Boon,
Mr. Mohr moved that the reclaimant waa injures), and auch inspectawa County Farmers’ Union re- Swart, Rosbach, Harrington, munication be received and placed tion haa revealed no defeet*of structure by the chairman, Mr. Frankena.
port be referred to the Commit- vocation.
Budget
Present
at
roll
call:
Messrs.
Koop,
Galien,
Frankena
and
Cook.
Grand Haver. Michigua
on
file,
which
motion
prevailed.
garding
the
practices
of
the
West
nor any negligencein the maintenance of
tee on Ways and Means, which
Mr. Hassold pronounced the inOctober 9. I960
said structure,
Gemmen, Vollink, Hassold, Heck- Ottawa Conservation Districtwas (19)
Communication
motion prevailed.
vocation.
To The Honorable Board of Supervisor*
THEREFORE be H resolved that the
October 12. 1960
Nays: Messrs. Hassold,HeckReport of the Finance Committee sel, Lowing. Reenders. Helder, read by the Clerk.
Present at roll call: Messrs. Ottawa County, Michigan
claim of Mr*. Esther Gehrke. allegedly
The Honorable Board of Supervisor*.
Smallegan, Stegenga, Nieuwsma,
October 9. 1950
Mr. Reenders, Chairman of the sel, Smallegan, Stegenga, Nieuws- Ottawa County.
injured at the Ottawa County Courthouse Gemmen, Vollink, Haasold, Heck- Gentlemen
. aawaaifl
Grand Haven. Michigan Ter Avest, De Ridder, Szopinski,
Your Committeeon WAYS B MBANi
ma,
Walcott,
Misner,
De
Boer
and
on
the
25th
day
of
September,
1950,
be
ConservationCommittee gave
Grand Haven, Michigan
sel, Reenders, Helder, Smallegan,
To tha Honorable Board of Supervisor*
and
ia
hereby
denied.
recommend
that
them
be
appropriated
Bottema, Slaughter,Walcott, detailed Financial Report on the Cross. (9)
Gentlemen
Ottawa County, Michigan
Stegenga,Nieuwsma, Ter Avest, thia Session of the Board, tto Mkwtaff
Dated: October 18. 1960.
It i* my duty to call to your attention
Mohr, Boon, Swart, Rosbach, Mis- West Ottawa ConservationDisMr. Slaughter moved that the the
Gentlemen
APPROVED:
De Ridder, Szopinski,Bottema, aums of money to be uaed and dktrtbutea
fact that we do not have adequate
Your Finance Committee would respect- ner, Harrington, Koop, Galien, De trict for the period ending Octo- Bond of the County Treasurer be
1961 and that aame be
PHIL F. ROSBACH
facilities for the temporary detention of
Slaughter, Walcott,Mohr, Boon, during the year 1961 and on Tana and
fully report that they have examined
DICK NIEUWSMA
referredto the Cpnmlttea
Boer, Cross, Frankena and Cook ber 11, 1950, and stated that An- set at $30,000.00, which motion mental patients who may be held for
all the claim* presentedto thorn since the
Swart.
Rosbach,
Misner,
Harring-CASE SZOPINSKI
Apportionment
or admission to the atate hospiJune 1950 session and in pursuance of (28)
nual Reports are available to prevailed,as shown by the follow- hearing,
tal after commitment.
Mr. Nieuwsma moved the adop- ton, Koop, Galien, De Boer, Cross, The Selariaaof all County Offkera are
the previouaorder of this Board we have
ing
vote:
in lieu of all fea*. uni*** otharwba veriAbsent:
anyone desiring same in the
We have been very fortunate for the tion of the resolution,which mo- Frankena and Cook. (27)
ordered the foregoingpaid by the County
fied under the Statute.
The journal of the first day s month of January of each year
Yeas, Messrs. Gemmen, Vollink, past twenty-one month* in gaining ndml*Treasurer
Absent:
Mr.
Lowing.
(1)
It ia understoodthat the Salary ao fixed
to the aUte hospital for our male pa- tion prevailed.
Mr. Swart moved the adoption Hassold,Hecksel, Lowing, Reen- ion
Bills allowed for July 7. 1950 ... I6.745.fi8 session was read and approved.
the Sheriff ahall includethe oae of
tient*. There ha* been quite a waiting list
The Clerk read a communica- The journal of the sixth day’s for
Bills allowed for August 4. 1950 C.S4fi.:i6
Mr. Ter Avest moved that on of the report and that the Con- ders. Helder, Smallegan,Stegen- for female patient* for the past several
hi* two (2) car* within the County and he
session
was
read
and
approved.
tion
from
the
Ottawa
Coun'y
Bills allowedfor September 8. 1950 8.0fi;.80
ahall be allowad aix cent* per mile foe
Friday, when nominations for the servation Committee he given
ga, Nieuwsma, Ter Avest, De Rid- year*. Today. I have a rommunication
Mr. Rosbach,chairman of the the use of hia ear oa officialbuaineaaoutBill* allowed for October 5. 1950 7.796.30
Health Council requesting that the
Office of County Road Commis- vote of thanks for the splendid co- der, Szopinski, Bottema, Slaugh- from Dr. R. A. Morter. Superintendentof
Reapectfullysubmitted.
aide the County. He ahall alao be allowed
Buildings
and
Grounds
Committhe State Hospital at Kalamaxoo.that detention cell at the County jail
PHIL F. .KOSBACH
sioner are made, the Chairman operation and service rendered the ter, Walcott, Mohr, Boon, Swart, there ia quite a list now waiting for adto retain the per diem and mileage paid
tee
reported
verbally
on
the
matfor
mental
patients
be
corrected
D. E. SMALLEGAN
by the State for conveying prisoner*.
grant an opportunity for nomina- County, which motion prevailed. Rosbach, Misner, Harrington, mission of male patient*.
ter
of
moving
the
kitchen
from
MAYNARD MOHR
The Public Health Officer,eight (S)
tions to be made from the floor
Koop. Galien, De Boer, Cross, Our county jail do** not have a proper as soon as possible.
Mr.
Boon
moved
that
the
ComPublic Health Nuraee, Sanitarian.Aaalethe
basement
to
the
first
floor
and
Mr. Rosbach moved the adopcell for a mental patient,and the lack
The Clerk rei*d the annual reand that the Clerk be instructed munication from the Ottawa Frankena and Cook. (28)
Unt
Sanitarian, County Agricultural
of proper facilitiesia not only embarraaa- port from the Auditor General also on the detentioncell for mention of the report which motion
Agent, Home Demon* tra tion Agent 4-H
to read a list of the ( andidates at County Farmer's Union he reNays: None.
ing to ut a* public official*,but comes
tal
patients.
prevailed as shown by the followAgent
and Drain ComraUaioner, ahall ha
that time who have filed applica- ceived and placed on file, which
Mr. Slaughter, chairman of the near to being criminal neglect. I am for the Calendar year 194'.*.
Mr. Mohr moved that the re- allowed aix cent* per mile for the uae
ing vote: Yeas, Messrs. Gemmen,
Mr.
Slaughter
moved
that
the
sure
that
none
of
ua
would
want
a
relations with this Board, which mo- motion prevailed.
Ways & Means Committee moved tive or friend, to be held in a cell at the
of their can, but not to exceed the
Vollink, Hassold, Hecksel, Lowreport he received for information, port he received as information, of 1900 00 in one year. All County OfMr. Mohr moved as a substitute that no appropriation be made local jail, pending a hearing or admission
tion prevailed.
which
motion
prevailed.
ing, Reenders, Helder, Smallegan,
flcera ilia II be allowad aix oenta per mile
which motion prevailed.
Mr. Pierce from the Burroughs motion that the Chairman appoint for Civilian Defense as requested to the State Hospital.
Report on Taxea & Apportionmentfor the uae of their penonal ear on offiStegenga,Nieuwsma, Ter Avest,
Mr.
Boon
moved
that
James
I
know
that
our
county
cannot
correct
Machine Company ap- » Special Committee of three
by the Ottawa County Medical the lack of proper farilitie*for our State
(See Table at Bottom of Page) cial bualneas.
De Ridder, Szopinski, Bottema, Adding
All Bllla for mlUaga muat be approved
peared before the Board and ex- reply to said communication Society, which motion prevailed. Hospital*,although we ran be of great Van Valkenburghhe appointed a
Slaughter, Walcott.Mohr, Boon,
member
of
the
Ottawa
County
Mr. Koop moved that the re by the FINANCE COMMITTEE before
plained the use of a lax Billing
Mr. 'Mohr moved that the report assistance.Hut we ran do our part, for
payment
la made.
Swart, Rosbach, Misner, Harring- Machine which he stated was be- which motion prevailed.
of the Ways & Means Committee the temporary detentionof our patients, Social Welfare Board, which mo- port he laid on the table, which
Reapectfullyaubmitted.
Resolution by Mr. Slaughter
by making them fairly comfortable In a tion prevailed.
ton, Koop, Galien, De Boer, ing used by many of the Townmotion
prevailed.
HENRY SLAUGHTER
WHEREAS, there now be in and may be accepted as information which securitycell, so that we do not aggravate
Frankena and Cook.
GERRIT BOTTEMA
Mr. Galien moved that when
Mr. Ter Avest moved that
the existing situation.
ships in the State.
hereafter from time to time come into motion prevailed.
NICK COOK
Nays: None.
1 am sure thr.tyou will give thi* matter Messrs. James Scott, Peter G. the Board adjourns it proceed to
Mr. Chester C. Wells, a repre- the hand, of Fred Drn Herder County
Report of
JOHN H TER AVEST
your earnest consideration,
and that the Damstra and John Wichers be the Eastmanville Bridge to examA communicationfrom the Ot- sentative of the West Michigan Treasurer of Ottawa County. Michigan
JOHN GALIEN
Committee on Agriculture
matter will be corrected.
tawa County Medical Society, re- Tourist and Resort Associationad- certainpublicmonies belongingto or hold
Way* A Mean* Committee
and
they are hereby appointed as ine said bridge and then to the
(Jrand Haven. Mich.
Reapectfullyyours,
for the State. County nr other politiml
1961 BUDGET
October 12. I960
questing an appropriation for
FREDERICK T. MILES the Ottawa County Canvassing County Infirmary, which motion APPROPRIATIONS:
dressed the Board relative to the unit* of the State,or otherwise,held
To the Honorable Roan) of Supervisor*
medical supplies for Civilian De- publicityand promotional work ot cording to
prevailed.
Mr. Galien moved that the Com- Board, which motion prevailed.
Holland. 4-H Club —
— S JOO.N
WHEREAS: under the law* of Michigan Ottawa County, Michigan
200.00
fense was read by the Clerk.
Mr. De Ridder moved that the
HudsonvilleFair, 4-H Club _.
Mr. Koop moved that the Board
munication be referred to the
Gentlemen:
the association.
thi* board l» require.! to provide by reso800.00
Berlin Felr, 4-H Club ---Mr. Harringtonmoved that the
Your committee of Agriculturerecom- Committee on Buildings and adjourn to Tuesday, October 17th, Board adjourn to Friday, October
lution
for
the
deposit
of
all
public
monb**
600.00
Communication
Waet Michigan TouriaU ----- mend* that the Extension Serviceb* concommunicationbe referred to the
1950
at the hour of 1:30 p.m., 20, 1950 at :30 p.m., which moincluding tax monies coming into the
800.00
Grounds
*and
Judge
Frederick
T.
Starr
Commonwealth
------July 13. >960
tinued
for
the
ensuing
year
of
1951.
and
hand* of said treasurer,in one or more
Ways & Means Committee which Honorable Chairman
200.00
tion prevailed.
Evangeline Home -------------a
we further recommend that Leo Arnold, Miles, and that they report at this which motion prevailed.
bank*, hereinafter
called bank a to be de*
200.00
Villa Marie School _
motion prevailed.
NICHOLAS FRANKENA,
NICHOLAS FRANKENA,
Hoard of Supervisor*
County AgriculturalAgent, Jack Server, session of the Board, which moignated in such resolution.
600.00
Michigan Children'sCenter —
Ottawa County
Club Agent *nd Grace Vander Kolk,
Communication from
Chairman
Chairman.
NOW
THEREFORE
RE
IT
RE 4-H
600.00
tion
prevailed.
Michigan
Children's
Aid
----Home
Demonstration
Agent
be
retained
in
p/o
County
Clerk
Holland Township Clerk
SOLVED: that said Treasurer Fred Den
ANNA VAN HORSSEN,
ANNA VAN HORSSEN,
Mr. Nieuwsma moved that the
September 25. 1960 Grand Haven, Michigan.
Herder i» hereby directedto deposit all their present positions.
8
3.200.00
Clerk.
Clerk.
Dear Sir:
All of which is respectfully submitted.
Board adjourn to Friday, October
Holland. Mich.
monie* including tax monie* now
ADDRESSOGRAPH:
JOHN HASSOLD
We have been informed throughthe public
in or coming into hia hand* a* treasurer
Mis* Anna Van Horasen,County Clerk
126.00
13th,
1950
at
1:30
p.m.,
which
moServiceA Repair*
ERVIN HECKSEL
press and other source* that the Board of

Hm
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Grand Haven. Mich.
Dear Mis* Van Horsaen:
Annexationof Territory to the
City of Zeeland, Mich.
You are hereby notified that a special
electionwas held on Saturday September
23rd for the purpose of determining

Supervisor*has ignored our recommendation as to moving the jail kitchen from
the basement to the first floor, and also
the rewiring of this jail. Act 4. Second
Extra Session,Public Acts of 1947, vest*
in the Department of Correction*
the power to inspect and recommend reasonable
whether or not the electors were in favor
change* in operation of the county jaila.
of the above.
Therefore,it is necessarythat we ask the
The result of the election was that there Board to take immediatestep* toward
were 128 ye* vote* and 84 no votes, which
means that this territorywill become a complying with our recommendation.
Therefore,sixty (fiO) daya on and after
part of the City of Zeeland.I am enclosthis date, if no action has been taken, it
ing a copy of the ballot used at the elecwill lie necessaryfor u* to turn the mattion.

in the following bank*:
Peoples Saving* Bank. Grand Haven,
Michigan.
Grand Haven State Bank. Grand Haven. Michigan.
Spring Lake State Rank. Spring Lake.
Michigan.
People* State Bank. Holland. MichiRAH
First National Bank. Holland. Michi-

—

JOHN H GEMMEN

tion prevailed.

NICHOLAS FRANKENA,

LOUIS VOLLINK
ROY H. LOWING
Committee on Agriculture

Mr. Hassold moved the adoption
of the report, which motion pre-

Report of the
Recreation Committee

Zeeland State Bank. Zeeland. MichiOet. 12. 1950
gan.
To: The Hon. Board of Supervisor*.
CooperavilleState Bank. Coopersville.
Ottawa County, Michigan.
Michigan.
Gentlemen:ter over to the AttorneyGeneralfor
Very truly your*.
Community State Bank, Hudsonville,
Your Committeeon RECREATION reaction he deem* necessary.
WALTER VAN DF.R HAAR whateverVery
Michigan.
apectfullyrequestthat there be appropritruly your*.
Twp. Clerk
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That ated at this sessionof the Board the sum
W. H. NESTLE.
the Peoples Savings Bank, of Grand Ha- of 11000.00 to be used for Camp PottawatMr. Cook moved that the comState Inipectorof Jail*.
ven. Michigan, be named a* the deposi- omie purpose*.
municationbe accepted as inforReapectfullysubmitted.
Mr. Boon moved that the State tory for the checking accounts of the
mation which motion prevailed.
CLARENCE REENDERS
Inspector of Jails be invited to County.
HENRY
C.
SLAUGHTER
NICK COOK
communication
the

A

from

Michigan State Association of Supervisors in regard to the Annual
Meeting to he held in January
1951 was read.
Mr. Slaughtermoved that the
County Treasurer be authorized to
issue a warrant in the sum of
$15.00 in favor of J. Schepers,

meet with the Committee

on
Buildings and Grounds, the Chairman of this Board and the Chairman of the Ways & Means Committee to inspect and to determine
what changes are reasonable and
necessary.

Mr. Cook moved that the matter
Secy. & Treasurer of the associa- be tabled until Tuesday, October
tion and that any member of this 17th and that the Sheriff be noBoard who desires to attend the tified to be present at that time.
A Communication from the De
meeting may be reimbursed by
the county for their actual ex- Roo Realty Co., Holland, Michipenses which motion prevailed as gan, suggestingthe purchase of
additionalproperty at Tunnel
shown by the following vote:
Yeas: Messrs. Gemmen, Vollink, Park was read by the Clerk.
Mr. Galien moved that the matHassold,Hecksel, Lowing, Reenders, Helder, Smallegan,Stegen- ter be referred to the Committee
ga, Nieuwsma, Ter Avest, De Rid- on Good Roads, which motion preder, Szopinski, Bottema, Slaugh- vailed. •
Mr. Lowing moved that .the
ter, Walcott, Mohr, Boon, Swart,
Rosbach, Misner, Harrington, matter of an appropriationof
Koop, Galien, De Boer, Cross, $300.00 for the Berlin • Fair and
$200.00 for the Hudsonville Fair
Frankena and Cook.
be referred to the Ways & Means
Nays: None.
A letter from the Municipal Committee which motion pre•

Employes RetirementSystem requesting the appointmentof two
delegates to the Annual meeting
was read by the Clerk.
Mr. - Galien moved that the
chairman be authorized to appoint two delegates and two alternates to attend the meeting on
October 19, 1950 at Lansing, Mich.
Applications for the office of

‘

1

County Road Commissionerfrom
Charles S. Lowing, Georgetown
Township and John Lachman,
Chester Township, were read by
the Clerk.
Mr. Slaughtermoyid that the

vailed.
Mr. Reenders reportedon the
Grand River Basin and Flood
Control and recommended the', Appointmentof an official delegate.
Mr. Lowing moved that the report be received and placed on
file, which motion prevailed.
The Clerk read a Communication from the Holland Chamber of
Commerce requestingan appropriation for 4-H Club activities.
Mr. Galien moved that the mattefr
be referred to the Committee on Ways & Means, which mo'

,

tion prevailed.

Chairman

ANNA VAN HORSSEN,
Clerk.

vailed.

(tan

Sixth Day's Session
The Board of Supervisors mot

Fifth Day's Session
The Board of Supervisors met

pursuant to adjournment on Tuesday, October 17th, 1950 at 1:30
p.m. and was called to order by
the chairman, Mr. Frankena.

Mr. Mohr pronounced the

100.00

Suppliee ................
Making Assessments A Tax
Kolia (1951) ---------

Eighth Day's Session

The Board of SuperviHor* mot
pursuant to adjournmenton Fn1 day, October 20th, 1950 at 1:30 BOARD OF SUPERVISORS:
Mileage A Per Diem ---- f
, p.m. and was called to order by
Committee Work

in-

vocation.

|

......

the chairman. Mr. Frankena.

...
—

976.00
6.800.00
3.000.00
2,600.00

PrintingA Binding -------StationeryA Office Supplier 300.00
I’oetage -------------------*6.00
Assessment Roll Sheet* -----100.0#
Tax Roll Sheet* A Binder*
800.00

——

Mr. Reenders pronounced the
invocation.
Present at roll call: Messrs.
Gemmen, Vollink, Hassold, Heck8 12,526.00
sel, Reenders, Helder, Smallegan,
CIRCUIT COURT:
Stegenga,Nieuwsma, Ter Avest,
Postage ..............- ....... — -----lW.lt
StationeryA Office Suppliee
160.00
De. Ridder, Szopinski, Bottema,
PrintingA Binding -------860.00
Slaughter, Walcott,Mohr, Boon,
Telephone A Telegram* -60.00
Swart, Rosbach, Misner. HarringJury Fee* ----------- ------ —
Witness
Fee*
-------360.00
ton, Koop, Galien, De Boer, Cross,
Attorney Fee* ............ —
600.00
Frankena and Cook. (27)
Furniture A Fixture* ----- 190.00
Absent, Mr. Lowing. (1)
S 8.760.00
The journal of the seventh day’s
CIRCUIT COURT COMMISSIONERS:
session was read and approved.
Fee* ______________
6‘J.OO
Judge FrederickT. Miles ap60.00
peared before the Board and stat(Concludedon Next Pag*)
ed it was necessary to have some
.

pursuant to adjournmenton FriPresent at roll call: Messrs.
day, October 13th, 1950 at 1:30 Gemmen, Vollink. Hassold, Heckp.m. and was called to order by sel, Reenders, Helder, Smallegan,
Stegenga,Nieuwsma, Ter Avest.
the Chairman, Mr. Frankena.
Mr. Frankena pronounced the De Ridder, Szopinski,Bottema,
Slaughter, Walcott,Mohr, Boon,
invocation.
Present at roll call: Messrs. Swart, Rosbach, Misner, HarringGemmen, Vollink, Hassold, Heck- ton, Koop, De Boer, Cross, Franksel, Lowing, Reenders, Helder, ena, Cook. (26)
GERRITT BOTTEMA
JOHN HASSOLD
Absent: Messrs. Lowing and
NICK COOK
RecreationCommittee Smallegan, Stegenga,Nieuwsma,
JOHN H. TER AVEST
Mr. Reenders moved the adop- Ter Avest, De Ridder, Szopinski, Galien. (2)
JOHN GALIEN
The journal of the Fifth Day’s
Bottema, Slaughter,Walcott,
Way* A Mean* Committee tion of the report, which motion
session was read and approved.
Mr. Slaughter moved the adop- prevailed, as shown by the fol- Mohr, Boon, Swart, Rosbach, MisMiss Jennie Kaufman, County
ner, Harrington, Koop, De Boer,
tion of the Resolution,which mo- lowing vote:
Superintendent of Schools apYeafi, Messrs. Gemmen, Vollink, Cross, Frankena and Cook. (27)
tion prevailed.

760.00

_

_•
.
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Statement Showing Assessed Valuation and Taxes Apportioned by The Board of Supervisors of Ottawa County for the Year 1950
Taxes a* Apportioned

AaseesedValaatiew (ea eqnalUed)

f l 2j|

!

a

Names ef Assessed
Township*and Citie*
t 1.460.769

... ..... ...
Blendon - ---------Allendale

1.689,282
1.752.436
1.057,237
3,233.548
1.612.286

Cheater --------

------Georgetown -----Grand Haven --Crockery

-

Holland ----

287.427
199.792
283.862
176.184

604.910
90.662

|

7.387.38
7.603.66
8,654.26
6.287.79
16.316.46
7.237 63

—

7.686.864
1.983.440
1.248,262
6.804.071
3.027,189
929.418
897.179
8.274.838
1.614,880
1.788.641
2.447.402
12.860.571
22.792.278
3,908,694

----------

------------

-

Port Sheldon — —
Robinson ----Spring Lake -Tallmadge..... . ...
Wright
Zeeland _ — ----- Grand Haven City
Holland City
Zeeland City

—

-----

$68,909,269

TOTALS

1.622.17
3.013.87
6,767.49
2^476.18

984.00

'

79.18
641.01
306.00
132.30

414.17

f

it

la.

at

ii

b

tax
•

I 6.214.69

422.96
436.31
496.49
299.88

1,460.932
374.906
128.682
216,204

772.954
34,467

121,646
980.683
815.206
334.914
733.794
1.696.540
6.301.204
1,378.024

18.623.06
10.022.97
6,862.01
26.686.17
16,160.61 \
4.096.61
4,380.00
80,885.78
8,202.87
9.026.11
12,620.08
78.867.72
123.647.28
22,447.30

MU.M

22.719.47
2.917.8#
4.770.08
8.420.66
8.800.14
]. 066.96
2.933.42

673.88
335.06
1.464.90
924.68

234.64
1.766.46
469 64
814.72
774.07
4.616.46
7.079.23
1.286.18

f

13,416.13
11.714.29
8,492.06
30.676.22
14.783.94

482.90 11.622.17
776.60

468.00 light
79.24

230.10

1,787.73

.
i!

JJ
2,114.63
1.364.44
3.211.66
5.087.08

t 12.392.51

557.62
2.631.82

120.476.9488443.841.39128.400

00

•

$ 4.648.89

324.09 water
49.22
920.00

91.44
4,324.00

2,700.00

703.97

121.06 1,492.10
4,129.86

960.00 light
1.600.09

1.500.00-

261.16 light

I14LM7.46
238.000.00
40,000.00

8419,867.96

Graad Haven. Michigan ment reapectfullysubmit the above and
foregoing report of the apportionment of
October 1960
taxes to be aaaeaaed upon the taxablepropTo The Honorable Board of Supervisor*of
erty of the severaltownshipa and citiea of
Ottawa County, Michigan
the county of Ottawa, Stale of Michigan,
for the year 1960 and recommendthat the
Your Kttj&iUM ea tun and apportion- severalamount*under the different item*

• l

Gentlemen:

it
I:

21.991.72
6.261.26

28,168.64
25,991.29
28,067.93
22.989.57
76.041.08

$110.10

84479.66

5.087S
6.1738
6.3360
6.2137
4.60X7
6.1901

'

846400.92 16.117.20

followingthe namaa of the severaltown*
ship* and citiea be aaaeaaed upon the taxable property of said township* and citiea
in accordance with the law; and we further recommend that all rejectedtax**
according to the atatement prepared by
tbs Audita* Gaoaral of tbs State of Michi-

12,230.00 $10,643.08 36.61

118.677.71

64.274.37
16,014.67
9.155.93
40.081.66
33.849.26
6,867.41
7.537,08
46.850.28
15.167-.6I
14,247.82
20,905.38
123,590.00
211,4.97.55
31,690.07
8733.103.26

$ 2.295.98

64.509.43
588.07
1,405.77
42.386.94

.74

.77

1.86

.72

1.28

t

134,639.00
1X8,194.02
31,690.07

U2.613.46 1638.616.32

•9.88

1.93

11

.2918
•2942

ttt

203.747.83 6.4929
30, >17.34
6.1627
21,666.60 6.1856
125.883.22 6.1142
54,874.69 4.9380
17.861.08 6.8191
26.005.09 6.0732
139,367.01 7.4866
26.848.88 4.6491
32,883.94 4.4809
42.932.39 6.4641
483,421.11 74282
738.716.6$ 8.8463

127,112.62 1.1666
1

269.26

pan. be reeaeeaaed in the varioustownships set forth in aaid schedule oppoaita auck
and citie* upon the several deacription*
of deacription*therein contained; and that
taxable property in said townships and the superviaorsor asacaiora of each of the
el tiea sat forth in the schedule contained severaltownships and citiea be authorised
in the report of the county treasurerof to smcm aaid amounts against sucb deauch rejectedtax*« and in auch amount* scriptions.all of which ia respectfully
upon each luefc daqjnpUcm as tha amount submitted.

T

2.3#

moo

. *

4.400.62
9.341.03
65.018.73
3.008.76
7,594.29
5.964.01
20,317.56

I

1

44.76

^

$

1,996.26 light

Jameatown
Olive
Park
Polk ton

!

.3066
.2985

6.66

162

.2436 4.87

4972

6.4*

4146 6.81
4961 1.41
4949 6.4#
4928 6.11
4327 643
4332 6.18
4906 8.37
4176 7.9#
4662 4.93
4660 4.96
4118 6.71
.4196 7.76

4847
4144

6.19

6.9#

t2.386.IM.7«

WILLIAM KOOP
LOUIS VOLLINK
JOHN H. HELDER
john h. ghoism
HENRY DE BIDDER
Committee on taxes aa4
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Supervisors

Sunday School
Lesson

Concluded
CORONERS:

m

Fm*

From

----

.

--

ROAD COMMISSIONERS:

-

...........

---

.

-----------

-

—

...

---

.

_

Especiallyis this true if one holds
‘the view that good stewardship
Entered as second class matter at consistsmerely oi giving a suffixne post office at Holland Mich,
the
under the Act of Congress.March 3. cientlylarge portion of goods and
time to the service of the Lord,
JS79.

—

'

W'"

-.:a

mmv-Wmm

with the implication that one
can do anything he pleases with
Telephone—News Items 3193
Adverttslrg and Subscriptions, 3191

tisement

_

076.0ft
1,000.0ft

|4,

Mr. Slaughter moved that w«
adopt the budget, which motion
prevailed,as shown by the follow-

4,806.00

$ 2,200.00
>00.00
•j>rave|—Home Demonetretlon- 900.00 SHERIFF:
Poetage ........ ..............
...... »
150.00
Telephone ft Telegram*
250.00
Office Suppliee ...................
260.00
Stationeryft Office Suppliee
200.00
Telephone ft Telegrama _____
600.00
Printing ft Binding
20.00
Freight ft Expre** -------- 10.00
Extra Clerical— ........
««
Travel
........
.
.......
........
600.00
Furniture ft Flxturn
100.00
Furniture
ft
Fixture*
.........200.00
Poetage- ...........- ..............
Equipmentft Household SupFreight ft Expreaa ------------- **-00
200.00
Repair* on Eauipment. ........
to.™
pliee ........................ .......
Maintenance of Equipment
200 00
Lodging, meal* ouUlde county
Fuel .....................................
(8) worker*
-------- — ----- 300.00
100.00
Deputy Fee* (Holland) Forry. 4.300.00
8 4,876.00 Special Deputy Feet __ ________ 6.600.00
Light ft Water .................
850.00
COUNTY CLERK:
260.00
Cleaning ft Laundry _____
76.00
Postage ............................
.........
700.00
Provision* .... ................. .
Printing ft Binding
.....
1,600.00
600.00
Medical ......... ......................
Stationery ft Office SupplUa
75.00
150.00
Radio Supplieeft Repair* —
Telephone A Telegram*
800.00
26.00
Criminal Photography_________
60.00
Freight ft Expreaa ------------6.00
Repairs -------------150.00
P.O. Box Rent ..... .......... ^
Typewriter ft Adding Machine
60.00
8 14.410.00
Repair! .................. .......
400.00
Furniture A Fixture* -------SALARIES:
300.00
Clerical -------------------- ----Circuit Judge ............ _....$ 1,500 00
65 00
Travel ----------------------Judge of Probate ---------- 6.250.00
4,000.00
.
Register of Probate ...............
8 2.446.00
2.700 no
Deputy Registerof Probate COUNTY TREASURER:
i.-iooiotf
ProbateClerk -------------850.00
Poetage..............
.........•
County Clerk .................... 4.400 00
125 00
Telephone ft Telegraph ..........
Deputy County Clerk -------- 3,600!00
1100.0
Stationeryft OfficeSuppliee .
County Clerk— Clerk --------- 2.400.00
30.00
Freight ft Exprea*
.....
1.900.00
County Clerk— Clerk ----400.00
Furniture ft Fixture* (file*)..
County Treaaurer ............... 4.400.00
Type ft Adding Machine ReDeputy County Treaaurer ..... 3.500.00
100.00
pair* ..............- .................
County Treaaurer— Bookkeeper 2.600.00
6.00
Safety Depoelt Box
.......
County Treaaurer — Deed Clerk 2,600.00
1.500.00
Printing ft Binding
County Treaaurer — Clerk ... 2.300.00
600.00
Short Term Bond* -----------County Treaaurer — Clerk ...._ 2.500.00
175.00
Travel ------------------------1.900.00
County Treaaurer — Clerk
4.800.00
Prosecuting Attorney..........
8 3.586.00
1.200.00
<21 Clerk* 6 $600 00 each ...
Tr»v*l— 4-H A rent

the church. Still others

the remainder.
In earthly affairs a steward is a
The publishershall not be liable person to whom certain goods are
for anv error or errors in printing entrusted and on the day appointany advertisingunless a proof of
such advertisementshall have been ed for him to give an account of
obtained by advertiser and returned his stewardship he must lx* able
by him In time for correction with to give a satisfactoryexplanation
such errors or correctionsnoted
plainly thereon; and In such case if of bus use of all the goods in his
any error so noted Is not corrected, keeping; not just a portion. In
publishers liability shall not exceed applying this principle lo Chrissuch a proportion of the entire space
occupiedby the error bears to the tian stewardship, we accept the
whole space occupiedby such adver- propositionthat all we have of
__
time, money and ability L« held in
trust for God, and. therefore, we
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year S2.00; Six months 51.25: have not discharged our full duthree months 75c; Single copy 5c. ties as Christian stewards as soon
Subscriptions payable In advance and
will be promptly discontinuedif not we can show that we have used a
tithe for God, especially il we
renewed.
Subscribers will confer a favor by have used the other ninety per
reporting promptly any Irregularity
cent contraryto His will.
In delivery. Write or Phone 3191.
Instead we must be able to give
a satisfactoryaccount of all of
JAMES FARLEY AND GEORGE
that with which we have been
WASHINGTON
entrusted before we expect to
In commenting on the proposal
hear the Master's complete apto form a new Labor Party that
proval of our stewardship.The
would serve as a political organcriterion of stewardship does not
ization against both Democrats
consist in the amount of goods
and Republicans, James A. Farwhich one gives away, hut in the
ley told reporters:"I want to say
utilizationof all of ones time
that I am definitelyopposed to
and money and ability in ways
such an idea because I am a firm
which are pleasing to God.
believer in the two-party system.”
A hundred and fifty-four year* These ways of pleasing God
approves the
ago George Washington had some- are legion.
thing to say on the same subject, spending of money and time for
and what he said was so far re- the spread of the gospel. This
moved from what is now proposed necessitates the support ot the
that even ^mes Farley should be church and its efforts at home
astonished it he should be remind- and abroad. Gigantic as these
ed of it. Washington would have tasks are, they do not consume
been even even more horrifiedat all our time and money, so the

4

.

Pottawatomie

Commiuioner*(a 1800.00..| 1,600.00 ing vote:
(1) CommUiioner<£$600.00
600.00

would be willing to have it include the expenditure of time in
The Home of the
the cause of the church, but even
Holland City N>»»
Published Every Thurs- when both ideas are incorporated
day by the Sent in el in one definition it seems that
Prlntlnc Cn. Offlrp 54-^6
there is still something missing.
West Eighth Street. Hol-

_

1,200.00

(2)

By Henry Ore flings
In the minds of many people
Christian stewardshipconsists
only in giving liberallyof one's

land. Michigan.

I

:

12:1, 2. 6-8

Philippians2:25-30

money lo

1,200.00

t

Camp

•877,176.47

160.00
1,600.00

---

Furniture ft Fixtures

December 3. 1950^
Stewardshipof Life

Romans

Travel __________

Prooedlnf Paf®
.1

For County Roads

»M.OO

.
—
---

.

.

-----

Printing ft Binding ------ 1,500.00
Stationeryft Offica Suppliea
800.00
Telephona ft Telegrama
160.00
Freight ft Expreaa ----60.00

.

.........

-

.

—

Yeas. Messrs. Gemmen, Vollink,
Hassold, Hecksel, Reenders, Helder, Smallegan, Stegenga, Nieuwsma, Ter Avest, De Ridder, Szopinski, Bottema, Slaughter, Walcott, Mohr, Boon, Swart, Rosbach,
Misner, Harrington, Koop, Galien,

De Boer, Cross, Frankena and
Cook. (27)
Nays: None.
Mr. Koop moved that the Report on Taxes and Apportionment
be taken from the table, which
motion prevailed.
Mr. Koop moved the adoption of
the report, which motion prevailed, as shown by the following
vote:

Yeas. Messrs. Gemmen, Vollink,
Hassold, Hecksel, Reenders, Helder, Smallegiip^Stegenga, Nieuwsma, Ter Avest, De Ridder, Szopinski, Bottema, Slaughter, Walcott, Mohr, Boon, Swart, Rosbach,
Misner, Harrington,Koop, Galien, De Boer, Cross, Frankena and

None.

Cook. (27)
Nays:

—

—

—

_

COURT HOUSE

Birds in the south end of Holland will have plenty
of snack bars to stop at this winter. Boy Scouts
of troop 12, sponsored by Trinity Reformed
church, saw to that when they held a “bird feed
station"contest Monday night. The troop project
brought out 20 entries,which varied widely in
size, shape and general idea. The contest was announced just two weeks ago. Bill Aldrich,district
commissioner, (left),presented a useful scout item

(Penna-Sas photo)
to each winner standing (left to right): Garry Vanden Berg, Jr., Stuart Volkers, Woody Bos, Ken
Brink, Johnny Stryker and Kelly Van Liere.
Another winner, Eddie Van Eenenaam, was not
present.Bill Jacobs and Bill Brondyk were judges.
The troop will undertake a paper drive during the
Christmasholidays to earn camp funds for next
summer. The troop wants to raise enough money
to send each member to summer camp.

GROUNDS:

ft

Building Repair*
Freight ft Expre**

-

Court

....................

Insurance

M

16.00

..........

Light and Water

Houie

600.

..............$

1.

.

.......

Fuel

............... ......

000.00

1.200.00

Cleaning ft Laundry ----------........

Equipmentft Maintenance
Suppliee A Repair*
Re-decorating ..... ....... - ........Plant*. Shrub*, etc ............
ChrUtmaa Decoration*
Electrical

PlumbingA Hardware ..... Towel* ft P»per Cup* -------

R00 00
3.200 00
1.500.00
J00 00
1.500.00
200 00
50.00
300.00
150.00

I 10,715.00
lors of the church.

In the

Good

Mrs George Farnsworth of

DRAIN COMMISSIONER:

t

60.00
50.00

* Pnetage ....................... *
Printing ft Binding
Stationeryft Office Supplie*
Telephone ft Telegram*

SchoolChildren

Drain Commiasioner .......
Drain Commlaaloner—Clerk Sheriff— Inc, <2) Auto* ..... -*
Under-Sheriff .........................

Deputy Sheriff

...............

2.650.00
2.250.00
6.600.00
3.500.00
3.300.00

Special Deputy— Drlver’a Li-

cense ..............

.....

3.200.00

....... -

....

2.300.00
Deputy Sheriff—Night Man .
Registerof Deeds ................. 4.400.00
3.500.00
Deputy Registerof Deeds .....
2.300.00
Regiiterof Deed*— Clerk ----Registerof Deeds — Clerk ..... 1.900.00

Matron-Jail.........................Custodian — Court House ......
Custodian—Court House .......

1.000.00
2.750.00
2.760.00
2.400 00

Court Stenographer ...
Friend of the Court ft Probation Officers ................
Steno — Friend of Court ft
Probation Office ........ .......
County Agent— JuvenileCourt
County Agent— JuvenileCourt
Circuit

3.500.00

...

,

Resolution

WHEREAS, the State

of Michigan Hightitle to the following

way Deptrtment ha»
describedparcel of

land

:

Township of Port Sheldon, Ottawa
County: All that part of the SK'i of
Section 12 Town 6 North Range 16
West commencirig at southeastcorner,
thence north to center of Pigeon
Creek thence westerlyalong renter of
Pigeon Creek to East line of U.S -31
a* now relocated,thence southerly
along east line of U ,8.-31 »» now
relocated to South sectionline, thenre
east on south sectionline to point of
beginning,and
WHEREAS, the above describedparcel
of land is bounded on the west by State
Highway U.S.-31 a* now relocated and i*
bounded on the north by a trout stream
known as Pigeon Creek, and that said
parcel of land appear* to be auitablefor
uie as a roadaide park, and
WHEREAS, there are now no roadside
park* on U.S. -81 a* now relocatedfor
many mile*, both north and south of
above describedparrel of land,

Montello Park was a delegate to
inO.OO
100.00
the 25th anniversary convention
NOW. THEREFORE.BE IT RE500.00
Extra Clerical
of Mrs. A. S. Benjamin as presi2.700.00 SOLVED that the Board of Superviiora
Steno
........
200.00
Furniture ft Fixture*
of
Ottawa County. State of Michigan, re2
100.00
Photostat Operator ...
dent of the fifth district. Wom- Shifted
900 00
Travel
— -------— —
County Agri. Agent — Clerk
2.400.00 queit that the State of Michigan Highway
an's Christian Temperance union,
Departmentimprove the above parcel of
8 1.900.00
(Following is the 17th in the held in Lake Odessa last week.
$113,150.00 land ao that it will be auitable for use aa
Allegan,(Special)
Another ELECTION
scries of weekly articlestaken Eighty delegates attended. The shift in v Allegan's elementary- Printing Binding
.1 3.000.00 COUNTY DRAIN— At Urge 2.659.47 a roadaidepark.
HENRY DE RIDDER
COUNTY BOARD OF EDUfrom news of the Ottawa County convention was held in the Cen- school children took place MonHe
| 8.000 00 CATION:
Mr.
De
Ridder
moved the adopTimes published more than 45 tral M E. church.
Appropriation ----------$ 26.400.00
day a move that school offition of the resolution and that
SOCIAL WELFARE:
E. Frodni of Chicago has leas- cials hope will be the last for HOSPITALIZATION
years ago.)
Conveyance— Meniallr ill
100.00
For DIRECT Ralief
.. None
the Clerk be instructed to send a
Seventy citizens gathered at ed the hotel at Harrington's land- this year.
Conveyance — Afflicted chilFor:
copy of same to the State Highdren
...............
125.00
Hotel Holland to show fHolIand ing.
$ 30,000.00
Adult
Hoapitalixation
First graders from the north
Medical Exam»-Mentally 111 100.00
18,800.00 way Department, which motion
Administrative _________
city's gratitude for the appropriaThe Dutch Rusk Co., located in ward school, who have been
4,000.00 prevailed.
Infirmary ft Poor
*25.00
tion for the improvement of the the Slagh & Zuidewind block, besharing a room at South WardMr. Harringtonmoved that the
harbor here, at a banquet given gan making rusk Monday. They making a total of 60 in the one
$ 52.300.00
HHeihhH Officer'
— —-• “.OOO.OO TAX ALLOCATION:
County Treasurer-b^- instructedto
by the citizens' committee in hon- can make 20.000 rusk each dey.
$ 300.00 furnish standard form book fop
Per Diem
the idea of several parties than account of our stewardship is or of Congressman William Alden John Vennema. a former Hol- classroom— were moved back to
15.00 listing dogs to each supervisor,
the north side, occupying the
not
therefore
complete.
The
reNur*e —
— 3.520.00 Poetage
Farley is. In his famous Farewell
100 00
Printing
ft
Binding
Smith and Col. M. B. Adams land boy and a former Hope col- former kindergarten room. Desks SupervUing
8.460.00
which motion prevailed.
Senior
Nur*e
—
mainder is that part of our goods Tuesday evening, began a story in
17% when _______
Address, delivered
$60.00
lege student, was recently elected
Mr. Ter Avest moved that the
415.00
8.200.00
he was stepping down from the which we are often wont to look the April 28 issue of the Ottawa president of the Holland Society- and other equipment were moved
Nurse
SOLDIER
A
SAILORS
RELIEF:
Clerk
present the pay roll, which
8.110.00
in
during
the
week-end.
presidency.Washington went
upon as to be used to suit our~,,Nurse ---------------------Appropriation_______ $ 1.000,00
County Times published in 1905 in Chicago.
8.110.00
motion prevailed.
Kindergarteners,mean w'hile.
COUNTY
ROADS
ft
COUNTY
ley one better and came out selves, but even though this be by M. G. Manting. The Hon. G.
2.900.00
Frank Smith and W. H. N’ixon from both ward schools, will go to
Pay Roll
itrongly not for a several-party true in the sense that we have J. Diekema was toastmaster.
..... ........
.
— 2.800.00 PARKS:
returned from Grand Haven a basement room at Dawson Nur*e
2,100.00
Executive Secretary ---------PAY ROLL OF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
system, nor for a two-party poli- first given all that God expects of
The following were elected of- where they were employed as ma- school for half-day sessions. South Clerk— Holl»nd
2,280 00
.... .
State of Michigan, County of Ottawa.
tical setup, but for a one-party us to causes mentioned,there is
1.950.00
We. the undersigned.Chairmanand Clerk of the Board of Superisor*of the said
ficers of Pilgrim Home Cemetery sons on the new government
Clerk ......
....
...
Warders have been sharing the
no more reason why God cannot association: G. Van Schelven,
America.
Extra Clerical
— 600 00 County of Ottawa do hereby certify that the followingis the Pay Roll of said Board
building.
of Supervisor*a* preaented.and allowed by the Committee on Claim*, for attendance
The words by which he intro- be pleased with the manner in president; G. J. Van Duren, vice The Ladies Missionary*society north side kindergarten room part Dental Assistant ------- 1.750.00
3,000.00
Dentist (partialSalary) --and mileage during their October Session A.D. 1950.
duced his advice to the nation on which we use the rest, than there president; J. Dykema. secretary of Hope church will meet in the of the day.
Tntoal
P*r Dlsm
Milas Mllasia Days
Nan* ot Supervisor
I
65.140.00
1 64.00 $ S3 20
8
this subject were: ‘‘Let me now is justification
8 P.20
for spendingit in and treasurer.The trustees arc
......................
24
John Gemmen ----------parlors of Hope church Wednes64.00
82 40
8
18.40
....... . . 23
Louis Vollink ..... ......
take a more comprehensiveview, ways which displease Him. We
. nA/1 ^ John
85 60
64.00
C. Ver Schure, D. B, Keppel. John day afternoon next May 5. At this Grand Haven
8
21.60
.............. 27
Hassold
---------Health
Officer
.................
and warn you in the most solemn account satisfactorily
72.00
6 4.00
to our Mas- Dinkeloo, J. B Mulder. J. G. Van
8
8.00
.....................
10
(2. Sanitarian*.............l-!552*n2 Ervin Hecksel
meetirvg the women will give an
40.00
55.00
16.00
5
planner against the baneful ef- ter for the goods we have used Putten. G. J. Van Duren. G. Van
.................
so
Dies at Nursing Home
I8i Nunes L200.00 Roy H. Lowing
illustrationof a Hindu wedding,
68.80
64
00
4.80
8
Clarence Reenders
fects of the spirit of party gen- for ourselves when we can show
83.7.0
8
1 00
8 9.900.00 John Hrider -------9.20
Schelven. John Kramer, J. Dyke- showing the dress and customs of
24
Grand
Haven
(Special)
—
Mrs.
91.40
erally.” And then he proceeded to that we have put first things
«
64.00
30.40
...... 38
Suppliee * Contingent ------ 1 3,000.00 Dick E. Smallegan
ma. Sexton, W. H. Vander Water, the people of India on such occa- Maude Higgins. 68. of Spring
80.00
64.00
a
16.00
............. 20
show how political parties and first.
Virion Correction ................ 200-~ Albert H. Stegenga
86.40
daughter was born to Mr. jsions, from informationreceived Lake, died Sunday morning in the TB
64.00
8
22
40
.........
..... 28
Case Finding
1,900.90 Dick Nieuwsma ... ...
their struggle for power would
We are apt to think of the pas- and Mrs. George Hyma last Sat- through the Rev. John J. Ban64 00
77.60
13.60
8
........... 17
John H Ter Avest
Irwin Nursing home at Jenison.
77.60
land the ship of state on the rocks. tor and the missionary as persons
64.00
I 4,200.00 Henry De Ridder
13 60
r
.17
urday.
ninga.
7.5.20
64.00
8
11.20
14
Case Siopinski
In Washington’sday there was who have devoted their lives to
She had been seriously ill for six
66. SO
Frank Pringle of Grand Rapids A pretty wedding was solem64.00
8
2.80
Gerritt
Bottema
........... ...... 3--J
of course only one party— the Christian service with the impli1 60
61.00
17.60
8
______ 3 69,210,00 Henry C. Slaughter
.......
22
and Miss Jennie Smith of_ this nized Wednesday afternoon at months.
TOTAL
------64.00
i 84>n
She was born in Spring Lake LESS:
8
party that he headed. As long as caton that those who have enter20.80
2fi
Albert Walcott ..........
city were married Monday by- the home of Mr. and Mrs. Johan81.80
64.00
8
20 “0
............ 26
1 4.320.00 MaynardMohr _________
Maude Jones, April 6. 1882. In State Fund*
his wise and patriotic hand was ed business or other professions
6t.no
6t.rn
8
3.900.00 Martin Boon
80
Justice Huston at Grand Haven. Ines Albers in Ovcrisel when their
...............
USPHS— GeneralHealth
at the helm it was possibleto ad- have dedicatedthemselves in a
1909 she was married to Charles
61.80
.80
on
3.000
00
6
..........
George Swart .....
Cancer
Henry
Zwemer
just returned daughter. Fanny, was united in
64.00
61.80
80
8
minister the government under lesser degree to Christ s service.
Higgins, who died in 1928. She
......
Phil F. Rosbach
from ColoradoSprings, Colo. He marriage to A'lxrt Meiste. Rev.
61.00
8
64.80
.80
8 11,250.00 CharlesE. Misner
that system. But the breakup into In neither case is this always
was a member ot the Seventh-day
is.
to
64
on
40
mede this trip in the interes* of Van V’essum of Drenthe officiat........ 23
Harry Harrington
two parties, representing two op- true. Many who do not devote
Adventist Church of God.
61
00
82. 10
18
40
8
...........
23
William Koop ..............
the
Fountain Valley Land Co. ing.
61.80
13.80
6
48.00
posing philosophiesof government
.
23
» 57.990 00 John Galien
She Is survived by two daughall their time and energy to def- which owns twenty thousand
82.40
64 O0
18.40
8
....... 23
Tuberculnai*Treatment Fund I 53.030.00 Blmon De Boer
was inevitableas soon as he had inite Christian service are able to
ters. Mrs. Jay Culp of Grand
82.40
18.40
8
64.00
............. 23
Lees State Subaidy
24.160.00 Orien 8. Cross
acres of irrigatedland, suitable
stepped down. Washington was a
64.00
Rapids
and
Mrs.
Stephen
Trinker
22.40
8
86 40
Mrs.
Martin
Rotman
.......
28
Nichols*
Frankena
account satisfactorilytor their for sugar beet culture or general
8
64.00
86.40
22.40
8 28.880.00 Nick Cook —
___________ 28
wise man hut he seems not to stewardship. This Is true »f their
....
of Grand Haven; a sister and
farming.
Contagion Treatment — GenDies at Local Hospital
have been wise enough to underthree
brothers;
one
grandchild,
*410.80
11.752.00
*2,162.80
activity is not displeasing to God
» 1,000.00
Fred C Frit.->ch of this citystand that two parties can both
Mrs. Martin Rotman, 56. of 264 and two great grandchildren.
Given under our hands, this 20th day of October.A.D. 1950.
Rabiea Treatment Fund
100.00
and if the product of their toil l< married Miss Minnie Merrill of
ANNA VAN
NICHOLAS FRANKENA
be right and both wrong, that no
West
16th St-, died Saturday afturned to proper Christian uses.
Muskegon in St. Mary’s church at ternoon at Holland hospital of
Clerk of Board of Supervinor*.Chairmanof Board of Supervisor*.
TOTAL COUNTY
one party can be expected to have
The foregoingPay Roll paid in full the 20th day of October. A.D. 1950.
8 87.970.00
APPROPRIATION
The great system of the division 9 a m. by Father L. A. Nolin, high
a monopoly on rightness or wrongcomplicationsfollowing surgery. Mrs. Louisa McCarthy, 82
FRED DEN HERDER. County Treasurer.
LESS- AVAILABLE
of labor makes it impossible for mass being celebrated They came
I 10.000.00
FUNDS ...............
ness. In the light of our whole
She had been ill two weeks.
Dies
After
Long
Illness
all to be preachers of the Word to this city on the 9:15 train.
Mr. Smallegan moved the adoppolitical history,Washington was
8 77,970.00
Mrs. Louisa McCarthy, 82.
and it may make it difficultto When they reached their future Surviving are the husband;one
tion of the report, which motion
completelywrong on this point.
daughter. Mrs. Gustave Ritterby,
widow of James McCarthy, died IUSTICE COURT:
prevailed, as shown by the folFor a century and a half the Am- serve in the part time Christian home on Pine St., they were sur- and one son. Merrill, both 'of HolFees
. ... ------ — $ $.000.00
Saturday at 11:45 pm. at her
calling. He who builds or sows prised by 35 friends.
800.00 lowing vote:
Printing ft Binding
erican people, while revering him
land; four grandsons;one sister.
100.00
Yeas. Messrs. Gemmen, Vollink,
The Cappon & Bertsch leather Mrs. John Scholten and six bro- home, 169 West Eighth St. follow- Witness Fee*
(From Saturday's Sentinel)
as a wise and patriotic leader, or reaps may do so in the service
100 00
Jury Fee*
ing a lingering illness.
of God. confident of His approval. Co. will shut down their tanneryHassold, Hecksel, Reenders, HelMr. and Mrs. John Steffens and
have quietly ignored this part of
126.00
Stenographer Feea
thers, Dan. Henry. Peter. Levi
She was born March 4, 1868 in
A perplexing problem which the next week. They will put in a
Criminal Photography ...
59.00 der, Smallegan, Stegenga, Nieuw- Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nyhuis vishis famous Farewell Address.
and Gerald Meeusen, all of Hol25.00
Officer'* Fee* .......
sma, Ter Avest, De Ridder, Szo- ited Mr. and Mrs. Henry Leeuw
The two-party system that they Chnstian faces in the effort to ar- number of new and modern ma- land. and Andrew Meeusen of Chicago, daughterof the late Mr.
100.09
MedicalExam* ________
and Mrs. Alfred Massey. She had
pinski, Bottema, Slaughter, Wal- at Holland last week Friday evenrive
at
a
fair
distribution
of
his
chines
and
make
extensive
readopted has now worked for a
Grand Haven.
lived in Holland for 43 years.
$ 7,000.00 cott, Mohr, Boon, Swart, Rosbach, ing.
century and a half. Unlike Wash- goods and services between what pairs.
Misner, Harrington,Koop, GalMrs. McCarthy was a member of COUNTY AGENT — Juvenile
Sheriff Woodbury investigated
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hofman of
ington.James Farley is basing his he may call the definiteservice of
Court
ien, De Boer, Cross, Frankena and
St Francis de Sales church.
pronouncementon experience, not the Lord and his own personal use. the finding of human bones at Dies in Grand Haven
Zeeland spent last Friday evening
..
...
10.00
Cook.
(27)
Surving are one daughter. Mrs.
Grand .lavcn (Special)— Mrs.
Conference Expense
70.00
on theory-There have been splint- Of old the tithe was fixed as that Robinson. From the finding of
with Mr. and Mrs. Willard Van
Nays: None.
Printing ft Binding
60.00
er parties from time to time, but portion of goods due the l.ord. but parts of flint, arrow heads and Dorothy Madigan, 58. died at 8:55 Rudolph Heineeke of Holland;
Ham.
...» 85.00
The journal of the day’s sesthey have been mere eddies along- today wo are living under the parcels of pottery, he concluded p.m. Friday in Hillscrest Con- seven sons. Daniel of Glen Ellyn,
Mr. and Mrs. William Johnson
Stationeryft Office Suppliea
100.00
sion was read and approved.
111.,
James
B..
Rolx'rt.
Joseph.
Christian
dispensation
in
that
we
valescent
home
in
Grand
Haven
the
hones
were
those
of
Indians
Telephone
A
Telegrams
176.90
side the main stream of political
of Grand Rapids spent last week
1
Mr.
Galien
moved
that
the
Travel A Conveyanee
60.00
after an illness of two years. Sur- Paul Mark and John of Holland;
activity They have come and are freed from legalism on the buried years ago.
Tuesday with the family of their
Furniture ft Fixtures
25.00 Board adjourn subject to the call
Tiie men of Hope church ected viving are a daughter. Mrs. Rob- four grandchildren and one sister.
gone, and doubtless there will be one hand and enjoy a fuller revelFreight ft Express ...
10.00 of the chairman, which motion
son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and
Equipment
... 26.00 prevailed.
many such splintersin the future. ation on the other. Nothing can as hosts and did the catering for ert Krause, and two brothers,in Miss JosephineMassey of Glen
Mrs. Herman G. Vruggink.
Maintenance
of
Equipment
26.00
Ellyn. 111..
Sometimes one of the two major therefore take the place of a an Easter dinner given in the par- Cudahy, Wis.
Wendell Chino, an Indian stuNICHOLAS FRANKENA,
parties has been supplanted by clear conscience as a guide to
630.00
Chairman.
dent at Western Theological semanother major party, as was the making gifts to God, but as has
IISCELLANEOUS:
ANNA VAN HORSSEN,
inary, had charge of the prayer
100.00
Refundsft Correctirn
case when the Whigs were crowd- often been said one's conscience
Clerk.
meeting last week Thursday.
2.500.00
Soldier* Burial ... ____
ed out by the Republicans.But frequently needs to be educated.
600 00
Birth ft Death Report*
Later he was entertained at the
Apiary Inspection ........
sooloo
always the two-partysystem re- Usually this means that our gifts
home
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
150 00
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Mcnls to transients
ConservationOfficer-* Feat
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mained. Farley points out correct- are apt to be smaller rather than
ly tha» the two-partysystem is larger than Christian justice requires, but in a more and more
an American institution.
If the proposed Labor Party complex world with its multitude
should crowd out either of the of opportunities for service and
other two parties,nothing much I gifLs one may at times need
need to
could be said against it. but as a ! .study restraint in giving,
third party it -would destroy Am- j The person of small means canericas political balance and would not gjve oven proportionately as
be a threat to our liberties. The ! much
those ot larger means.
two-party system is more import- A certain bare minimum is essenant as a system than the life or tial for existence and if we jeopdeath of cither of tfio two parties ardize that we merely render ourthat now divide the political field selves objects of charity whom

H

—

Ann. Arbor
Fifty-four memof the Michigan freshniatn

football squad were ’awarded
numerals as the yearling grid
practice closed, Wally J. Weber,
fresh coach, announced.
Weber appraisedthe Squad as
a hardworkinggroup which showed definite potentialities.‘They
can make a fine contribution toward next year's team," he said.
Numeral winners from western
Michigan included William Rahn.
Benton Harbor; John Stevens and
Robert Topp, Kalamazoo.

4-

.

:

Extra Clerical ---------------

500.00

Gordon

Ver Kompas sang

$

8,601.00

PROBATION OFFICER ft
FRIEND OF THE COURT:
Portage ....................................$

160.00

*

Dr. C. Bourn a from the Calvin
seminary conducted the services
Sunday. The local pastor was at
Harderwjk on classical appoint-

Printing ft binding ..........
800.00
Stationery A Office Suppliaa 160.00
Telephone A Telegrama......
76.00 ment.
Freight A Expreaa . ........
15.00
The young peoples Rural league
Travel .......
600.00
ConventionExpense ________
76,00 delegates met in the church baseFurniture A Fixtures .....
175!00 ment Wednesday evening. Plans
Maintenance of Equipment
86.00
were made for the mass meeting
Clerical
............ - _____ ____
200 00
which is to be held Dec. 14 at the

m

.

*

....

The following fines were paid in
Muncipalcourt the last few days:
Arthur Bronson. 33, of 492 West
21st St., defective brakes, $12;
Max Meyer, of 1717 Oak St.,

_

__
__
_

$ 1,771.00 local church.
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY:
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Jongrijk
Printing A Binding
_____
7S.00
Stationery A Office Sutipliaa 78.00 announce the birth of a son at
Telephone A Telegram* ------- 200.00 the Zeeland hospital.
______

•

S

I..
_____

Travel, ...... ....... ...... ..
Furniture A Fixture*
..

a

175.00
100.60
626.00

PHOTOSTAT:,
dayy for thly sextet to claim
100 per cent «ucce«s for the 1950 deer hunting
ceason. The men each got a deer, in thoie actionfilled three days at Fibre, Mich., in the Upper
It took juit three

Peninsula.Besidey the six they brought home, the
men also shot a tflkehorn for camp uie. The deer

ranged from eight to 10 pointe. From left to right
are: Letter Kleevei of Holland; Joe Kleevea of
Fruitport and formerly of Holland; Glenn Six of
South Bend, Ind.; Vern Fogerty of Virginia Park;
Russel Six of Holland.’ Bruce Fogerty of Virginia
Park ie kneeling in the foreground.

Cleaning A Laundry
Suppliea -----------

100.00
4.400.00

$
REGISTEROF DEEDS:

A

-

-

— -

of Wyoming Park
spent last week Friday evening
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Poskey.
Mr. and Mrs. Chriss Heuvelhorst of

Wyoming Park

visited

Mr. and Mrs. Manley Stegeman
last Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Jipping of Hamilton
spent last week with his daughter, Mrs. Henry G. Vruggink.assisting her with the farm work
while her husband was away deer

The average output of bituminous coal per man per day in the
U.S. is, more than 6% tong, compared with alightly more than one
ton per man in England and two
in Canada.

Mr. and

Mrs. Richard Vrugsupper
guests Sunday and spent the evening with Mr. and Mrs. Edd Veldman and family at Grandville.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Meeuwsen attended the funeral last week Saturday of their aunt, Mrs. A. Vander Molen at the Hudsonville Reformed church.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Brink. Mr.
and Mrs. Manley Stegeman and
Miss Hilda Stegeman spept last
week Tuesday in Decatur With the
Rev. and Mrs. James Stegeman.
James Coeling from near Hudsonville sang two solos at the
Sunday evening service. He was
accompanied at the piano by his
mother. Mrs. Harry Coeling.
gink

and family were

Maryland leads the nation in th#
production of oysters. More than
6.00
There are about 22,000 intercity six million bushels are marketed
each year. • t
100.00 buses in the U.S.

4.300.00

$

P.O. Box Rent ...... ..........
•'Typewriter
Add Machine
Bepain ----

and Roger

two hunting.

solos.

'

Tht> find by product coke oveajl
In America— now the source of
• The National Education asHocia- about 200,000 different commoditieH
tlon way organized in Thiladelphia from coal, were built at Syracuse,
New Yujdi, in about 1803.

$

„

flj.

News

Niles, -assured clear distance. $7;
Jerry Genzink, 17. route 6, speeding, $12: Bernard Kok. 105 West
West 19th St., parking. $1.

Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Poskey

(From Monday’t Sentinel)
There will be a hymn sing ,n the
Officer’* tee* __________________
______
50.00
local church Sunday, Nov. 26, at
Portafe ...... ..................
260.00
Printing A Binding .............
1,300.00 7:45 p.m. MrrVan Ess of Holland
Stationeryft Office Supplies
260.00 will be song leader.Special music
Telephone ft Telegrama .......
200.00
will be furnished.
Freight ft Express .........
25.00
PTA meeting was held at the
Furniture A Fixtures ......
1,000.00
Travel ......
50.00 local school last Friday evening.
Equipment ........................
600,00
Dr. Kemme showed travel picMaintenance of Equipment
60.00
Boarding Fund -----4,300.00 tures. Calvin Weener and Erwin
P O. Box Rent _____ ___________ 6 00 Smith presented several musical
Bond ............ ............ ............ 10.00
Dues .....
10.00 selections.Paul Weener played
Court Stenographer _______
100.00
two numbers on his accordion and

nizes as just, progressive proportional taxation, then Certainly
nothing less jirst is due to the
Judge of heaven.

Municipal Court

Vruggink.

i

between them. Remeinlter you others must then support. The
must always register in order to person of great wealth can give
VOTE No matter what happens to more than the proverbial tenth,
either of our partic*.
for the remainder of his wealth
Is ample for his needs. In other
words, if our government recog54 Freshmen Receive

bers

Noordeloos

$ 16.788.00

PROBATE COURT:

M

Numerals at Michigan

500.00
12.638.00

.

THE HOLLAND CITY
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30, 1950

Grand
Ten Haken, Orren Chapman and Deward Piersma
Prof. Eyme. As debaters to meet
the Wilson club were chosen G.
M. Brower, C. WicrCnga and Ir-

Holland

suffered a fracture of his left leg. between the
knee and ankle, in the crush.
Bill Van Anrooy received a contract to reinforce the docks of the
Michigan Railway at Jenison
Park. The improvement will cost
about $1,000.
Herman Vaupell.son of EdVaupell of this city, was chosen last
week as a director of the First
State bank to take the place of
the late W. H. VULs.
Carroll Van Ark of The Sentinel

Rapids. 3.000

young per- Car Mixup Keeps Fred

Kiwanians Hear

sons, upon reaching 21. applied for

Zeeland

their liquor cards, while less than
300 registcresd for the right to
Zeeland high school commemor- vote. Would an 18-year-old do

On Road Many Hours

Simon IVn Uyl has his own car
to drive in Detroit and Carl Andated ThanksgivingDay with a bettor than that?"
win Lubbers.
program given by the music
Zeeland high's newly-organized reasen has his car hack in HolDemocrats of the city drove to
ClassesWednesday afternoon. The agriculture club has started its land. follow ing a mixup of cars
Zeeland Thursday to attend a
chorus sang “We Gather Togeth- first project. According to Mr. Monday which kept Fred Eggen(Following is the 485th in the smoker that was given that evengue^t speaKer
cr.” "The Lord's Prayer" was sung Hillebrands. sponsor, this project sohwiler on hazardousroads sevKiwanis club meeting Monday
series of weekly articles taken ing by some of the Zeeland Demoby Hilbert Beyer. A Thanksgiving Is to hatch approximately200 oral extra hours.
night in the Warm Friend Tavfrom news of the Holland Daily crats. Grand Haven Tribune.
H ail happened when Fred was
reading was presented by Joyce mixed Hampshire, Barred Rocks,
ern. Pugsley is hearing the Power*
In their action Friday in passSentinel published more than 35
instructed
to
pick
up
Den
Uyl’s
Wharton. Three numbers, "The and White Rook chicken eggs and
murder case in Allegan in the abing a road appropriationbill
years ago.)
Children'sPrayer.""The First to raise the chicks to maturity. car at the Warm Friend Tavern sence of Judge Raymond L. Smith.
A sane and sound business amounting to approximately $91.Thanksgiving"and "In a Monas- The club, now in the first phase and drive it to Detroit.He got inThe speaker told Kiwanian*
meeting was held Thursday even- 400 including $10,000 repair fund,
tery Garden. ' were played by the of operation, has set up incuba- to tJie Androasoncar by mistake
was
in
Ann
Arbor
Saturday
about the functions of Michigan's
ing at City hall when the Cham- the Ottawa county board of supand
never knew the difference.
band.
The
boys
of
the
chorus
sang
where he took in the U. of M
tors in the boiler room, and staber of Commerce and citizeas met ervisors went on record as favorWhen Carl left the hotel where (80 circuit judges and the responthe part of the monks. Tony tions two members there nightly
M.A.C. football game.
sibilities involved in seeing that
to discuss the question of continu- able to the continued efforts toWood wy ke. Ray Schaap. and Dale to turn the eggs every tour hours. he had had a luncheon meeting
Dr. Henry Beets of Grand Raping the Holland fair, began a ward placing Ottawa in the good
he found hus car missing and noti- the rights of all citizeasare proYntema
presented
a
trumpet
ids will 'be in Ovcriscl next
storv in the Friday. Oct. 20. issue roads column and keeping her
fied police. The story was quickly tect.d. In relating some expert
trio. They were accompanied by
Thursday evenings to give an ad•
_
m a
Am _ .
..mill -4
lx U C
of the Holland Daily Sentinel there, began a story in the Satpatched together and state police cnees as circuitjudge for the past
the band. The Girls’ Glee club
dress on the topic, "Prohibition.
urday. Oct. 21. Issue.
published in 1916.
were called to flag dgwn Eggen- 21 years, Pugsit) said, "It's not,
A crew of about a dozen bridge
sang,
The special .commit lee of the , The Forward Movement club
the serious law offenders,the
schwiler.
A meeting of the Service Chain
workers
are
engaged
in
Allegan
board of supervisors has recom- met Friday night at the home of
Just how far Eggenschwiler had habitual burglars and bad citiof
the
First
Reformed
church
will
on the bridge of the Pere Marqumended that the sheriff of Ot- Mr. and Sirs. Edward Robbcrts.
gone was not determined, but po- zens in general who give us the
be held in the church parlors
ette railway company.
tawa county hereafter work on a 133 East 17th St. Henry Robbcrts
lice were prepared to look for him headaches, hut the jioor young inFirst
Not
wishing
to
wait
for the
Tuesday
evening.
Mrs.
William
salary of $3,000 a year and that favored the club with the reading
in the Lansing area. Such a loca- dividual w ho has got’en into trouReus of Grand Rapids will present
P. M. to take them to Holland,
all the fees of the office lx‘ turned of an excellent paper on "Is It
tion would keep him on the high- ble because of his environment,
a book review. "Quo Vadis."
Coach
A1
(Boo)
Conk
took
a
five
young
women
of
Hamilton
Legal to Give a BoniLs to New
into the county treasurer.
lUck of home training and bad
day an extra four hours or so.
Miss
Betty
Jeon
Engstrom
Boonstrn
and
family
walked the ties to this city SatJohn E.
few of the Holland legionnaires.
In. the presence of a large com- Industries." the writer claiming
company,who has broken over the
Mrs.
John G. Bores of Edon.
pany of friends Miss Hulda Carl- that it was wrong from a legal urday.
imn
ol ..... W«(.
line "
Spring
Lake
started
a paved Ohio, announces the engagement
Miss Betty Hop Feted
son of Chicago became the bride standpoint, but morally right.
ern
Michigan
Basketball
league,
and
approaching
marriage
of
her
'Hie Michigan jurist emphasized
That the Holland ministers ar^ street Monday morning to which daughter. Miss Betty Jean Eng- their new residence on l^awrence through light offensive work in
of Abraham Hole, son ol Mr. and
At Surprise Shower
the Importance of the need for
the
late Hon. George M. Savage
Ave.
Gerald
Beyer
moved
from
Mrs1. John Kole. 16 East 15th St., as a unit for the state wide proindividual citizens of the comgave the $20,000. The street will strom. to Janies W. De Feyter, the Ver Plank residence in Bor- preparation for the Muskegon
Rev. Tuuk of Ninth Street Chris- hibition amendment and will do
surprise shower honoring munity to work with the court* in
West 11th St.. Holland. He is the culo into the apartment vacated game Saturday at the Armory
be
named
in
his
honor.
tian Reformed church performed all in their power to make the
Cook is happy alwul ’he way Miss Betty Hop was given Fri- offering assistanceto wayward
The new high school erected by son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse De Fey- by Boonstra.
state "dry" thus downing also the
the ceremony.
the
defending champions are day evening at the home ol youths in makng good citizens.
ter
of
Byron.
The
wedding
will
the School for Christian Instruc' Zeeland high school cheer leadBorn to Mr. and Mrs Harry so-called‘•Home rule” amendment
rounding into >hajx‘ and ex|>ects to Miss Shirley Plaggemars. Miss
Daniel Vander Werf introduced
tion was thrown open for inspec- take place Dec. 16
ers
attended
the
University
of
Schurman Friday morning, a son. put up by the liquor men. is self
give any team a g<M*d light this Hop will he married to Andy the speaker and made the pretion this week and is being visitMielngan-Wisconsin
footballgame
evident
judging
from
the
list
of
Thomas Tave was seriously inyear
.looker on Dec. 8
sentation of a pair of Inscribed
ed bv hundreds of oeople. The
at Ann Arbor. The game was (lie
jured while loading gravel at signatures that have been secured
Players pariiciiwtingn this
Misses Joyce Kohes and Marcia wooden shoes. President William
building is a two story brick, has
annual
cheerleader's
clinic
when
Hamilton. The gravel caved in. through the efforts of the Rev.
special workout were (’art Van Knoll assistedthe hostess.Games
Du Mond conductedthe meeting.
five rooms and cost about $12,000.
all Michigan schools sent cheerIV»rt. Klmer Rihlx-ns Don Schol- wore played and duplicate prizes
pinning Tave against the wagon Henry J. Veldman pastor of First
It is located on 15th St. between
leaders.
Zeeland
students
alien
1(From
Tnewday's
Sontlnel)
wheel and bun mg him ’o his hips. Reformed church of this city.
ten Gene SeJirotcnlioer.Da\e aw rdix! to Miss Gladys Buumia
The members of the Ladies Mis- ing included Oakie Van Dorplo. Kcmpker, Tom Vander Kuy. K<n
Vernon Van Order of Holland River and Central Ave.
He was released by Marvin Slotand Mickey Hop and Mrs. Bill
sionary and Aid scoiety. and their Betty Boeve. Marcia Nagclkerk SchipjX'rsand Dale Van Ikirple.
Miss Ethel Turner of TrowPlomp A two-courselunch was
. , , „ and
and
Bill
Ik1
Jonge.
Mr
Tower
ol
husbands held a special meeting
A crowd of Holland footba.. bridge were united in marriage
served.
of the ingathering of taltnts in the faculty accompanied them.
enthusiasts are leaving the city Wednesday afternoon.Oct. 18
Invited were the Misses Barbara
The Commercial club recent !>
the basement of the church last
tonight and tomorrow morning 1916. at the home of the bride in
oudomolen. Phyllis Ik' Weerd.
visited
the
offices
and
factory
ol
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Paul of Chi week. Mrs. Harry Schutt. profor Ann Arbor to witness the an- the presence of the immediate
.lovce Stremler. Nettie Kruiswyk,
the Herman Miller Furniture Go
John Houck 71' Marvo Wal>eke
nual clash of the Aggies and Yost families by the Rev, I. J. leather cage spent the Thanksgivingholi- gram chairman, led in scripture
M illy Rooks. Gladys Buurma.
Oft
ice
procedures
were
explained
reading and Rev. Ten Clay offer751 Vic Melton 6K6. John Mulder
of Allegan. Allegan News.
men.
day with their parents. Mr. and ed prayer. Gerrit Lievense led by (he manager and (ho operation 6K4 John Lam 6S0 Gdonn Gccr- Elaine Gnrvelink.Beverly Last.
A E. McClellan, chief engineer
The Hope college organ. zat ion
Mrs. Arthur Smallegan and sons. community singing. A male trio of the office machines was dem- lir.g.x 648. Webb Dalman 618. Lcs Connie Van Zylen and Esther
MILL
of the National StudentsHughes at the water station, left Friday
Koeman and the Mesdames Bill
Miss Marian Joyce Smallegan. consistingof Sherman De Boer. onstrated.The class was conduct- Unison 642 John Borchers 631.
Movement h< Id a smoker in the evening lor a two weeks vacaBlomp.
Richard
Ruch.
Earl
A! Hamelink 632 Frank Melcher
Cosmo|)olitan hall Thursday even- tion. lie will visit his son dur- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Gerrit Lievense and Abel Nicn- ed on a short lour of the faclon
At a recent meeting of the 632. Earl lluyser 626. Nick Hav- Brower. George Moes and Walter
huis sang two selections.
ing with some 50 members pre- ing that time at M. A. C
5 West 8th St. Phone 2587
Smallegan. spent her \ecation
Jay Van Heukclum, student at Commercial club, the business ed- inga 622. Wayne Harrington600 L. De Vries.
The Upland Citv News, where
sent. Speeches were made by G.
Holland, Mich.
with her parents.
Barbara Van Kolken .)% Bud
Western seminary, showed color- ucation film. "First Impressions,
Marvin Brower, president of the the county ballot Is being printed,
Tucnnylka In Africa Ih 10 times
Peter Vande Weld and family of
ed pictures of Dulce. N. M., was shown. After the movie the Van Tak 578. J.*o Gasparini 570. the size of Indiana.
local club. R.
Giles. C Wier- received a wire from County Clerk
Ionia, spent Thanksgiving with where he worked last summer.
girls learned to introduce vari- Dale Boos 501 Ken \ an Null .>;)•>.
enga, Edwin Lublx'rs. illiam Jacob Glerum this morning inhis mother-in-law. Mrs. C. Keizer
structing them to discontinue the
Each member presented her ous age groujis by impromptu Harold Achterhof454 Joey W '! Progressive
ticket and leave it and also attended church services talent money telling in rhyme skits.
beke 418. Jack Klomparens 437
out of the rest of the ballot The here.
how she earned it. The whole The First Christian Reformed Earl Welling 425 Gladys Jousma
It's A Good Time To Buy A
Russell Smallegan is ill with an
ticket was already in type ready
sum amounted to almost $300. church new building was used 390. Mel .loiL.ma 372. Elaine Boes
to be printed and the Progres- attack of pneumonia.
Refreshments were served by for the first time on Thanksgiving 365. Marion Letnson 259, Phil
Casper Kiel spent a few days in
sive party. "Teddy's picture and
. - ,
Mrs. Jack Niehoer,Mrs. Gerrit Day. Services have been held each Leiuson 178.
Grand Rapids with his ch d.en
se Mi5S Ann;i Looman and Sunday at the Third Christian
all." had to be taken out.
Shooting 54 ‘s Marvo Wabeke
BIG SELECTION
Reformed church the past 10
The Ottawa County Board of returning to his home Saturday Mrs. William Elfers
REASONABLE PRICES
Supervisors steered shy of the afternoon.
A meeting of the North Holland months. The service was held in
"dry” resolution introducedby The committees for the Christ- Home Economic club was held the basement, which has been
Repair All Kindt
G.M.A.C.
mas program will liegin practice at the home of Mrs. John Rook completed.
| George Van Linriegcnd of this
Saturday
afternoon
at
1
p.m.
for
INSTALLMENT plan
city. Unlike Allegan. Berrien and
Tuesday evening. The president. Plans are being made for the
Of Leaky Roofc!
See our priced Advertisement several other counties,where re- the children.Those serving on the Mrs. June Jager. presided.Thir- annual congregational meeting to
We'll recover old roof*
in the ClassifiedSection.
solutionswere passed, the Ottawa program committee are Mrs. Har- teen members responded to roll be held in the chapel in the near
like new . . . install new
Board tables the document by a vey Vande Bunte, Mrs. Russel call. The lesson on "Family Fun" luture for election of elders and
Smalleganend Mrs. Russel StricV was presented by the two leaders. deacons.
TER
CO. vote of 19 to six.
ones reasonably. EstiAll Makes
At the beginning of the last Music committee is Mrs. Charles Mrs. Julia Elzinga and Mrs. P.
Miss Peggy Boonstra. student
mates furnished prompt150 EAST 8TH ST.
quarter of the game l>otwoenl^prick. Mrs. Howard Vande Bun- Bauman. It was decided to have at Michigan State college. East
Join your friends at The
te
and
Mrs.
Almon
Dekker.
Phone 66-22
lyHolland and Kalamazoo Saturday
a Christmasparty for the families Lansing, spent the holiday vacaBier Kelder. Premium beer,
Sharon
and
Faith
Huizenga.
Your Buick-Pontiac Dealer
Cappon took (ho hall lor a wide
or the evening of Dee. 29 in the tion at the, home of her parents.
Motor Sales
nationallyadvertisedwines.
end run. He was tackled on the daughters of Mr. and Mrs. John Holland Township hall. Refresh- Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Boonstra.
A convenientlylocated meetHUDSON DEALER
boundary line and both players Huizengaof Jenison. sang two vo- ments were served by Mrs. Chris
Dick Blocmcndaal, student at
ing place with traditional
fell among some small lads who cal duets at the afternoon services Sas and the hostess.
Alma college spent Thanksgiving 25 W. 9th Street Phone 7242
Dutch atmosphere. Open
on Sunday. Nov. 26.
had
crowded
under
the
fence
and
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Nienhuis vacation with his parents.Dr and
Don't Wart for Cold Weather
noon to midnight.
onto the playing field Young
left Saturday for Rochester. Mrs. D. D. Bloemcndaal, West
to Catch You Unprepared
Minn., where Mr. Nienhuis will Main Ave.
Answer Two Calls
Phil Meengs. student at ^ihc
00.
City Iiremen answered two calls enter the Mayo Brothers hospital.
A Prayer and Praise meeting Universits of Michigan.Ann ''ArMonday. At 2:30 p.m.. they were
RUBEROID PRODUCTS
callixl to the George Vander Wal was held last Monday night in bor, was a holiday \i>il<>rat the
29 East 'th Street
home
of
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs
the
chapel
by
the
Willing
Workers
home. 386 West 21st. where some
for any
pa|»er in Hie basement was hurn- Missionary society,each member George N. Meengs.
3826
The P. M Brotherhoodof Zee; mg At
:30 p.m . they were called invitinga guest. For the program.
land
high
school
is
sponsoring
a
to the De Jonge home at 211 West Mrs. Harold Slag sang two selec13th St., whore an overheated tions. Mrs. De Roos of Holland j)cp meeting contest in which >he
furnace caused the trouble. Minor gave a book review. Refreshments four classes and the following six
JOHN
clubs are eligible to compete:
PETER
damage due to smoke was re- were served.
Camera
club.
/.
club.
Junior
and
We're the "doctors"for
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Chris
Sas
were
• ported.
guests Monday night at the home Senior Y-Trens, Athleic Sisters.
Geo. Minnema, owner
of Herman Brink in Hudsonville. F. T A. club and the Junior and
Senior Y-Teens. Athletic Sisters,
Waxtungton
Phone /631
awarded to he three groups which
Hospital Notes
put on the liest pop meetingsfor
(From Monday's SontlnH)
Admitted to Holland hospital the basketball games. Members of
Holland Ready Roofing
Friday were Terry Lee Dornbo.s, the Brotherhoodand the Faculty
You’ll “paint
Phones 9051 — Eve. 66734
133 West 16th St.; Mary Jane wil serve as judges
with pride,
The Future Teachers of AmerMeyer.
509 Graafachap(both diswith our allcharged same day); Mrs. Gert- ica club will begin the contest
Reconditioned and
purpose coatrude Dokter. 11 East Eighth St.; with a meeting for the first game
ing!
Guaranteed Used Cars
Mrs. Mildred De Brer, 16 East tonight The PTA club is com’P.S.
Tip
from
10th St.; Susan Mae Shippa. Hol- posed of juniors and seniors interSTANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
.
.
INDUSTRIAL
land; William J. Meengs. 148 East ested in teaching. Miss Whitnell
24th
St.;
Mrs.
Mahle
Winkels.
38
is
sponsor.
Washing
Greasing
UNIVERSAL GAS
ELECTRIC CO.
COMMERCIAL
Chevrolet
Officers have Iven elected by
East Main. Zeeland; Dick Vander
CONVERSION BURNER
Simonizmg
Phone 4811
RESIDENTIAL
50 West 8th St.
the Senior ili-Y club nl Zeeland
Haar. 67 West Ninth St.
Get
Winter
Given your proeentfurnaceor
CONSTRUCTION
high
ij^iifiol
Jim
Tams
was
electDischarged Friday were Mrs.
M 21 and Waverly Road
boiler fanKwa Lennox Ran heating
Marian Van Voorst and daughter. ed chapla^L and Glen De Free was
effidency,quiotnew, and Lroublo86 East 6th
Phone
Holland, Mich,
Service Now...
Phones 66360 and 67221
236 West 17th St.; Gladys De elected treasurer Six members
froe service! Simple m daugn.
of
the
club
recently attended a
Jong.
238
West
32nd
St.;
Mrs.
way to install Lennox “Mellow
1. LUBRICATE
Frances Eding and baby. 525 \ an pre-legislatureconference at KalWarmth” controls hold room
temperatures constant to withina
Raalte; Mrs. Marvin Ver Hoef ama/oo State high. They are Bill
2. WINTER GRADE OIL
fraction of a degree, flailue today
TihKtts. Glen I>c Prce. Norm
and hahy. 129 West 16th St.
3. TUNE ENGINE
fcr expert installation!
Admitted Saturday were Don- Machida. Roger W.nkds. Shcnvin
4. INSTALL ANTIFREEZE
na Bronning, 163 East Ninth St.; Kam[>s and Gordon Kossen.
Cars Called For and Delivered Gary and Susan Hopkins, route 2.
Eight high school boys nave
5. INSPECT BATTERY and
Fennville (all discharged same been selected from the junior
ELECTRICALSYSTEM
day); Viola Postma, route 2. class as Junior Rotarians for this
H.
B.
year They will attend Rotary
Hamilton.
Vmi? MKEST WUBfACTOKK Ul
Admitted Sunday were Mrs. meetings on Tuo.vlaynoon, tun
BIRKfU w «u« III Burnt STSIOR
Yvonne Rhudy. route 4; Mrs at a time and at the end of the
Don Hartgerink — Herm Blok
Alice Zoet. route 5; John Wise, year they will be responsible for
125 W. 8th
Phone 7777
375 Central Ave.; Seward Wa- a Rotary program. Those selectINC.
ed are Milt Lubber.' Jim Kuipbeke, 457 West 21st St.
Service Dept. — Phone 2386
Discharged Sunday wore Mrs. ers. Bill Tibhitts.Dale Mohr.
Ann Warren and baby. 333 Cen- Roger Snow. Roger Smallegan
116 East 14th St.
221 River Ave. Holland, Mich.
tral Ave.; Mrs. Kenneth Laarman Jim Tanks and Jack I> Prce.
Holland Phone 2736
New officers of the Home Ecoand baby. 185 Aniline Ave.; Mrs.
Zeeland Phone 3147
• P.S. means
Donald Hein and baby. 171 East nomics club ate Ruth Post. pre>HUIS
PREVENTIVESERVICE
37th St.; Mrs. Mildred De Bree. dent; Mary De Witt, vice presiBuy Lennox
You Buy Quality
dent; Joan Nieuwkoop. secretary.
16 East 10th St.
The modern way to heat
A daughter. Sue Anne, was Judy Ypma. treasurer.
your home with oil. New
RepresentativeJerry Ford o
horn in Holland hospitaltoday to
G„ addressed flexiblelube delivery iy«em
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Vander Ploeg, Washington.
senior high school government cuts installationcoit. Exclu439i Lincoln.
classes on Friday. Nov 10. and
sive Recirculating Registers
congratulated .^students on ijic.r
provideeven heal from floor
9 Eost 10th Street Phono 2326
Federal Graduates
efforts in ge/tmg out the vote in
IRON and METAL CO.
to ceiling
. eliminate cold
Zeeland. He discussed several
Have School Party
All Work Guaranteed
ir returns. See this revolu120 River Ave.
The 1950 graduates of Federal methods of voting used in the
tionary forced warm air
CAR PAINTING AT ITS BEST
.House
and
used
the
class
as
parschool held a party last Tuesday
heatingsystem
ticipants.- He answered the quesevening at the school.
Free Estimates
ReasonableRates
tion
"Should
the
18
year
old
be
today!
Movies were shown by James
Jipping and John Schreur. Re- given the right to vote?" as folfreshmentswere served by Mar- lows "Yes. providingthey will
He gave an
lene Sinke and Norma Lemmen. show responsibility."
example
to
prove
his
point In
Games were planned by David
723-33 Michigan
Phone 7225
Diepenhorstand Paul Beukema. 1049,” he said, "in the city of
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WEDDING
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GARAGE

Lift

BEN VAN LINTE A SON
Phone 7133

ANNIVERSARY or

Our
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GUARANTEED

LOW RATES

Fire

Over and See
Selection

State Farm Insurahce Co's.
Auto

FOR THAT BIRTHDAY.

USED CARS

with you!

inaveit-

SPECiALTY

676 Michigan Avenue

881, Lincoln

Ave.

Phone 9210

NAD’S
Sandwich-Soda Bar
369 River Ave.

PHONE

7997

HOLLAND

Wo

Plumbing & Heating

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP

Michigan and 29th Street

Phone 2002

—

day or night
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AVE.

PHONE
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Locals Look
In

V

Good

J*

f

in

Indiana

Team

dub Monday night when

a rangy Valparaiso college
team 98-81 in the 1950-51 season
debut for both teams here Satto

urday night.
However, local rooters,players
and coaches aren’t too disappointed with the loss to a team that
annually ranks among the best in
the nation and usually plays at
least one game at famed Madison Square
jr

Garden.

Hope coach Russ DeVette figures his green spotted squad
learned a lot by playing the rugged Indiana team.
‘Their superior height showed
that we need defensive work, con-

centration on getting the rebounds and better board play,"
the Dutch mentor said.
Hope stayed with the "beanpole'’ Hoosier team for the first
hectic 12 minutes of play. At that
junction,the scoreboardread 21-

21-

,
dealt a
,

team was
telling blow. Guard Ken Van Regenmorter hurt his knee and was
the local

sidelined. That broke up DeVette’s starting combinationand
the home team slowly forged into a lead that stood up the rest of
the evening.

Although Van Regenmorter reentered action later in the game,

Mon-

Burnips.
The small son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wilmer Howard was baptized at
the morning service of Burnips
Methodist church with the Rev.
Earle J. Stine, conducting the ser-

V
'V..vV

was taken during one of the

Snow storms and

picture

accompaniedby beautifulscenes

moments

plunging temperatures can be
too, as witness
this picture taken about 9 a.m. today by a Sentinel
photographer near the D. B. K. Van Raalte home
at 167 West 11th St., looking north to 10th St. The

er which is part of a cold wave sweeping eastward
across the nation. It provided a holiday setting for
Thanksgiving day Thursday.

and daughter Joyce spent Sunday
in Three Rivers in the home of
her sister, Mrs. Mildred Porter

Blood Brothers

calmer

of Friday'sotherwise wild winter weath-

Holland American
Legion Prepares

Expand Plant

Du

To Defend

Crown

Week

a

home of friends.
farewell party was given for
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Barnes by the
Congregationof Burnips Methodist church last Monday evening.
Mrs. Baines has served as teacher
of a group of 10 to 13 year-old
girls' Sunday school class for several years. She is also president of
the Women's Society for Christian
Sendee of the Burnips church.
Mr. and Mrs. Barnes were presented with a set of crystal glassware as a farewell gift. Cake and
ice cream were served. Mr. and

Kuite, Jack Grasmeyer, cancies.
The 16 boards which will be byClare Walker, Jack Plewes, Ruspassed in January supplied more
sell Breen, Herb Bulthuls and
than their quotas in the past,
Dan Vander Werf.
Arnold
explained.
Arrangements had been made
earlier in the day with hospital
authorities and Bill’s physician. Two Crashes Reported'
At last report, Bill was doing
In Grand Haven Area
fine.
Grand Haven (Special) — A>car
owned by Richard Groenwoud. 28.
of route 2, West Olive, which was
stalled on the highway without
(From Tuesday's Sentinel)
lights.Friday night, was struck
Mrs. Lcla . Harten went to in the rear before the driver
Grand Rapids last Monday for a could get his car off the highway,
check-up.She underwent major by a car driven by George Nysurgery three months ago.
kamp, Jr.. 17. of Grand Haven.
The women of Maple Hill UnitBoth cars were headed south

Maple Hill

Proclaimed

A

Allegan (Special) —Excavating
he wasn’t able to go full speed.
and grading has begun south of
Valparaiso stretched its lead to
the Blood Brothers Machine Co.
50-35 at halftime.
plant for a new $150,000 office
Hope came back battling in the building,Glen Wilbur, vice presisecond half and traded point-fordent and general manager of the
point with the home team. Durfirm, said Saturday.
ing that second half, Valparaiso
Four houses on North St. ownhad a fight on its hands to out- ed by the company have been torn
score the red-hot Dutch by two down to make way for the brick

Leader Dog and Blind Man

Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Fleser of
Zeeland were recent visitors at
the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Coates and Miss Is
My trie Coates, Mrs. Dorothy Oakes and daughter Nannette.
The week of Doc. 3 to 9 has
The Women’s Society for Chrisbeen proclaimed "Leader Dog
tian Service of the Bumips Methodist church is again sponsoring Week "•by Gov. G. Mennon Wila project for used clothing for liams.
The Leader Dog league for the
needy people. Clothing may be left
Michigan non-profit
in the Fred De Jongh store in Blind,
Burnips. The clothingwill be corporation, has been providing
cleaned before being distributed. trained leader dogs for blind perMiss Mary Britton was a recent sons for this and other states for
visitor at the

January

Gabe

Leader Dog

vice.

in

Ottawa county will he called on'
to furnish 65 men for induction
into the Army during January, the
Bill Meengs in Holland hospital
state draft board announced toafter the regular meeting in day.
the Warm Friend Tavern.
Allegan county must furnish 22
The special occasionwas for men.
Sixteen local draft boards will
the purpose of keeping up Bill's
not have to supply men in the
11-year perfect attendance record
and at the same time consider January draft because the call
for 1,890 men that month is "unbusiness at hand.
expectedly low," Col. Glenn B.
Bill, who submitted to surgery
Friday, was pleasantly surprised Arnold, state draft chief, said.
In addition, 283 draftees will be
when in trouped fellow Kiwanians
alerted to fill in last minute vaBill
Mond, Henry Streur,

home of his brother and sister-inlaw, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Brower
and son. Arlen is the youngest son
of Mr. and Mrs. John Brower of
'

65

the

board of director* of the service

arm a week ago Saturday when
he fell down the stairs at the

fe;

Send

organization met at the bedside of

and Mrs. Peter Geib of Burnips, is
attending the Burnips school.
The Ottawa and Allegan Holiness association met Tuesday,
Nov. 21, in the afternoon and evening. Dr. Ray Nickerhof of Syracuse, N. Y., was the speaker.
Arlen Brower broke his right

Valparaiso— Hope collegebowed

to

"All for one and one for all”

terey Center Methodist church
met Nov. 20, at the church.
Carolyn, granddaughterof Mr.

Divide Scoring Honors
For DeVette’s

Youth# Fellowship of

Ottawa

could be the motto of the Kiwanis

ticipated.

The

Attendance

Record Is Protected

(From Monday's Sentinel)
A fox supper was held by the
Drenthe men and their familiesat
the Salem Township Community
hall m Burnips last week Wednesday evening. Ninety people par-

Vande Wege, Ron Boi

Then

Bill’s

Burnips

: v

Wild-Scoring

Game

30, 1950

11 years.

The purpose of "Leader Dog
to completelyinform
the people of Michigan of this important work, so that it may be
continued and extendedto include

Week" l*

ed Brethren church, held a cleaning bee at their church. In the
afternoonthey gathered at the
home of the Rev. and Mrs. Edger
Perkins for a social time.
Elmer Chrysler of Georgetown
and Harold Horton are on a deer
hunting trip in the northern
woods.

on Sheldon Rd.. throe miles south
<Jf Grand
arrest.

Haven. There was no

Merton Tedball, 47, of route 2.
Nunica. was charged by state
police with failure to yield the

fight of way after his car struck
another driven by Jolin J. Harley,
23, route 1, Scottville, at the
junction of U.S. 16 and M-104
PARK CHIEF RESIGNS
in Crockery township at 5:20 p.m.
Grand Haven— M. F. Carter has Friday.
resigned as city park superintendent effective Dec. 9 to become
It in estimated that half of all
director of the General Butler the world’s lakes are in North
State park at Carrollton, Ky.
America.

The Holland American Legion
every eligible blind citizen.
independentbasketball team will
There are approximately300.be ready for defense of its West000 blind people in the United
ern Michigan Basketball league
States, of which an estimated
The former Sunbeam Blue Bird crown next Saturday night, Dec.
30, (XX) to 50.000 would be eligible
to use dog guides. At the present
group met at the office Monday 2, with an encounteragainst the
points.
time with the combined efforts
and concrete structure.The main afternoon. Mrs. Albert Timmer,
BBQ team from Muskegon.
Throughoutthe game both teams section will be 160 by 60 feet,
of all dog guide training centers,
local executive director, explained
threw defense to the winds and with a wing of 40 by 60 feet.
Playing under a new coach, the
only approximately400 units are
certain phases o fthe Camp Fire
concentrated on shooting and ofLegionnaires have their first Mrs. Bames moved Tuesday, to produced in a year and at the
Need for more office and storprogram.
The
election
of
officers
fense. And Hope did remarkably
league tilt at home on Dec. 16 Indiana. They have lived for the very least, a hundred of the 400
age space, and better protection
resulted as follows: President,Jowell for its first game. The locals
from fire resulted in the construc- ann Ruddick; vice president,Jo- against Grand Rapids Thomas- past 13 years in Burnips and Mr. are replacements.
made 25 out of 33 free throws, tion plans, Wilbur said. The new
The Lions of Michiganconceivmas.
Barnes has been employed in the
including 13 out of 16 in the first building,connectedby a corridor ann Jalving; scribe. Sandra
ed the idea of founding a school
Alvin (Boo) Cook, former Hope oil fields.
Paauwe; secretary, Elaine Beckhalf.
college athlete and widely known
The prayer and praise sen-ice to serve the blind. They have
to the main plant, will be air-conThe Dutch made an amazing ditioned and nearly sound proof. man. The girls decided to hold in Holland sports circles, is the of the Bumips Pilgrim Holiness continued their support since that
their
regular meetings on Tues31.46 per cent of their shots from
new chief mentor of the Legion- church was held last Wednesday. time, and now seek to enlarge the
Hoping to move into the addithe floor. They cashed in 28 out tion by next July, officials plan to days. Repeating the Trail Seeker’s naires. He replaces Vern Kraai,
Mr. and Mrs. Vergil Button and school facilities so that increased
Desire
and
sinking
the
Camp
Fire
of 89 times.
son Jimmy were shoppers in production of units will make
move offices from the first floor law brought the meeting to a who was at the helm last year.
Valparaiso floored a team that
of the main plant to the space
Cook revealed that only a few Grand Rapids last Saturdayafter- many more sightlesspersons moaveraged six-foot three. Especi- now occupied by the business offi- close.
players from last season’s roster noon.
bile.
The Ta-Wan-Ka Camp Fire
ally effective was center Doehr- ces. The resulting ground floor
Mr. and Mrs. Warm and chilE R Dangremondis president
will be availablefor duty thii
group
of
Federal
school
met
in
man who stands* six-five and rooms will be utilizedfor expanyear. The Holland City league dren had visitors from Grand Rap- of the Holland Lions club.
their
club
room
Friday,
Nov.
17.
weighs 220 pounds.
sion of manufacturing facilities.
They completedplans for a pop- is giving complete ico-operation ids recently.
"He’s pretty effective under
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Smith and
corn sale. They played games and to the Legion five. Cook added.
those boards with that height and
The
Western
Michigan
league Miss Coleen Parker, all of Burhad refreshments.
weight,” DeVette concluded.
nips, left Friday evening, Nov. 17
Scribe Suzanne DePree reported this year consists of Thomasma
Veteran and captain Bud Vande
for Louisiana to see Dean Smith,
that
th«
Wahanka
group
met
at Brothers and Bestemans. from
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
Wege and newcomer Ron Bos
(From Tuesday'sSentinel)
son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Smith
Grand
Haven.
Ludington.
WhiteMr and Mrs. Lucas Schipper
shared leading scorer honors for
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Atwater the home of Sara Vander Poel on hall and the defendingchampion of Bumips. He Is stationed at an
and daughter. Leona, Mr. and Mrs.
Hope. Each bucketed 17 points. had as Thanksgivingguests their West 15th St. They respondedto Holland entrant.
Army training camp.
Gerrit Vis and children, Endell,
DeVette was pleased with the daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and roll call by giving their Indian
Miss Carl Leuw sang a sacred
All 'teams are reported to be
names. Plans were made for sellMarlin and Tommie Mr. and Mrs.
showing of Bos, who was playing
selection
at
the
evening
service
of
ing Camp Fire cookies.Mrs. Scott strengthenedthis season, especJohn Boeskool and daughter. Shirhis first varsity game. Bos last Mrs. Elsworth Bartholomew and
the
Burnips
Pilgrim
Holiness
ially the Grand Rapids entries who
year played for an intramural two sons, Kalamazoo. Maxine At- directed a game which included have added playing might from church a week ago Sunday. She ley. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Vis and
writing as many items as posElaine and Betty, and
water
and
a
friend
Edna
McDowteam at Hope and was invited to
was accompaniedby Elmorse daughters.
sible on "What Keeps a Girl the disbanded Creston and Pas
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hulst and
try out for the varsity this year. ell of Grand Rapids and Mrs.
Neat"? Janice Van Langen won toor teams in the Furniture city Hightower.
son, Elmer, all of Oakland, were
During the evening, DeVette Mary Bartholomew and son HarThe Bumips Methodist church
Pre-season warmup games will
the prize. Bavarian cream was
among those who attended the anemptied his bench and 13 men saw old.
will
prsoent
a
Christmas
program
he held with outside teams and
served by the hostess.
nual fox supper, which was held
Jean
Atwater
returned
home
action. All but one man broke inDespite the blizzard Monday, with members of the city league, Friday Doc. 22.
last Wednesday evening in the
to the scoring column. The squad with her sister for a few days visThe
weekly
prayer
meeting
of
Nov. 20, the TittabawasseeCamp according to present plans.
Salem Township Community hall
it. The Fred Thorson's spent the
included several newcomers.
the local Methodistchurch was
Fire group boarded a big new city
at Bumips.
Jun Bremer and Zeke Piersma day with their son Frederick and
held in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
bus and were off to Benton HarThe Rev. Harmon Kuizenga and
were outstanding under the boards family.
Edward
M.
Novak
on
Wednesday
bor for a trip through a plastic
family of Oakland are enjoying a
The
Ganges
Home
club
will
for the locals against the taller
evening.
Justice
trip to Florida and other places
meet with Mrs. E. T. Brunson at factory.The girls found it interValparaiso rebounders.
The Rev. John Harold Kotesky
esting to watch the molding of
of intereston the way. They ex‘It’s encouragingto see all the her home in Ganges Friday Dec.
was guest speaker at the devomany differentplasticparts such
pect to lie gone three weeks. Rev.
men break into the scoring col- 1. Mrs. Lelia Miller has charge of as washing machine agitators,
tional period of the Burnips school
Kuizenga is pastor of the Oakland
Lists
5
umn,” DeVette said. Tt indicates the lesson on "Eisenhower."
last Monday morning.
camera cases, victrola parts and
Christian Reformed church.
Nolan
Newman
of
Tulsa.
Ok!
a
Plans are being made for special
good balance.”
other gadgets. This was the conThe followingnominationshave
Four drivers paid traffic fines mission services, Dec. 3 through
Hope plays its next game against visited last week here with hi« clusion of the girl’s birthday proIxM-n made by the members of the
mother, Mrs. Josie Newman and
in
Park
township Justice C. C. Dec. 7 by the Rev. Earle J Stine.
Adrian Dec. 9 at the Armory.
ject for the past year. Mrs. FehOakland ChristianR formed
other relatives.
Wood's court last week.
Meetings will be held at 8 p.m.
Box score:
ring, Mrs. Poll, Mrs. Nyhoff and
Camp Fire groups report varied
Wilbur Harris, son of James Mrs. Becker accompaniedthe
Roderick C. Raymond. 20. of in the church.
Hope
activities and interests for the past
182 West 11th St., paid $17 fine
FG FT PF Harris of Ganges has been induct- group.
The Gospel team of the Chicago
week.
4 ed in the Army. 'Hits is the third
5
and costs for speeding in Hudson Evangelisticinstitute will give
Vande Wege
6
The CantekiyaCamp Fire Girls
church for elders and deacons:
2
2
boy
from
Ganges
that
has
gone
ville.
programs
Friday.
Saturday
and
Jacobson .................... 3
met Nov. 13 at the home of their
elders. Lamliert Schipper, Bert D.
4 into training.
4
Ronnie StegehuLs. 18, of Byron Sunday. Dec. 8, 9 and 10 in the
Bremer ........... ........... 4
leader Mrs. Fem Dixon. 'Fhey held
Vander Kolk, John R. Broekhuis,
2
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert StiHson
3
Bos .......................... 7
a charter ceremony. Mrs. Van Center, paid $5 fine and costs churches of the Burnips Methodist Corneal Meyaard and John
5
of
South
Haven
spent
Sunday
in
1
1
Van Regenmorter
Eerden, the sponsor, presented the for driving with one headlight on circuit.
1
the Harry Stillsonhome.
The Christmas program of the Schreur; deacons. Aimer Compag0
Bauman — .............. 1
group with their charter and M-21.
ner. Julius Zoerhof, Gerald Kruit0
1
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
Stehle
Market
Street Methodist church
1
Gerrit
Jansen.
42,
of
127
West
Visscher ................
membership cards. The girls lighthow and Gerrit Broekhuis.
0
1
of Holland spent Thanksgiving
will be held on Sunday, Dec.-2L
1
Peekstok
ing the candles were Audrey Mc- 16th St., paid $5 fine and costs
Simon Terpstra of Calvin col2 with his parents, Mr. and Mrs
0
Broersma ....................0
Neely, Mary Lou Cook and Ell- for running a stop street at US accordingto plans of the pro- lege, Grand Rapids was a
2
John
Stehle
in
Ganges.
4
gram committee.
Piersma ......................0
eanor Van Doomik. Extinguishing 31 and Butternut Dr.
cent Sunday evening guest as
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kiernan the candles were Sharon Van EerDr. Richard Weame. superin4
1
Carl Reimink, 23. of route
Hagni ..........................2
speaker of the Young Peoples’ sotendent
of
Kalamazoo
district
of
0
were
Thanksgiving
guests
of
Mr.
1
paid
$5
fine
and
costs
for
running
Appledom .................. 1
den, Ruth Ann Brondyke and Sancieties in the local Christian ReNyenhuis
— .......1 1 1 and Mrs. Ed. Carter in Casco. dra Kole. Mary^E. Dixon and Mar- a stop street at US-31 and Doug- Methodist church Sunday schools, formed church.
will be guest speaker at the conThe Rev. and Mrs. B. E. Robi- go Woltman were in charge of las Ave.
28 25 26 son of South Haven were guests this meeting and served refresh- Gilbert Bussies. route 6. paid feretice of Market Street MethodTotals
ist and Monterey Center Method- Eight Drivers Fined
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Green ments. The girls then worked on $5 fine and costs for running
Valparaiso
ist churches and the Salem Indian
on
Thanksgiving
Day.
stop
street
at
Butternut
Dr.
and
Schroer ......................4
leather craft. The Cantekiya group
In Municipal Court
mission tonight at 8 p.m. in
Next Tuesday evening Dec. 5 also met at Mary E. Dixon's home US-31.
Plinke ........................5
the W. S. C. S. will sponsor on Monday, Nov. 20, for a potluck
All five arrests were made by the Monterey Center Methodist
Doehrman «•••••••••••••• 4
Eight drivers paid traffic fines
church.
Family night with supper in so- dinner. Each girl brought part of state police.
0
Allan ........
in MunicipalCourt Friday.
Prayer and praise service of the
cial rooms of the Ganges Metho- the dinner which she herself preLuther ..........................
3
John C. Wise, 375 Central Ave.,
Market Street Methodistchurch paid $22 fine and cost for speeddist church at 6:30 p.m.
Ove ........................... 12
pared. Before dinner they had a
Former
Holland
Man
was
held
on
Thanksgiving
Day
at
The Rev. Richard D. Wearne. report on the "Small Fry” ProSchoenfeldt ................ 1
ing. Bruce Van Hesteen, 271 West
8 p.m.
district superintendent, conducted gram which they chose for their Dies at Martin Home
Knape ........................1
15th St., paid $10 fine and casts
The Allegan Area Council meet- for failure to yield right of way
quarterly meeting services in Gan- birthday project. The group also
Domroese ....................3
ges Methodist church Sunday collected groceries for a ThanksWilliam Klels, 73. died Friday ing will be held at 8 p.m. in the to pedestrian. Max Meyer. Niles,
Pavicic ........................3
evening Nov. 26.
giving basket. Mr. and Mrs. Paul night of a heart attack at his Burnips schoolhouse. Representa- paid $7 fine and cast for failure
Berning ......................4
Mrs. Martin Meldrum visited FaHis were sponsors for the even- home in Martin. He had lived in tives from 25 Parent-Teachers as- to observe assured clear distance.
her
mother Mrs. Bolles in Grand ing.
Holland and Zeeland before mov- sociations of schools in Allegan
18 24
40
Henry Koster, Grandville, paid
county will attend.
Junctionlast week.
The Okiciyapi Camp Fire Fire ing to Martin 23 years ago.
$7 fine and costs for speeding. AlJimmy
Weber
was
successful
in
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Margot group met at the home of GretchSurviving are the wife, Alice;
fred H. Zeidler, 180 East 11th St.
Drunk Driving Charges
are leaving this week for Lake- en Boyd. The group planned what eight children,Mrs. Jeanette getting a deer this hunting sea- paid $5 fine and cost for improper
son.
He
i\ the youngest son of Mr.
land. Fla. for the winter stay.
they would make for their parents Ailing of Zeeland, JuHs Kleis and
pulling away from curb.
Heard in Hoffer’s Court
Mrs. Corrine Barnes will leave for Christmas. Linda Gordon and Mrs. Harriet Knoll of Grand Rap- and Mrs. George Weber.
Paying $1 parking fines were
Grand Haven (Special)—John Monday by train to spend the Karen Damson talked on the ids, Harold and Lloyd Kleis and
Morris Wierda. 399 West 22nd st.;
charm charts. Refreshmentswere Mrs. Mabel Kaerchef of Kalama- Grantland Rice Pleads
F. Hyde, 29. of route 2, Grand winter months in Florida.
Eugene Van Tamelin, Zeeland;
Margaret Schmidgall student at served. The leader of this group is zoo, Mrs. Evelyn Braamkolk of
Haven, charged by city police
Ben Lampcn. 454 College Ave.
Cooper and Jerry W. Kleis of For March of Dimes
with drunk driving on Nov. 23. Chicago universityspent Thanks- Mrs. Carl Van Raalte.
Martin; 12 grandchildren; a sisGrantland Rice again has acpleaded not guilty when arraigned giving and the week-end here
AJelphia Society Meets
er, Mrs. Bert J. Slagh of North cepted the chairmanshipof the
before Justice George V. Hoffer with her mother at the farm
Frederick Seery Dies
Holland;five brothers, Ben, Dan, National Sports council for the In Zwemer Social Rooms
Saturday and furnished $200 bond home.
. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nye had as At Home in Muskegon
Clarence and Isaac of Holland annual March of Dimes, Jan. 15
for trial set Dec. 1 at 2 p m.
and Henry of Zeeland.
to 31.
Members of the Adelphia soThe arrest followed an accident dinner guests Sunday, their sister
Frederick R. Seery, 72, formerly
In accepting the re-appoint- ciety, an organization of Western
when Hyde, at 2:15 a.m. Thurs- and brother-in-law,Mr. and Mrs
ment, Rice called for.. continued seminary students’ wives, met
day, made a wide turn off from Fred Clark, son Robert and dagh- of Holland, died unexpectedly
Jerry Sietsema Dies
co-operation in raising fund to Monday in the social rooms otf
Washington St. onto U. S. 31 and ter Joyce of Hopkins, also Mr. Friday night at his home in Musfight infantile paralysis.He cited Zwemer hall.
atruck a car headon, driven by and Mrs. John Houghey and two kegon. Death was caused by a At Chicago Hospital
the March of Dimes net of $20
The Mesdames Mildred Reek,
Hans Rasmussen. Jr. of Metu- children of Long Island, N. Y. heart attack.
Seery was bom m Jlqlland. His
Jerry Sietsema, 48, of Chicago, million during 1949 and compared Phyllis Bruggers, Luella Kammerdaughterof the Clarks and their
chen.
Steward W. Johnson, 38, of .daughter and son-in-law Mr. and parents were early pioneer set- died Friday afternoonat Raven- that with expenditures running to aad, Dorothy Dykstra, Ann Boss,
Grand Haven, charged by city Mrs. Russell Jesiek and two chil- tlers here. He had lived in Mus- wood hospital,Chicago,following $27 million because of the in- Betty Johnson and Betty Vander
a three-month’s illness. He was a creased polio incidence.
police May 20 with drunk driving dren of HoMand. The Houghey kegon for many years.
Woude wore in charge of devoSurviving are two daughters. former Holland resident.
on Washington St., pleaded guilty family returns Thursday to their
tions, on the theme, "The Pharisee
Surviving are the wife, Frieda; INEXPENSIVE CAMPAIGN
in Justice Hoffer's court and paid Long Island home having spent Mrs. Ernest Dahlman and Ruth
and the Publican.”
Coopersville—The Rev. J. Law$100 fine and $13.05 costs. He had three weeks with her parents, the Seery of Muskegon: a son, Dr. two daughters, Mrs. Howard MattHostess were the Mesdames
Thomas Seery of Austin, Minn.; son of Toledo, and Shirley, at rence Ward, Coopefsville Prohi- HenriettaVan Dyken, Pauline
previously entered a plea of not Clarks.
Dec. 6 is the JBl club meeting three sisters, Mrs. H. W. Wilson home; three brothers,Harvey, bition party candidate for state Breen, Evelyn Branning. Angeline
guilty.
at the. home of Mrs. Rhoda Comp- and Mae Seery of Holland and Roy and John Sietsema of Chi- senator on Nov. 7, spent only nine Calsbeek and Boa Van Eck.
' From 1860 to 1890, the Pennsyl- ton. The program Is "This Christ- Mrs. E. J. Stephan of California; cago; three sisters, Mrs.' Fred cents in his campaign. Three
vania oil fields were ' the chief mas” presented by Thehna Mar- a sister-in-law,Mrs. C. L Seery Mulsenga,Mrs. Herman Hoekstra three-cent at amps were the outCanada lends l^e world In as•ource of petioleum in the United got
of Holland,and four grandchil- and Mrs. Hilbrand Knot, all of lays. Frank E. McKee won the bestos. newsprint,platinum and
Stale*.
Mr. and Mrs. Qovis Dor nan dren.
election. *
radium, r
Chicago.
.
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WANT-ADS
Chicks Go

Down
LOANS

Before Lee Rebels
In Season

Opener

H

\

m

J \

Zeeland (Special) - The Lee

Pullman

Rebels from Grand Rapids staved

off a last half drive by Zeeland
high school to win the season's
opener for both schools 58-51 at
Zeeland

gym

• ' 'T£V

(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
The annual Burch Thanksgiving
dinner was held at the Pullman
Odd Fellow* hall Thursday with
25 persons attending. The time
was spent socially. Calvin Burch,
presidetit, presided.The group
voted to continue the Thanksgiving event. Mrs. Hazel Stinnitt
was appointedsecretary-treasurer. Mrs. Naida Gniss, Bonnia
Haines and Bertha Haynes were
appointedto serve on the table
committee for 1951. The group
will meet at the same place.

Wr.

last night.

Lee led at the half 34-23 and
Zeeland started to close the gap
in the second half. The Chix outscored the Rebels 28-24 but couldn’t pull ahead enough to win.
At one point early in the fourth
quarter, Zeeland narrowed the
margin to two points, for the
closest coach Joe Newell's boys
came all night— except for an
early first period lead.
Forwards Ray Wagner and Bernie Raterink paced the Chix with

choppy waters toward Lake Macatawa after a day on Lake Michigan.
The Coast Guard reportsno Incidentsdue to the cold weather, and

The recent cold wave with accompanyingsnow had no appreciable
effect on the entrance to Holland harbor,ae the above photo ahowa.

The Chamber* commercial fiahingboat

ia

H
m

21 and 11 points respeclively.
Dick Schram netted 18 and Bob

Fami

ly

Zeeland controlledthe backboard, but passing showed need
for improvement.Sharpening up
all the way around was the verdict after the game.
Other Zeeland players to see
action were Ward Ver Hage and
Roger Smalfegan at center, Don
Bouwman, Milt Lubbers and Roger Van Ommen at guards, and Del

Mrs. Wilsie Osman entertained
the East Casco Rebekah past
NoM Grands club at her home

Has Four Generations

,Y-

-Give the mall man a break,”says Chester Van Wleren, teacher at
Waverly school, as he shovels around his mall box on Ottawa Beach
Rd. Of course,a strong back and a good shovel help a lot In such
endeavor, particularlywhen the wet snow freezes hard. It's easy to
understand why youngster* are more thrilled over the fluffy white
stuff than their
(Sentinel photo)

elders.

II

Bright Sunshine

Marks

Weather Break-Up Here
i

forward.

In the frist game, coach Mel
Bo Oman's reserves defeated the
Lee seconds, (54-45.Dave Kuyers
led the locals with 15 points,
while Keizer scored 14 for Lee
The junior Chix were in command
most of the way.
Zeeland swings into action

(Sentinelphoto)

m

1

the first half.

usual.

life at the channel goes on as

aeen plowing through the

De Young 12 for Lee.
The Rebels exhibited outstanding shooting from the floor, and
completely outplayedthe Chix in

Komejan at

LOANS

LOANS

$25 to $500
Holland l/>an Association
10 West 8th Street. Holland
228 Washington,Grand Haven
Adv.

ii

Bright sunshineTuesday aided
in breaking up the hard ice coat
on city streets,although driving
still remained hazardous on all
but the most traveled on highwoys.
The weather man gave highway

Two

Holland brothera who algned up In the Air Force together,
Monday for Detroit for inductionbefore being aent to Lackland
Air Force baae in Texaa for baaic training.They are Avert Vannette, 19, (left), and Paul Vannette, 18, aona of Mr. and Mra. Avert
Vannette of 199 West 15th St. Both graduatedfrom Holland
Chrlatianhigh school in 1950. Paul was employed at Holland Furniture Co., and Avert at a local service station.

left

Mrs. Wyngarden
Dies at Zeeland

in East Casco on Monday. A potluck dinner was served at noon.
There was a Christmas gift exchange.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Harris,route
1, Pullman, have left to spend the
winter months in Florida.
A high tension wire on the Consumers >ine in East Casco, broke
Saturday night at the John Hadeway farm in Casco. The East Casco fire departmentwas called but
was unbale to help until power
wns turned off. A porch on the

house was damaged.
Riley and Ray Overhiserend
Gerald Kenny of East Casco returned Thursday morning from t
10-day deer hunting trip in Kenton. in the upper peninsula.The
Overhiserbrothers each brought
back a deer. Thomas Blanchard of
Pullman, who was with them, got
his deer but remained with eevoral others from East Casco until
the erd of the hunting season.

maintenancecrews good news in
that there wouldn't be much
Zeeland (Special)— Mrs. Germore snow anywhere in the state
Horizon Clab Leaders
again Thursday with a game
for the next day or so. Predict- trude Wyngarden. 49, of 427 East
against Holland Christian at the
ions call for a few scattered snow Central Ave., Zeeland,died early Entertained at Dinner
Holland Armory.
flurries and not much colder.
today following a heart attack
Horizon club advisers and their
Tuesday'ssunshinewas a wel- She was the wife of John WynDick Ingram and Eugene Hoscome break in tlie weather which garden’ Zeeland hatchcryman.A1 assistants were entertainedat
pers.
has been the main topic of con- though she had been ill a short dinner Monday evening at the
New Knickerbocker members
versation since Thanksgivingday time, she had Inxii almost com home of Mrs. James K. Ward.
Mrs. Ward is chairman of the
the beginning of wild storms and pletely recovered.
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Brink and are Herb Davidson, John Jaeckel
Horizon committee of the local
>i plunging temperatures which
Jarvis entertained Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Decker. Russ De Young
Prominent in community and
Cited
Police
reached
a
low
of
13
below
SaturGeorge Wedeven and family, Mr. Dick De Magt, Marvin Huyser,
church activities, Mrs. Wyngarden Camp Fire board.
Brenda Jane Stool, who will bo hanks Aw., her grandfather, day. More than eight indie* of
Assisting the hostess were Mn.
and Mrs. Gerrit Brinks and family Don Jansma, James Kinkema
was a member of Second ReformJames Nionhuis, also of Fairbanks
Holland police today called at- and George Brinks for supper Jack De Vries, Carl Jesser, Glenn two in January, is the youngest Ave., and her great grandfather, snow fell, leaving 54 inches on ed church, the Mubeshcraat so- J. D. Jencks and Mrs. Harold
Luth. board members.
Petroelje,Raymond Vedder, Mike member of this four generations
tention of parents of two special Thanksgivingevening.
ciety and Ladies Aid and sang in
Harm Nionhuis of Zeeland. The the ground at present.
Dinner was followed by a dishazards of winter — hitching ride*
State police warned that high- the church clioir for many years.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit J. Lam- Romano, Ron Powles, H. J. Jim- group. She is shown with her mo- latter is 70 years old.
cussion of Horizon program* led
mer, Paul Van Kovering, William
and throwingsnowballs.
ways
still
were
dangerous
with
pen were Thanksgivingday dinner
She was a member of the Zeeland by Mrs. L. W. Lamb Jr., Mr».
(Van Button photo)
ther, Mrs. James Stoel, of FairChief Jacob Van Hoff urged ex- guests of Mr. and Mrs Bert Van- Kisken. Roger Kragt. Howard
thick coats of ice in most places. Literary club, and one of its past
Poll, Henry Ven Houten, Nelson
treme watchfulness over children der Slik and Jeann, of Zeeland.
There was 17 inches of snow presidents,and a member of the Preston Luidons and Mrs. John
Van Putten. Mrs. Albert Timmer,
dio
of Paul Jacoulet Is located. on the ground at Grand Marais,
Jacobs,
John
Kilian.
John
C.
to keep them from injuringthemMrs. Gertie Redder and Helena
Zeeland Hatcherymen’sAuxiliary. Camp Fire executive, conducted
M. Jacoulet, one of the world's 16 at Houghton, 11 at Pel Is ton,
selves or others.
of Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs. Samder Sloan. Jr., William Sailor and
Survivingbesides the husband t brief business meeting.
foremast wood-block printers, eight at Grand Rapids, seven at
Natalie G.
The chief cited a recent case Lankhoet,Sidney and Sharon, of Roger Vern Ekema. *
are two daughters, Mrs. Alfred Others present were the Meatook Miss Bosman through his Sault Ste. Marie and six at Dewhere a boy hooked his elbow Holland, Maggie Lampe.i of OverCosmopolitansociety has pledgMeppelink of Zeeland and Marilyn, dames Reemer Boersma, Harry
workshop.
She
writes:
"...he
around a car’s bumper and got a isel, enjoyed their Thankgiving ed Dick Johnson, Eugene Schoentroit.
a student at Michigan State col- Harter, W. A. Neff, Thomas H.
seemed amused that I could
free ride — until he found he dinner in the home of Mr. and eich. Abbot Davis, William
lege, East Lansing; two sons, Dobbertin, Vernon Boersma, Wilspeak and understandFrench,
couldn't get loose He attracted Mrs. Harm Boorman in Bentheim. Bloomendahl,Dave Angus. W adei
Donald M. of Zeeland and Jimmy, liam H. Vonhuizen,Fred Meppelarbershoppers
Have
and said I could go through his
the driver’s attention, and she
Thanksgivingservices were held Halasa. Don Van Lare. Dale Van
at home; two grandchildren; two link, Jr., Paul Winchester, Donald
Notice has been received from workshop because of this! He
stopped to free him.
I^re, Norman Aldrich, Fred Reinin both churches last week Thurs
Special Get-Together
brothers. John Van Sytzema of Wilson and Miss Lois Elferdink.
uses
only
the
finest
materials,
Both were frightened."Why. if day morning. The offering in the stien, Sheridan Bolthouse,Dick TachUtawa Air Base, Japan, by
Washington, Pn„ and Fred Van
I'd started up suddenly, I might Christian Reformed church Kanode, Jim Van Hoven. John Mr. and Mrs. George Bosnian, 30 real silver, gold, pulverized
A specialget-together and good
Sytzema of Detroit.
have pulled the boy’s arms off," amounted to $1,011.66.
pearls,
etc.
neighbormeeting was held MonDe Weert. Stuart Nordyke, Rob- East 13th St., that their daughP’uneral rit<*s will be held Mon- Graveside Services Held
In almost every letter to her day night by the local chapter of
the woman said.
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Brink and ert Karsten, Steg Anderson, John ter, Natalie G. Bosnian, hos been
day
afternoon. 1:30 at the home For Barbara Vander Hill
Throwing snowballs at cars or Jarvis were Friday evening visit- Roundhouse, Robert Roeth, Don- appointed to teach an evening family, Miss Bosman reiterates SPEBSQSA, Inc., with visitors
neon signs is dangerous, too, the ors in the home of Mr. and Mrs. ald Klaasen, Roger Borr, Ron course in history -civilizationfor "how fortunate we are to lx1 cit- from Muskegon, Grand Rapids and 2 pm. at Second Reformed
church. The Rev. Harold Englund
Barbara Vander Hill, infant
chief pointed out. A neon sign at Ben Ter Haar and family of Ham- Boersma. Jack Haakme, Ken De the Department of Information izens of the U.S. A. Conditions and Grand Haven. The meeting
will officiate.Burial will be at daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Adrian
Vandenberg’sjewelry store is the ilton.
here,
particularly
for
women
and
was held at the Warm Friend at Zeeland cemetery. 'Die Ixxiy
Witt, Robert Visser, Bob Prins,- and Education.U.S. Army. The
Vander Hill, 267 West 14th St*
Ip test casualty from a snowball.
Chester Nykerk and Alvin Dyk- Norman Raterink, David Haas, course is for Army officerswho children,"she writes,"are almost Tavern.
will lie taken from the Yntema died at birth Tuesday morning at
City ordinances outlaw both huis were the leaders of the Bill Holder, James Boonstra, Wil- wish college credit.
beyond belief. Never have I been
"Woodshedding"and a Wind- funeral home to the residence
Holland hospital.
forms of winter "sports.”
ChristianEndeavor in the Re- liam Frerk and Jack Lamb.
Miss Bosman, who teaches in so thankful for, and aware of, our mill chorus rehearsal under direc- Saturday noon. Friend* and relaSurviving are the parent*; on#
freedom,until I came to Jr.pan." tion of Bill Diekema opened the
formed church Tuesday evening
the
Army
De]>endonts
school
at
New members of Arcadianfratives may call at the residence sister, Mary; two brothers, David
Their subject was "What Do
meeting. PresidentNeil Bergen Saturday and Sunday from 2 to 4
Shower Compliments
ternity are Byron Aldrich, I^arry Yakota, has been in Japan since
and Jack; the grandparent*, Mr*.
introduced Mat Wilson as proOwe God "
Minuth, Peter Copery. Normon the latter port of August. She 200 Attend Mens Clab
and 7 to 9 p m.
II. Vander Hill of Holland and
Miss Donna Boeve
George Schreur was elected as Nuismer, George Bethke. John has made numerous week-end
gram chairman.
Mr. and Mrs. John Calsbeek of
elder and Gerald Veen and Albert Humme, Richard Hester, Earl trips to places famous for sight- Banquet at Hope Church
Visiting guests and quartets
Ottawa County
Washington.
Miss Donna Boeve, whose mar- Vo$ were elected deacons at the
seeing.
Early
in
October
she
went
were introduced, including Cecil
Layman, Richard Bouwkamp,
Gerald Vander Lugt, 19, and
Graveside service* wert held
riage to Robert Van Voorst will congregationalmeeting in the
The
Hope
church
Men’s
club
Fisher of Grand Rapids, interna- Joan Garvelink, 18, lioth of route
Lawrence Bouwkamp, Don How- to Oshima island to see its volcaWednesday at Pilgrim Home
take place Dec. 21, was honored Christian Reformed church, which
staged its annual father-son banno,
Mt.
Mihara,
which
had
then
tional
board
member,
who
introard, Norman Gysbers, Jow Fowat a bridal shower Friday evening was held after the Thanksgiving
quet and program Tuesday even- duced Grand Rapids members Bob 1, Jemson; Roger J. Westveld, 20, cemetery.The Rev. Gareth Kok
been active for several weeks.
route 2, Zeeland, and Clara Capel, officiated.
given by Mrs. John Van Voorst service last week Thursday morn- ler, Howard Layman, Charles
She writes. ". . .the volcano had ing at the church parish house. Hazenburg and Peter Pell. L/m 22, route 2, Hamilton;William
Johnson, Charles Cook, Wayne Oland Miss Elaine Van Voorst in ing.
About
200
attended
the
event
Horton, past presidentof Mus- Cullen Brannon, 23, and Jacqueson, Lawrence Winberg. Jerry stopped erupting, but we walked
Foundations of the famous Milan
their home at 153 East 37th St.
The HudsonvilleMale chorus
over and up it. The lava wns still which was arranged by Adrian kegon chapter, introduced Muske- line Lorraine Sarasin, 27, both cathedralwere laid in 1386, but the
Guests were Mrs. Richard will give a concert in the Re- Elenbaas, Lyle Eaton, Ptiul Van hot...
bought cameilla-wood Buys, Men's club president.
gon visitors, including Secretary serving with the U. S. Navy sta- structure was uot completed until
Den Brink. Robert Smith. John
Boeve, Mrs. Kenneth Boeve, Mrs. formed chudch Friday evening.
The after-dinner program fea- Herb Allen.
aboout 1813.
Frandson, Edmund McMama, Nev- walking sticks. . .walked across a
tioned at Arlington,Va.
James Slager, Mrs. Henry Slager,
Both churches will begin their in Webster,LeRoy Nat tress. Gor- lava sand-flat about one and one- tured Jack Russell of Alli‘gan in
Holland visitorsand two new
Mrs. Andrew Slager. Mrs. Glen practice for their annual children's
his program of magic.
members were introduced.
don Cramer. David Yu, John Zack, half miles, and then began the
Slager, Mrs. Luther Shger, Mrs. Christmasprogram.
Music included accordion seleccontest of seven pick up
Wayne
Berens, Richard Bosch, climb. ."
to Live in
James E. Slager, Mrs. Fred Van
An uncoveringof and recogni- Charles Hazekamp, William 'furShe spent Thanksgiving week- tions by Jim Loche, Hope college quartetswas held. Prizes were
Voorst, Mrs. Ralph Van Voorst, tion of the late Dr. Henry Terstudent.
end at Koruizawa, where the stuawarded. First place went to Van
Mrs. Leonard Fought, Mrs. Her- keurst'sstar on the Christian ser- gin, Jr., and Fred Bower.
RijxT of Muskegon, C. C. Wood.
man Slager. Mrs. Con Slager. vice flag was held in the ReformK
Don Hall of Grand Rapids and
Mrs. Art Slager. Mrs. Oliver King, ed church Sunday morning. Dr.
Seguin of Grand Rapids. Second
Mrs. Russel Harrington, Mrs. Roy Terkeurst, who died a few weeks
l>was Wellworth. Grand Rapids,
Harper, Misses Cornelia and ago, was a former member of the
Chet Oonk, Holland, Wayne
Francos Van Voorst, Marilyn. church. The star was uncovered
Smith and Doc Ward, Holland.
YY Third
Sandra and Virginia Boeve and by the Rev. Benjamin Hoffman.
was Gordon Mecusen, Pete
Margaret Fought.
Mr. and Mrs. B. De Jong and
Van Iwnarden,Nell Bergen and
family had their church meml>erV'B. Kronundunkof Holland, and
ship transferred from the local
fourth, Fred Wise, Bill Vander
George Palmers Mark
Christian Reformed church to
Yacht. Jud Hoffman of Holland
Hamilton Christian Reformed
40th Anniversary
N
and Damon of Muskegon.
Mr. and Mrs. George Palmer. church, and Mrs. Donald Knoll as
A brief business meeting was
a
full communcant mcml>er and
55 North Divison St., celebrated
held, during which Christmas acLinda Beth as a baptized memtheir 40th wedding anniversary
tivities and Ladies Night were
-v
Friday evening. They entertained ber had their memliershiptransdiscussed.
ferred to the Sixth Reformed
their children and grandchildren
Assisting at the meeting were
r.-*church in Holland.
at a party in their home.
John Ter Beek, C. C. Wood. Fred
.'.zl!
Attending were Mr. and Mrs.
Wise. Neil Bergen, Jud Hoffman.
Paul Tharp, Mr. and Mrs. Casey
•'
Following refreshments,the
Driscoll and Marie Schamper and
Harmaniacs, in whose honor the
\ f
Fraternities
Marilyn, Marcia and Mardella.
meeting was scheduled, sang
/
v; their "swan song" In’ Smith,
Miss Darlene Schamper was not
present She is visiting in Calitenor, was to leave today for
List
fornia.
Army service.Other entertaining
quartets were the Four Pots of
The five Hope college fraterniHolland. Four Fathers of MuskeMunicipal Coart News
gon, a Grand Rapids quartet, the
The following fines were paid ties have announced the names of
Meatball quartet of Muskegon,
this
year’s
new
pledges.
in municipal court so far this
\s,
the Fisher Four, and the Four
week: Carol Van Zoeren, 41 South BThe Emersonian list includes
James
Mitchell,
James
Locke,
Squares of Grand Rapids.
Jefferson, Zeeland, right of way,
"Roses of Mom” was sung In
$12; Henry Holtgeerts, 39, route Allan Jones, Daniel Hagar, Bern& i\
ard Plomp, Patrick Vostello,Bud
memory of A1 Vredevelde.who
5, speeding, $12; Roland H.
was a member of the barbershop
Boeve, 23, route 5, due caution, Ihrman. John Sorry, Jim Visorganization.
$12; William Ketchum, 20, 98 scher, John Kiezer, Richard
"Keep America Singing."by the
West 18th St., speeding, $12; Green, Siebern Vander Wagon,
Windmillchorus, closed the meetHenry Ten Hagen, of 175 East John Scholten, Fred Van Den
Berg, Paul Vander Woude, War
ing.
Eighth St., right of way, $7. Parkren Rietberg, Robert Patton, Roning costs of $1 each were paid
ald MacCery, Richard Coffiil, Bill
by Irene Ryzenga, 144 East 35th
New Members Welcomed
Denton, Robert Hoeksma, John
St.; Walt Mayer, 20 West 14th
Witte, Robert Langwig, Sharon
1
1
By Social Progress Clab
St.; John Dyer, 68 West 15th
Scholten, Bernard Beneche, RobSt.; Paul Green, 88 East 16th
Two new members were welert Rynberg, Jes*-. King, Ronald
St.; J. Ter Beek. 94 West 16th
comed into the Social Progress
Stegehuis, Milton Rietveld.
f j .
St.; Robert Patton, 205 East
club at its monthly meeting
New Fraternal society members
Ninth; Frank BagladI, 622 Howare Paul Vander Meer, Herbert
Tuesday night at the home of R.
ard; Earl Lugten, 296 West 19th.
Stouten, Max Fleischmahn, Monte
C. Bosch, 196 West 10th St. The
«*..
Sgt. and Mrs. Gerrit De Young
Rev. Walter de Velder, missionary
Dyer, Richard Hagni, Joe Pierce
*
I
(Herfst photo),
(honorary member)*, Peter De
in China, was a guest.
Foot Honored
and Mrs. Jacob Bierema of HolNow
honeymooning
m
New
Vuyst,
Donald
S.
Lubbers,
Jerry
Dr. John Van Peureem read
Four Holland football playIT
Van Duien, Bob De Wilde, Norpaper on the "Voice of Experi- England,Sgt. and Mrs Gerrit De land. The groom’s parent* arc
er* received honorablemen- #
of
V.f
Mr. aad Mrs. Martin De Young of
1 *
man Schilling. Harvey Mulder,
ence.’’ in which he gave an auto- Young were married in Fourtion on the United Pre** all' l)
tifr"
Whitinsville,Mass. The couple
biographicalsurvey of events,
Herman Nienhuis, Dave Kempker,
state team.
on the ground— plenty of anow for tied*, snow men,
teenth Street Christian Reform- plan to be at home Dec. 1 in RedCentennialpark looked like thi* Monday, foL
Ed
Freyling,
Jack
Miller,
Robert
persons,
ideas
and
convictions
Fallback Bob Tasm a,
and maybe even a bit of akllng. Last year’* minlands, Calif. Sgt. De Young It
lowing a gentle fall of anew during the night The
Dethmers, James Hyink, Dick De
which shaped hi* life and work. ed church Friday, Nov. 17. Mrs.
tackle Roger Hill, guard Jack
imum temperature for November wa* 14 degree*,a
serving with the U. S. Army Air
new
3 ^ -Inch anowfall on top of a previous fourDe
Young
is
the
former
Thea
Free, John Ken well, Charles
Refreshments were served by
record which went spinning this year when a
Kulpera and end Roger Kginch blanket wa* of the wet variety which clung
Jean
Bierema,
daughter
of Mr. Corps at Marshall Field, Calif.
Bradley,
Donald
Kranenberg,
the hostess.
reading of *13 waa recorded laat Saturday.
gers were the Dutch gridders
to the tree*. Monday there wa* about seven inche*
Clifford Dobbin, Willard Kramer,
«
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News

of Interest to

Outlook Bright (or

Woodwind Quintet

to Ploy at

in

-

Hope Orchestra Concert

Favorable Prices Also
Forecast by Leaders;

r/"
IV

Fruit and vegetable growers in
Michigan can look forward to
good demand and in general, favorable prices for their products

T

Father-Son Partnenhipi
On Farm Are Succeiiful

Miss Laman

Wed

to Laverne Serne

Father and son farming partnerships are pleasing both parties
in the agreement,according to a
survey made by H. S. Wilt, Michigan State college agriculturaleconomist.
Wilt interviewed a large number of those with a family partnership and 96 per cent of the
cases studied showed both father
and son felt that they were doing
as well, or better, togetheras
they could operating individually.
Both parties agreed that 4-H
club, and FFA and MSC short
course training contributed materiallyto the success of the farm
partnerships, Wilt explains.

State

Labor Shortage Seen

Wl

Western Michigan Farm Operators

Fruit, Vegetable

Growers

JO,

r

Young Farmers
How do I get started in farming? This perplexing question frequently comes to Allegan county
agriculturalagent A. D. Morley.
As an aid to young men who
may be faced with this problem,
the agent cites some recent research by Don Shepard of the \
Michigan State college department of short courses, covering 90
young Michigan farmers.
The study shows that many of
the more successful young farmers have come up through having
their fathers start them in 4-H
club work just as soon as they
were old enough. In other words,

m*

in 1951, according to agricultural

economists at Michigan State
college. Production as usual, however, may be more difficult as
costs rise and some shortages develop in labor and supplies.
The economists believe vegetable growers can expect a lively
campaign of contracting 1951
acreage in January and February
at very favorableprices. They
can also expect higher production
costs and more difficulty in getting labor, especially for the
"stoop crops." Commercial fertilizer supplies should be adequate,
with possible shortagesonly in
the nitrogen fertilizers.
Packaging material costs have
started up and are likely to rise
The Hope college Woodwind cert Thursday evening.
further. Less emphasis on small
The concert is scheduled at 8:30
quintet will be featured in the
unit packages may help growers
p.m.
in Hope Memorial chapel.
college
orchestra's
presentation
of
cut costs.
It looks like a good year ahead McKay’s "Bainbridge Island William Druckenmilleris direcfor processing crops with the ex- Sketches" at the first winter con- tor of the 50-piece orchestra.
ception of cabbage, the economists conclude. Tomatoes, sweet
com and asparagus should be

Four Heirs Seek

‘The

Enchanted Cottage*

good bets.
In the fruit picture, new apple
tree plantings look advisable to
the MSC economists.Many orchards need replacements.
There's room for increased
Excellent acting and outstandblueberry plantings.Good demand ing costuming and stage setting
and untapped midwestem mar- combined to make the first two
kets are influencing growers to performancesof the Chad Guild's
expand.
production. "The Enchanted CotMichigan tart cherry growers tage," successful. The three-act
can expect a crop of about 60 to fantasy by Arthur Pinero, was
70 thouand tons in 1951 if produc- given Wednesday and Thursday
tion follows the trend of the past nights and was repeated for
decade. Increased plantings are the last time
Friday
causing concern over the future in the Woman's Literary club
size of crops. Peach tree numbers house. The play is directed by Miss
have also increased, but sze of Ervina Van Dyke and is given by
crop is usually limitedby weather the Christian High Alumni Dradamage in some areas.
matic Guild.

Presented by Chad Guild

on

fred Hietbrink, who want their
son to return to London. Jo«
Kramer is cost in the role of
Ricg, friend of Maj. Hillgrove.
Taking part in the dream are
Miss Jean Kalkman and Andy
Jonker, first couple; Miss Marcia
Van Tatenhove and Jay Volkers,
second couple; Miss Sandra Lanning and Harold Branderhorst,
third couple; Misses Anne Van't
Slot and Eleanor Bareman bridesmaids; Mrs. Seymour Kroli, bride.
Miss Lois Bouman provides background music.
Among those serving on committees are Mrs. Louis Damstra,
stage manager; Mrs. Edwin Bos,
Misses Charlotte Mulder and Anne

By Bara Clean-Up

Above, left to right, are quintet members Carl Kleis, Kaye
Don Hoogerhydc,Director Druckenmiller, James Bonnet, Richard
Ziedler and Ruth Druckenmilier,
all of Holland.

Grand Haven

Woman

Dies on Thanksgiving

her daughter. Mrs. Jofen Casemier,

commends that a hand rail be added to stairways and that the steps
be kept dear at all times. Where

a

m

ladder,

extends well above the
loft floor, and check the rungs to
make sure they are secure.

see that

MSC

\

it

m

m

iti

y"1
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Tiie annual meeting of the
Michigan Crop Improvement asaociation will be held at Michigan
State college on Dec. 12 and 13.

in

As Car

A
k

Family Hurt
Kills

Horse

‘

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nye and
Harry and Roy Nye and families
spent Thanksgivingin Kalamazoo
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Flora,
daughter of the former.
Mrs. Bertha Plummer had as
guests for Thanksgiving dinner
and the week-end, Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Plummer and Mr. 'and
Mrs. Calvin Plummer of Detroit.
Edwin Kuban returned Monday
from the north woods bringing his
quota of deer.

Railroad Sets

New Schedule

ant:
1. The prospective young farmer needs to be really interested
and must like to farm.
2. The prospective young farmer needs all the farm experience
and educationhe can secure.
3. It is important that the prospective farmer accumulatecapital
at an early age. The study showed
that the young man who accumulated around $1,000 early in life
and then invested it wisely in

farm property

made

the mast

rapid progress.
4. If the young farmer has a
father who has helped him do all
of this, he Is well on the road to
b#oming a farmer. If the necessary conditions for a partnership
Leader Dog and Blind Man
are present, he is a fortunate

young man.

Train service between Holland
and Chicago and between Muskegon and Holland will go on a new
schedule starting Dec. 3, Chesapeake and Ohio spokesman announced today.
A daily train from Holland to
The "CROP" program, known
Chicago will leave Holland at
as the Christian Rural Overseas
12:23 p.m. and arrive in Chicago
program, will get a belated start
at 2:55 p.m. On the oid schedule
in Ottawa county this year. Clarthe train left Holland at 5:23 p.m.
ence Reenders, Grond Haven, has
and arrived in Chicago at 7:55 been chosen as county chairman
p.m.

for the relief drive.
This program calls for the doleaves at 7:08 p.m. and arrives in
nation of food to many people of
Chicago at 9:40 p.m. Old times the world, people who are not
were: leave Holland at 11:59 p.m. ing supplied through regular
and arrive Chicago 3:30 a.m.
channels. Many in detention
Another Holland to Chicago camps, refugees seeping past the
train now will leave at 1:13 a.m.
iron curtain,destitute people in
and arrive at 4:30 a.m. Old times Korea will be reached and assistwore: leave Holland 11:59 p.m. ed.
and arrive 3:30 a.m. This train
This is a united church proruns each day but Saturday and gram. Ministers will assist in getSunday.
ting the program. Reenders will
There will be no change in organize throughouttownships aftimes on Chicago to Holland ser- ter Doc. 1. Each township will
vice.
have a chairman and canvassers
On the Muskegon to Holland will he selected.
run, only two trains are affected.
Two years ago Ottawa made an
Under the new schedule,one train outstanding record through the
leaves Muskegon at 11:30 p. m.
organizations set up by Reenders,
and arrives in Holland at 12:30 chairman.Two carloads of wheat
a.m. Formerly, the train left Musand one double carload of evaporkegon at 10:15 pm. and arrived ated milk were sent out from this
in Holland at 11:15 p. m. This country in addition to some cash
train runs daily except Sunday wflich went to headquarters.
and Saturday.
The other train now will leave
Muskegon at 11 a.m. and arrive More Cows Added
in Holland at 12:01 p.m. FormerTo
Program
ly the train left Muskegon at 4
p.m. and arrived here at 5:01 p.m.
Thirteen thousand more
This train runs daily except Sun- in 2,207 additionalMichigan dairy
day.
herds wore added to the rolls of
On Sundays, the train leaves the Michigan ArtificialBreeders’
Muskegon at 5:40 p.m. and arrives co-operative during the first six
in Holland at 6:41 p.m.
months of 1950.

On Sundays, the same

train

1C

ama, Ken Van Regenmorterand Junior Bremer.
Kneeling, In front, are Ron Appledorn and Bud
Vande Wege. Not present when the picture was
taksn was Bill Hinga, another Holland product.

cows

.i

Grateful

Alarm

duty.

A

frightened housewife had Special Prosecutor
Harry Plotts, wife of
Allegan (Special) — Elizabeth
the local ^nsorvation officer,to Ramsey, Allegan attorney,hes
say she feared her husband and been appointed special prosecutor
his companion were last. They in the case against John Bowie,
were long overdue from a hunting Glenn. The order was signed by
trip.
Judge Raymond Smith.
Just as Plotts was rounding up
Prosecutor Chester Ray asked
a posse, the hunt was called off. the court for the special appointThe husbands were home, safe.
ment because, he said, he had adThe anxious housewife’srelief vised Kenneth Gray on civil acwas no less than the officers'. tion aspects of the dispute prior
They had been willing, but far to Bowie’s being charged with
from eager, to tramp the for- criminal warrant. Ray said a warest in the zero-degree blizzard.
rant had been issued charging
Bowie with disposing of mortgagcalled Mrs.

a

Shower Compliments

ed property.

Sunday evening, Nov; 26, the December Bride-Elect
Only One Remit
Youth Fellowship of the McthodBuilding permits hit a new low
A
miscellan^xis shower honorit church will sponsor a religious
ing Miss Phyllis Korstanje, Dec- last week with only one applicaDies, at Saugatuck
motion picture in the church. It is
ember bride-elect,was held Fri- tion filed with Building Inspector
entitled "The Great Commandday evening at the home of Mrs. Joe Shashaguay and City Clerk
Mrs. Edella E. Coates, 86, wiment." All are invited.
Clarence Grevengoed. Albert
dow of Anthony Wayne Coates, Mrs. Lillian Albright has re- Willis Welters; Jenisdn park.
died at 3:30 a.m. Saturday at the
The rooms were attractively Hoeksema, 472 Central Ave., apturned home after spending two
home of her daughter-in-law, weeks
plied for a permit to remodel
decoratedwith fall flowers..
in Grand Rapids with her
Mrs. Julia Coates, with whom she
Invited were the Mcsdanies kitchen cupboards at a cost of
cousins, Mr. and Mrs. • Frank
had lived since 1922. They made
Gerrit Klingenburg, Gerald Kling- $200. Essenburg Building and
Weed.
their home in Saugatuck.
enburg, Anthony Klingenburg, Lumber were listed as contracShe was born near Saugatuck
John Vereeke, James Vereeke, tors.
Oct. 9, 1864, and lived in that Cat Stolen, Found
James Schippers, D. Vander
area ail her life. She was a memA car reported stolen from Riv- Wege, H. Busscher, Willis Wolters,
ber of the Saugatuck Congrega- er Ave. and Eighth St. at 6:30 Jr., Gordon Korstanje of Belletional church.
ajn. Friday, was recovered three vue, John Korstanje of CaleAMBULANCE SERVICE
Surviving besides the daughter- hours and 15 minutes later at the donia, Frank O. Donnel of Grand
Phone 8693
in-law >are a son, Delbert, of Al- comer of Cherry St. and Central Rapids and Anthony Korstanje, 29 East 9th
berta, Canada, three grandchil- Ave., police reportedtoday. The and the Misse? Elaine KlingenHOLLAND, MICHIGAN
dren and four greet grandchil- car was wned by Clarence Luth, burg, Dolorus. Hirdes and Jean
GilbertVander Water, Mgr.
dren.
192 East 32nd &L
Vander Wege.

DYKSTRA

Holland high and Christian high tchoolt are contributingeight membera to the 1950-51 Hope college basketballteem, which opened Its season Saturday at Valparaiso,Ind. Shown above are (left
to right) Ron Bos, Ken Bauman, Don (Zeka) Pier-

rl

A. C. Baltzer, secretary-manager of the group and extension
dairyman at Michigan State colOfficers
lege, reports that internal growth
of the organization is now replacing expansion into new counties.
The farmer-owned co-operative,
For False
with its central laboratory on
Allegan (Special) — Three Alle- land leased from Mchigan State
gan conservation officersreceived college at East Lansing, serves
the alarm, donned their heaviest 146 local associationsin 70 counclothing, and headed for state ties.
forest in Saturday night’s raging
snow storm, ready to do their Woman Attorney Named

.

kV

be-

ABA

Mrs. Edella Coates

1

MEET

T

Grand Haven (Special)— Mr.
and Mrs. James Aldred and two
children of Nunica were taken to
Municipalhospital Tuesday night
for treatmentof injuriesreceived
when the car in which they wore
riding struck and killed a horse.
The accidentoc cured at 9:05
p.m. on M-104 west of Nunica
when the right front of the Al- MbMw-Mr.ndMM.kmih
Mrs. Kirby Gooding entertained
dred car struck the horse as it
a
group of children Saturday afcrossed the highway. The horse
was owned by Floyd Le Jeune ternoon in honor of her littleson,
Barry, on his fifth birthday.
of Nunica.
Mr. and Mrs. William BroadMrs. Aldred, who was driving,
way and Mrs. Corrine Barnes
received cuts on the face and
spent Th'anksgivngday and the
chest injuries.Her husband reweek-end visitingin St. Charles,
ceived bruises and the children,
111., withm their sister and brothKaren Jean, 4, and Terry Lee, 1,
er-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. James
both received head cuts.
Thorpe.

mantling.

CROP GROUP TO

family.

by the 25 herds.
Lois Starring, student nurse in
Nineteen fresh heiferswere en- GarfieldPark hospital, Chicago,
tered and ten animals removed, spent the week-end with heir parfive because of low production.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Lynus StarL. R. Arnold, county agricultur- ring.
al agent, is concerned over the
Mrs. Corrine Bames returned
tester situation.At present it ap- Sunday from Warsaw, Ind., havpears there will be only one as- ing spent two weeks with friends.
sociation operating after Jan. 1,
Mr. and Mrs. Ami Miller, Mrs.
1951. No replacements can be se- Effie Plummer and Miss Alice
cured for Bob De Pree who must Williamson spent Sunday in
go into the Army nor for Melvin Benton Harbor with Mr. and Mrs.
Hodge, who has turned in his re- Elmer Ormlston.
Dr. and Mrs. E.
Brunson
signation.Arnold would like to secure someone who would take spent Thanksgiving day in Musthe tester’s course at Michigan kegon with their son-in-law and
State college Dec. 4-15. A job daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Scott.
would be ready at once.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Margot
Other figures on individualsand
had as guests for dinner last
herds as follows:
Eugene Brower, first, ai\d Elmo Thursday, Mr. and Mrs. Clayton
Heft, second, high cows under McNeal of South Haven and Mr.
three years; Gerald Poest, first, and Mrs. Howard Margot and
and Heft, second, cows under family.
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Hoganfour years: Howard Loew and son,
First, and Henry Moderman, sec- camp are leaving the last of the
ond, under five years; Hubert week for Florida for the winter
Heyboer, first; and Henry Van stay.
A union Thanksgiving service
Farrowe, second, over five years.
Gerald Poest, first, small herd of the Methodist and Baptist
owner, five ip. 10 cows; Harold Ter churches was held in the Baptist
Haar, first; 'ffcd Heft, second, me- church Sunday evening. The Rev.

Four

m

letin

Tests showed that milking machines are more reliably washed
1 y assembled washing after each
milking than when dismantled
and washed once daily.
A copy of the publicationcircular bulletin 218, dan be ob1 'ined from a county agricultural
agents’ offices or by writing to
the Bulletin Office, Agricultural
hall, Michigan State college.

606 pounds milk were produced Edward Benson and

! i

Stop-by-step picturesin the bul-

show a washing and sanitizing procedure that utilizesthe
value of brush washing, and yet
permits fast, routine washing
with only a limited amount of dis-

Ganges

the choirs.

Milker Sanitation

Milking machines and cream
separators are recognized to be
"problem’equipment where milk
and cream contaminationis concerned. Jensen points out

his estate.
four heirs-at-law are Earl

dium herd,-li to 20 cows; Neal Robert Cox of the Methodist
Andre, firsf^nd Lloyd Heckel, church presented the sermon
musical numbers were given by
large herd, 21 or more cows.

if

Bulletin Outlines

Demands for the production of
milk and high sanitary qualityare
well founded, says J. M. Jensen,
Michigan State college dairy scientist, in the foreword to a bulletin recently authored by him.
Practical Sanitation in Caring
for Milking Machines,’ issued by
the Michigan AgriculturalExperiment station,carries results secured in studies in milk quality and cream.

The

945 Washington St. She had been
Irwin, Grand Rapids; Ola Hen(From Friday’s Sentinel)
in ill hee.lth for three months.
dricks, ShelbyviUe; Loa BrantiMr. and Mrs. Richard Rodder of
Since the death of her husband
gan, Greenville; and Mary Barton
20 years ago she had made her of Palmyra, Mo- The new claim the Monterey Grange were inhome with her son-in-law and comes from Ruby Jacobs, Ruth stalling officersat Ganges Grange
daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Casemier,
Taylor, Willie Cox and Johnnie Friday evening, Nov. 17. They inand spent many winters in Flori- Cox. all of Palmyra, who are chilstalled the newly-elected officers
da.
dren of a deceasednephew of Ir- —Mrs. James Curtis gave a readShe was an active member of win.
the Second Christian Reformed After fees and an inheritance ing, and Wilma Forrey furnished
r.ccordionmusic. The next meetchurch and its Ladies Aid.
tax of $2,751.06,the estate to be ing Dec. 1 will be a talk by one of
Besides Mrs. Coscmier,she is
divided will be about $26,971, the State police men at South
survived ‘by another daughter,
Judge Weston said.
Haven.
Mrs. Herbert Brosseit; one son,
Mr. and Mrs. Harris Lynch
Ted Ver Duin; a sister. Mrs. K.
went to Indianapolis,Ind., MonT. Vanden Bosch, all of Grand Cow Tetters Report
day to spem! the week with their
Haven, eight grandchildrenand
Stepped Up Production
son and family the Adairs.
one great grandchild.
Aaron Plummer, son of Mr, and
The body was taken to the Van
Production in the Ottawa
Zantwick funeral home and ser- Southeast Cow Testing associa- Mrs. Louis Plummer, is one of
four boys selected from Allegan
vices will he held from its chapel
tion stepped up somewhat in Octoon Saturday et 3:30 p.m., with ber despite the fact the 15 per county to attend the International
Stock show in Chicago Nov. 25 to
Rev. E. J. Tanis officiating. Burcent of the cows were dry. Twen- 28.
ial will be in Lake Forest cemety-fiveherds with 450 cows were
Roger Benson visitedhis mothtery.
on test. Robert DePree. tester, re- er, Mrs. S. Benson in Nevada,
ports 750 pounds milk per cow, Ohio, last week. She is spending
Rare Orchids Blooming
30.7 pounds fat. A total of 337,- the winter there with her son,

Ml

is necessary to use

Mr. and Mrs. Laverne Albert Serne

additionalexperience or education
under the direction of the father,
apfricultureteacher, or 4-H club
agent, or perhaps all three.
(Underhill photo)
Shepard points out that these
factors are usually most import-

Miss Beatrice Ellen Laman and
Following the ceremony, a reLaverne Albert Serne were mar- ception for the immediate famitories at $32,480.
ried Wednesday, Nov. 22, in the lies wes held at the Laman home.
Hearing has been set for Dec. 5 parsonage of First Reformed
After a brief wedding trip, Mr*
by Probate*l0dgeHarold Weston, church. The Rev. Bestian Kruit- and Mrs. Some are now at home
hof read the double ring ceremony
who said ir
four should prove
at 12 Howland Ave., Battle Creek,
at 8 p.m.
where Mr. Serne is a civil engitheir claim, Tttj least 11 other desThe bride is the daughter of neer for the city.
cendants couffl also become heirs. Mrs. Benjamin Laman, 19 East
Mr. Serne is a graduate of HolIrwin, who died after a brief 15th St. The groom is the son of
marriage last November, left no Mr. and Mrs. Albert Serne, 276 land high school and Michigan
will. But $25,000 in cash found on East 11th St.
State college.Mrs. Some, a HolWedding attendantswere Miss land high school graduate, was
his farm plus other savings in
banks and postal certificates, ap- Aleatha Serne and Harvey La- employod es a secretary at Hart
peared destined for four nieces man.
and Cooley ManufacturingCo.
and nephews. His wife, the former
Mary Sage, had signed away any

Grand Haven (Special) — Mrs.
Della Ver Duin, 80, died early
Thursday morning at the home of rights to

Home

it

to expand their earnings and
gained experience. They gained

Allegah (Special)— Four grandnieces and nephews of the' late
LeRoy Irwin, 92-year-old Watson
farmer who left a hidden cache of
money last year, have petitioned
probate court to be named as
heirs to the estate which inven-

Action in the play takes place
in a cottage at Fittlehurst Park,
Sussex, England, shortly after
World War II. It is the story of
an English war veteran, who after Van’t Slot, costumes, Harold
being disfiguredin the war. takes Branderhorst, sound and lights;
a bitter attitude toward life and Mrs. Damstra, Mrs. Kroli and Jay
comes to the cottage to live alone. Volkers. properties;Mrs. Bos. Miss
Ignoring the pleas of his mother Joan Kalkman and Alfred HietApproach of winter means it's
and stepfather to return to Lon- brink. makeup; Harris VerSchure,
time for a thorough bam clean-up
don, he marries a plain village Seymour Kroli and Alvin Driessays A. D. Morley, Allegan coungirl, not because he loves her but inga, stage crew. George Knoll is
ty agriculturalagent, who points
because she is as ugly as he. The business manager.
that the barn will soon become play continues-to tell how the
the principal work center for daily
couple finds happiness despite the
At Edward Morlock
farm chores.
H. W. Harrington Dies
circumstances.
Unfortunately,there are hazPeter Van't Slot ably character- At Home of Daughter
Rare odonto glossum grande
ards in many barns and feed lofts
izes the role of Oliver Bashforth,
orchids are bloomingat the home
in Allegan county, the agent re- former handsome Englishman,
Henry W. Harrington, 84, died of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Morlock,
ports.
now a bitter, scarred veteran. at 12:10 a.m. Saturday at home
West 19th St. The bulbs,
Following are some of the cleanPlaying opposite him is Miss Bel- of his son-in*lawand daughter, which bloom in chartreuse with
up recommendationsadvocated by va Van Tatenhove. who takes
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Low, Lake- mahogany spots, were given to
David Steinicke,extension safety the part of plain, humble Laura
shone Ave., route 4. He had had Mrs. Morlock four years ago by
specialistat Michigan State colPennington, whom Oliver marries. a heart attack last Saturday.
her brother, Dr. Arthur Svihla,
lege:
Miss Helen Van VcLs is cast in
A retired farmer, Harrington professor of zoology at the UniClean out alleywaysand work the role of Mrs. Minnett, ‘‘.scareareas which have becrane ob- crow" housekeeper of Oliver who lived at Harlem for 60 years and versity of Washington in Seattle.
only recently moved to his daughMrs. Morlock said her brother
atructed by feed, tools, harnesses, provides suspense in the play.
ter's home. He was born Dec. 16. gave her two bulbs and she decarts, or other objects. Avoid storOliver's best friends are blind 1865, to the late Mr and Mrs. Wilveloped three more bulbs last
ing loose materials overhead,
Maj. Murray Hillgrove.also a war son Harrington,pioneer settlers
yoer. Now one of the bulbs has
o Check your barn for things casualty, played by Donald De
here.
seven buds, two of which opened
that may cause falls. High door Vries, and adsent -minded Prof.
Surviving besides the daughter today. This is the first time the
sills, changes in floor levels, weak
Charles Curse 11 is and the nervous, are four sons. James H., Charles
bulbs have blossomed, she said.
boards, protruding cleats, or oth- plain and lovable Mrs. Cursellls.
The rare flower comes from
er tripping hazards should be re- Kenneth Vander Zwaag ind Miss W.. Russell S. and Irvin A., all
moved. All floors should be made Julie Keen are cast in those roles, of Holland and vicinity; 17 grand- Guatemala,she was informed.
children;five great grandchildren;
smooth, solid, and continuous.
which provide humor in the play. a .sister.Mrs. Mae Nywening of hurt in fall
Dust off light bulbs and replace
Oliver is upset by the frequent
Allegan (Special)— Milo Keene,
those that have gone out to pro- visits of his flighty sophisticated Yakima. Wash , and a sister-inlaw. Mrs. Jennie Harringtonof 89, Allegan former real estate
vide maximum light during dark mother. Mrs. Smallwood,portrayPueblo, Colo.
agent, is recovering in Allegan
winter mornings and evenings.
ed by Miss Norma Piers, and his
Health Center from a fall down
Loft doors, feed chutes, and equally overbearing stepfather,
Turkeys seldom live for more stairs. He received two broken
ladders are accident hazards in Rupert Smallwood,played by Althan five years.
ribs and a bruised shoulder.
most barns. Steinicke says. He re-

Eliminate Hazards

the sons started early to secure
experience and to earn money.
Many of the sons enrolled in
the FFA program when they entered high school.They continued
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